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are thousands of miles away, yet available
at a moment’s notice.
How do we all thrive in this new paradigm?
How do we excel, as a species, with
the new institutional tools -- such as
blockchain and decentralized governance
technologies -- that are being invented?
How do we avoid being captured by dark
and dystopian timelines, where protocol
becomes totalitarian, and the loneliness of
the digital self ubiquitous?

Dear readers,
The 21st century has seen the rise of the
world’s largest information economy. In
cycles lasting just a few years, humanity
generates and records more data than
its entire history. We have all of the
discovered knowledge of our species at
our fingertips, or through voice command,
with more complex interfaces just around
the corner. This is the era of exponential
organizations.

This book is a collection of essays by
some of the brightest minds in the world
tackling these important questions.
It dives below, into the self, exploring
themes of the individual, but also soars
above, into institutional design, protocol,
and the far-reaching implications of
decentralized governance. Our aim is to
explore, empower, and present a world of
exponential organizations communally
governed better than our world today.

It’s against this backdrop of exponential,
monolithic protocol -- the Internet -that we’re beginning to see the first web
societies proliferate. As they emerge, they
highlight changing relationships with the
sovereign self, with institutions and civic
society, and with global trends. For many,
digital profiles are becoming more real
than daily social interactions, and friends
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I invite you, dear readers, to collectively
think, imagine, and thrive in the bold
future sketched out in the following pages.
Pat Rawson
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social innovation within Germany. The
opportunities presented to me (with few
exceptions, and in contrast to my native
home of Brazil) tend to consist of mostly
fake smiles and faux disruption.
The game of corporate self-restraint is
tiresome. Many people are much better at
it than me. When given the opportunity to
not only work, but own the fabric of the
organization I was working for, I felt my
resolve return. Seeing my creations (such
as a canvas facilitation method for the
creation of DAOs I call the “DAO Kitchen
Beta”) aptly put to use, and getting
paid via smart contract, with minimal
politics or hassle, was fundamental for
the recovery of my sense of self worth. It
became clear to me how much it had been
damaged by 3 years of trying to keep my
opinions to myself.

When the DAO was my job
It was a breath of fresh air when I
joined Genesis, the first DAO powered
by DAOstack. There I found a community
of productive malcontents, who were
surprisingly patient with a newcomer.
More importantly, I encountered a level
playing field where I could exercise my
talents from a propositive position and
where my uncommon collection of skills
could put to use in the way I saw fit.

Context and History

In Genesis I found a living breathing DAO
with funds and problems to be solved.
It was up to us, its members, to put two
and two together and get things done.
Permission needs not be asked to create anyone can propose anything. The agility
of this type of decision making spelled
a personal salvation. At that point in my
life, my finances were tanking, I was at
my last leg in terms of self esteem and
I was feeling conflicted working with
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The technologies described in this book
have the power to help change these
games. They can channel the right minds
to the right problems - and to provide
more voices like mine a seat at the
table. Books and organised content will
be instrumental in this effort. I wish
DAOs were around when I was a teen in
school. Now, with this book as an in depth
resource in hand, I can take DAOs back
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to my home, to the teens in school. They
will need it. Like so many people the world
over, they find themselves struggling
under rising authoritarian rule.
While it may seem foolish to crystallize
all these texts about a nascent and ever
changing technology such as DAOs in
immutable book form, bear with me.
Curatorship creates contexts and forms
history. The texts in here are solid. What
this book offers will touch and influence
the people who read it. Most of the
questions raised in this book won’t change,
no matter where the technology goes.
There is value in recording today’s theories
in a volume: These papers represent our
here and now of DAOs. We hope this is only
a first of several.
Any important decision maker who
happens to find her- or himself facing the
challenge of decentralized governance,
be it a DAO or not, Blockchain or not, will
have a powerful ally in this book. We have
attempted to exclude demagoguery in
favor of the topic’s pragmatic essence:
prototyping the efficient, decentralized
coordination at scale of tomorrow,
together, today.
Enjoy your reading.
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users count, behavioral profiles won’t
provide any strict generalizable data.
Even more dire, there are easy and cheap
ways to boost them in whatever direction.
Yet, since many years they were a basis
of growth of dotcoms and will be in the
future. A legally clean scam on a huge
scale. Because, among users of these
metrics a few only ever asked whether
they can be relied upon. The rest just
took it for granted, as it’s obvious that
to pay for ads there must be some basis.
Something must land in an invoice. And
surely the data provided is sound and valid,
as who could be so blatant to deliver fake
numbers, right?

Often when it comes to different ideas
people understand that they are needed,
profitable, time saving or otherwise
beneficiary but the exact reason why
they are such isn’t properly understood.
By analogy, we all have an internalized
understanding of good and bad, while
these words are empty and entirely depend
on a set of subjective factors. Thus we
have a feeling about a state of something
without any deeper knowledge about what
influences this state.

Pao actually responded to an article in New
York Magazine by Max Read (http://nymag.
com/intelligencer/2018/12/how-much-ofthe-internet-is-fake.html) that built even
more sinister vision of the world we live in
where almost everything that constitutes
our society is fake. Which, again, isn’t a
big discovery. From time to time through
centuries people realize that the social
system they live in is a facade hiding less
nice image and often try to improve it.
The change is never ideal, seldom complex,
often bloody, always introduces some
new traits. My own hypothesis when
such events get sparked is that their
initiation depends largely on two factors
- distribution of means of production and

Let’s come closer to technology, an area
that should imply strict approach per se.
Quite recently Ellen Pao tweeted about
network metrics in IT industry saying
that everything is fake. Which isn’t a
big discovery when it comes to dotcoms.
The issue here is, why should they be
considered important in the first place?
Even superficial insight in web related
technology provides enough clues to
conclude that web metrics, like visits,
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access to information. It takes some time
for such situation to become critical, but
it always happens with mixed outcomes.
Right now we have a growing capital
concentration and an explosion of access
to information that is already half a
generation old. The initiation factors are
in. What can also be observed is a growing
detachment of elected representatives
and general public. Which, mixed with a
flow of conflicting and often fake signals,
increases popular anxiety. Socio-political
systems in developed countries slowly head
toward oppressiveness and tyranny. Which
is one of symptoms of near criticality.
What’s interesting - it’s non-partisan
which strengthens my hypothesis that only
two, above mentioned, factors are needed.
I recently stumbled upon an interesting
article that posits that “war is a statistical
phenomenon related to the network
structure of the human society” (https://
arxiv.org/abs/1812.08071). I only assume
here, that due to a network structure of
our societies the power law applies to
abrupt social contract changes as well. And
that factors linked to these changes by
said law are the ones I mentioned above.
So, the change is a property of our social
structure, let’s sit and wait... Or maybe
let’s propose something that would fit
better in our technology dominated world.

No surprise that the change first occurred
in the United States of America, as their
relative isolation and vast resources
messed greatly in social stratas. But
formation of this system happened well
over 200 years ago and while it evolved
later and proved useful it no longer suits
our modern world. Reasons are numerous,
let’s list some: - aims of representatives
differ from aims of voters. Representatives
want to be elected and remain in an office
as long as possible. This implies making
voters satisfied. However it does not
imply solving problems in optimal way.
On the contrary, solving an issue renders
them useless, so there should always be a
standing issue at best unresolvable, that
enables constant efforts. The analogy
to never ending war in 1984 by Orwell
is pretty obvious. In our times creating
artificial issues to solve became very easy
due to fast information exchange and easy
social engineering mechanism that no
longer require any direct contact; - with
world shrinking in terms of information
and goods exchange, representative
democracies retain cadence based system
that makes it virtually impossible for
voters to revert their decision (even if
there are legal provisions to do so). Long
cadence periods cause representative
democracies being often detached from
the rest of society increasing public
anxiety; - representatives responsibility
for faulty or outright damaging decisions
is usually vague and limited to so called
“political responsibility” which in simple
words means that they can be not elected
again; - representatives are a cheap
commodity, specifically for entities

Is there any reason however, to propose
a replacement for representative
democracies when they work maybe
not ideally, but passably? Well, yes.
Representative democracies emerged as
an answer to sudden (one generation long)
change of societies into industrial ones.
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amassing means of production worth a
small country. It’s dangerous situation
for two reasons - companies willing to
change law have it easier than actual
paymasters (voters) and foreign entities
have additional channels of influence; voters in representative democracies does
not have to participate in decision process
more often than once every several years.
More, in practice they have very few and
ineffective tools to do so. There is even no
clear incentive (with exception of forced
voting) from participation in voting; voters aren’t encouraged to be interested
in details of decision process. Not to
mention that many details are obscure or
hard to access.

solve issues presented above. The actual
form of a model can even be generated by
semi-supervised deep learning algorithm
to get best efficiency, but unless we define
some hard limits that we, humans, feel
best with. I’ll present my few picks:

One could list many more cons when it
comes to modern models of representative
democracy. The above shows just a few,
general points. They reflect the issue
I raised before - this schematic was
very good years ago. With closed doors,
many relatively small and fragmented
companies that could lobby for something,
with low and slow access to information
this worked pretty well. Certainly more
efficient than monarchies frozen in time.
But the world changes and there may
be a moment in the future to propose
something better suited.
Here we come to the distributed
governance. While this term doesn’t imply
popular application it may also be used
on a large scale. There are many ways and
models that distributed governance could
be shaped after, however we can always try
to suggest some frames that would help
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The system should offer positive
redundancy. Positive here means, that
it should offer just enough number of
mechanisms to enable it to function
properly. Ockham razor just cannot be
overused. To elaborate it further, there
should be several means to achieve the
same goal, but not a whole maze of
them;

•

Some representatives are needed, as
there are matters in social structure
that should not be known publicly
(public security, policing, military).
However, with duties responsibility
should follow. Relative to potential
damages;

•

There should be a metalanguage that
would allow for translation of social
relations into a state machine as closely
as possible. While in the past such task
would seem impossible it’s certainly
possible now with deep learning;

•

Participation should be incentivized.
This obviously imply some sort of
monetary system included in the whole
schematic;

•

The system should be nondiscriminatory by design. Which also
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means that it should not provide any
privileged treatment to any group;
•

Participation should be a right.
However, this right should not be
unconditional. The core condition
should be an ability to take unbiased,
logical decisions. The only issue here is
how to test participants.

There are more points maybe worth
mentioning, but the formula of this article
is more of an invitation to discuss.
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With the advent of the internet and
now blockchain (& its ilk), it’s tempting
to imagine decentralized, peer-topeer systems overthrowing all the old
hierarchies. In the decentralized future,
there will be no banks; there will be peerto-peer currency protocols. There will be
no companies or governments; instead,
we’ll all be members of various DAOs
(decentralized autonomous organizations).
National borders will lose their meaning,
and a more Pareto-efficient network will
connect people all over the globe according
to their individual abilities and needs. This
vision of a decentralized future is in the air
at “crypto” conferences and meetups, and
though most would probably be hesitant
to publicly endorse it, there is a sense that
these new decentralized systems have
limitless application.

E

zra Weller started his career as a
professional musician, teaching and
playing trumpet around the Northeast
United States after graduating from New
England Conservatory with degrees in music

history, performance, and composition. In 2013,
he co-founded Groupmuse, a platform for crowd
sourcing community chamber music events
in living rooms. His work with Groupmuse
awakened interests in programming and in
organizational theory, a topic on which he began
publishing content in 2017, and it was through
this work that he discovered blockchain and
other distributed ledger technologies. Today, he
live in Baltimore, Maryland, and continues his
work with Groupmuse, which expanded to four
new cities last year, and is a marketing team
member at DAOstack Technologies. In 2019, he’s
looking forward to exploring new ideas around
decentralized game design, writing about DAO
structures and use-cases, and welcoming his first
child with his wife Jennine.
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Nothing has limitless application, of
course, and in the case of these new
decentralized systems, they have a limited
ability to address negative externalities.
In some cases, these systems are even
predisposed to exacerbate their negative
side effects. This is not a new problem.
Over the past two centuries, private
companies have often been accused of
the same flaw, that is that their quest
for profit has unwittingly caused some
broad societal harm, like children injured
doing hard labor or carcinogens in the
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water supply. Decentralized systems like
Bitcoin have many of the same financial
incentives as private corporations but are
more resistant to traditional regulation,
and so the question of how to limit the
systems’ negative externalities is not
trivial.

the cumulative result is the functioning
Bitcoin ledger.
Bitcoin belongs to a special category
of decentralized systems that also
have decentrally-chosen rules. Not only
does each node decide what to do within
the constraints of the system, but the
architecture of the system itself is decided
in a decentralized way. There is no central
committee that can declare the correct
version of the Bitcoin node software.
Instead, the “correct” version is whichever
version the nodes decide to use.

I’ll argue here why externalities in
decentralized systems are a looming
problem and suggest directions in the
search for solutions.

Decentralized systems

Kids playing basketball at a playground
is also a decentralized system with
decentralized rules. Each kid makes
their own choices when playing, but they
also come to their own location-unique
consensus about the rules of the game,
which is why you’ll find some strange
versions of basketball on playgrounds
around the world. You’ll never find
anything but the standard rules in an NBA
game, however, because NBA basketball is
a decentralized system with centralized
rules. A commission sets the rules, and
then the players make their own choices
during each game (with the exception of
coaching). A few more examples:

The definition of “decentralized system”
used here covers more than just Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and the other distributed ledger
technologies. A decentralized system is
made up of any number of components,
the system’s nodes, that make choices
independently according to their own
local information. Decentralized systems
are a lot like games. Each node is a
player trying to achieve their own ends,
constrained by the game’s rules but no
active authority. The total result of a
decentralized system is the sum of the
results of each node’s actions.
Bitcoin fits this definition. Each “player”
chooses whether or not to run Bitcoin
software by weighing the costs and
benefits to them personally. Evidently, the
benefits have been compelling enough to
convince many people to participate, and
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Cultural norms like saying “please” and
“thank you” are decentralized systems
with decentralized rules. No single body
decides when the socially acceptable
times to use these phrases are: the
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rules emerge from our collective
behavior.

externalities: harmful side effects the
systems’ rules don’t take into account.

Twitter and Facebook are decentralized
systems with centralized rules. You
post what you want, but they set the
character and content limits.

Some negative side effects touch only
the systems’ own nodes. One such effect
is the re-centralization of the systems’
networks. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum (at
the time of this writing) use Proof of Work
consensus algorithms that reward nodes
running mining software on the fastest,
most expensive hardware. People running
the most powerful mining nodes earn more
money, which they can reinvest to increase
their advantage ad infinitum, progressively
eroding the resilience a decentralized
system provides.

Controlling the rules of a decentralized
system is a great way to control the
system’s overall outcome: the NBA
commission has had success changing the
rules of NBA basketball to make it more
and more entertaining for viewers. In a
decentralized system with decentralized
rules, neither the nodes nor the rules
are easily controlled by any niche group.
As we’ll see, that makes it difficult to fix
chronic problems in such systems.

Another participant-exclusive externality
is the level of risk imposed on nodes.
Cryptocurrencies are prone to wild price
behavior, and that has been especially
true over the last two years.1 This volatility
means nodes and token holders must now
accept high risk: major asset appreciation
and depreciation are both uncomfortably
likely.

Decentralized systems with
decentralized rules can have significant
negative externalities
Both Bitcoin and Ethereum are
two of the largest new systems
with decentralized rules (market
capitalizations measured in billions
of U.S. dollars), and both have been
accused of causing significant negative

Other externalities extend to more
than just the systems’ nodes. It’s
possible that Bitcoin is exacerbating
global wealth disparities, for one. About
41% of all wealth of any kind was owned
by 0.7% of people in 2013.2 That’s a high
concentration, but it’s only about half as
concentrated as Bitcoin, where 87% of all

1 Since November 2017, Bitcoin’s market price has zigzagged from ~$6,000 to ~$15k, ~$8k, ~$11k, ~$7k, ~$9k, ~$6k, and
~$8k. In September 2018, it seemed to settle around ~$6.5k, until November brought a further plunge to ~$3.5k, where it
currently sits. Ethereum and its token, despite being a separate system, have followed a nearly identical trajectory.
2

Estimated by Credit Suisse
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bitcoins are owned by 0.66% of addresses.3
If such wealth statistics represent a
real problem, then Bitcoin may worsen
that problem severely as its adoption
progresses.

be otherwise eliminated). But “can” doesn’t
imply “will” in theory nor in practice.
For Bitcoin and Ethereum, which
hypothetical externalities pose the
greatest threats to their system’s nodes?
In theory and in historical precedent,
externalities affecting much broader
groups pose only a diluted threat to
nodes.

A second externality affecting the wider
world is energy use, an oft-criticized
facet of Bitcoin and Ethereum. The Bitcoin
system apparently consumes about as
much electricity as Portugal, and it’s not
at all clear if the system’s benefits are
worth that cost.4 Given current energy
consumption, it’s ominous that Bitcoin
may still be at the beginning of its growth
curve.

• Global wealth disparity -- As long as
lopsided world wealth distribution or
even wealth disparities among Bitcoin
and Ethereum holders don’t undermine
the systems’ security or reliability,
nodes have little reason to mitigate it.
The systems are functioning fine today
despite high wealth concentrations.

Some externalities imply a need for
outside regulation

• Global environmental impact -- There
are no internal penalties in Bitcoin
or Ethereum for increased electricity
usage. In fact, miners are rewarded for
using more electricity in many cases, so
if anything, the systems’ energy costs
and environmental footprints may only
get larger over time.

The nodes of a system with
decentralized rules can choose to change
their system to reduce externalities,
but they’re only likely to do so for
externalities with significantly negative
impacts on the nodes themselves.
Theoretically, decentralized systems,
like other systems, can be designed to
mitigate any externality (to the point of
simply shutting down the system if the
externality is negative enough and cannot

Externality effects concentrated on the
system’s participants are more likely
to seriously threaten them and to spur
action.
• High risk for investing nodes -Return on investment is one of the main

3 As of January 30, 2019
4 Portugal and Bitcoin are both estimated at around 47 tWh / yr. Ethereum is at about 7 tWh / yr. These estimates
may be rather inaccurate, but my argument is also crude: these systems use a lot of energy relative to the rest of their
impact.
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motivations for nodes participating in
these systems, and risk is a deterrent
to investors. If risk goes too high and
nodes start leaving, remaining Bitcoin
and Ethereum nodes will have strong
reason to adjust system rules.

cryptocurrencies have the same infinite
growth incentive as public corporations:
no matter how large they are, stakeholders
continue to gain from further growth.
Bitcoin and Ethereum holders will always
gain from higher demand for their
networks’ tokens, and so they are likely
to continue pushing adoption as long as
negative externalities affecting them
don’t pile up too high. As these systems
continue to grow, any side effects they
don’t eliminate will grow as well.

• Re-centralization of the system’s
infrastructure -- The independence of
Bitcoin and Ethereum from any central
governing bodies is a major selling
point for most of the cryptocurrency
community, so too much recentralization of power is a reasonable
motivation for nodes to change the
system.

If decentralized systems...
1.

The track records of companies and
governments support this pattern. While
people have always tried to take care
of their own backyards, development
of environmental policies by companies,
states, and global alliances has been
halting at best.5 Likewise, private
corporations as a whole are addressing
employee health risks voluntarily6 but
overall community health risks (like
water pollution) only under duress from
regulators. For a specific case, think of
Walmart raising minimum wage for its
workers but ignoring the way opening a
new Walmart store can starve a town’s
other businesses.

Don’t adjust for all externalities,

2. Worsen negative side effects they don’t
fix, and
3. May cause alarming consequences via
these unaddressed effects,
Some form of external regulation will
be required. Because we are speaking of
decentralized systems, however, regulation
cannot use its standard playbook.

Regulatory bodies for decentralized
systems: lawmakers, influencers, or
DAOs?
As decentralized systems with
decentralized rules, Bitcoin, Ethereum,
et al are hard to regulate like culture is
hard to regulate. They are swarms, acting

Externalities that are ignored are likely
to be exacerbated. Bitcoin, Ethereum,
and most other newly prominent

5 This article by Somini Sengupta reflects some common views on the topic.
6

“Voluntarily” as in changing in the face of competition for employees or unions rather being forced by authorities.
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move when loud, persuasive voices push
it, and the same might be true of other
decentralized systems. We’ve seen the
standard language on race and sexuality
shift as individuals and organizations have
advocated for new ways to understand
those concepts. As in those examples,
the best way to reduce Bitcoin’s wealth
concentration (if it is indeed a problem)
might be to convince Bitcoin nodes to
change their values. The catch is that
advocacy is an unreliable change-maker.
Persuasiveness cannot be manufactured,
and even if a message does go viral,
tracking its effects is guesswork. Even
still, the plausibility of advocacy as a
regulatory method is a reason to applaud
(and join!) those currently campaigning to
shape the values of decentralized systems.

collectively via stigmergy, not hierarchy. 
It isn’t obvious which outside
mechanisms can best influence these
systems, but three directions seem
reasonable:
• Legislation (proven but costly)
• Advocacy (flexible but unreliable)
• “Umbrella” DAOs (powerful but
theoretical)
Though it’s no one’s favorite option,
governments can regulate decentralized
systems if those systems depend
on centralized infrastructure or the
systems’ nodes can be surveilled. The
core of Ethereum may be censorshipresistant and peer-to-peer, but its
community relies on identifiable
figureheads and centrally-hosted
exchanges and social networks: these
things can be targeted by governments
as an indirect-but-potent way to regulate
Ethereum. Further, governments are
capable of surveilling and penalizing
individual internet users, as when the
RIAA (Recording Industry Association of
America) was permitted to track and sue
thousands of individuals who had pirated
mp3s. This approach has pitfalls: the RIAA
had to switch tactics after 35,000 cases
over 5 years tanked their public image and
failed to sufficiently discourage piracy.
Evidently, intense government regulation
has its own externalities.

A third regulatory option is “umbrella”
DAOs. Decentralized Autonomous
Organizations are a type of decentralized
system that is able to form system-wide
consensuses on arbitrary topics (usually
through voting). Umbrella DAOs with
wide membership and jurisdiction over
smaller, “child” decentralized systems
might be able to directly regulate them.
Because DAOs are also decentralized,
granting one direct control over the
software used by another decentralized
system’s nodes does not bring the risks
of centralization. An umbrella DAO’s
members would need to include both
child system members and the people
affected by whatever externalities the
child systems are ignoring, so the umbrella
DAO would presumably have reason to
respond to those externalities. While

Regulation through advocacy might be a
more agreeable option. Culture seems to
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individual systems might never fix their
environmental externalities, an umbrella
DAO including more people suffering from
climate issues might act. The idea seems
promising, but the first DAOs have only
just come into existence, and their basic
soundness is still unproven. Creating these
umbrella DAOs would also be a major
challenge: why would systems agree to be
under their jurisdiction? What would fair
representation in umbrella DAOs look like?7
These regulatory tactics may prove to be
important. The potential of blockchain
and other new technologies to unlock
new forms of coordination is undoubtedly
exciting, but these systems are also
making large-scale collaboration more
autonomous than ever. Autonomy is
double-edged, and as these new systems’
influence spreads through society, we
should be ready to compensate for their
unintended negative effects. Legislation,
advocacy, and DAOs may all be useful in
doing that.

7 Many decentralized systems (and systems that are not currently decentralized) may use DAO structures in the future,
and from a regulatory perspective, this would be useful. Because DAOs help decentralized systems arrive at reliable
consensuses, system using DAOs will make more defined, predictable decisions than systems not using DAOs. Any tactic
to regulate these systems should be easier to implement on a system with more consistent behavior.
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Lots of tech projects these days,
especially crypto-networks, aspire to
decentralization. Or their evangelists say
they do, because they feel they need to.
Decentralization is the new disruption—
the thing everything worth its salt (and
a huge ICO) is supposed to be doing.
Meanwhile, Internet progenitors like Vint
Cerf, Brewster Kahle, and Tim BernersLee are trying to re-decentralize the web.
They respond to the rise of surveillancebased platform monopolies by simply
redoubling their efforts to develop new
and better decentralizing technologies.
They seem not to notice the pattern:
decentralized technology alone does not
guarantee decentralized outcomes. When
centralization arises elsewhere in an
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apparently decentralized system, it comes
as a surprise or simply goes ignored.

ethnic diversity among both investors and
recipients

Here are some traces of the persistent
pattern that I’m talking about:

While crypto-networks offer some novel
disintermediation, they have produced
some striking new intermediaries, from
the mining cartels that dominate Bitcoin
and other networks to Vitalik Buterin’s
sweeping charismatic authority over
Ethereum governance

The early decentralized technologies of
the Internet and Web relied on key points
of centralization, such as the Domain
Name System (which Berners-Lee called
the Internet’s “centralized Achilles’ heel
by which it can all be brought down or
controlled”) and the World Wide Web
Consortium (which Berners-Lee has led for
its entire history)

This pattern shows no signs of going away.
But the shortcomings of the decentralizing
ideal need not serve as an indictment
of it. The Internet and the Web made
something so centralized as Facebook
possible, but they also gave rise to millions
of other publishing platforms, large and
small, which might not have existed
otherwise. And even while the wealth
and power in many crypto-networks
appears to be remarkably concentrated,
blockchain technology offers distinct,
potentially liberating opportunities for
reinventing money systems, organizations,
governance, supply chains, and more.
Part of what makes the allure of
decentralization so compelling to so many
people is that its promise is real.

The apparently free, participatory opensource software communities have
frequently depended on the charismatic
and arbitrary authority of a “benevolent
dictator for life” from Linus Torvalds of
Linux (who is not always so benevolent) to
Guido van Rossum of Python
Network effects and other economies
of scale have meant that most Internet
traffic flows through a tiny number of
enormous platforms — a phenomenon
aided and exploited by a venture-capital
financing regime that must be fed by a
steady supply of unicorns

Yet it turns out that decentralizing
one part of a system can and will have
other kinds of effects. If one’s faith in
decentralization is anywhere short of
fundamentalism, this need not be a bad
thing. Even among those who talk the
talk of decentralization, many of the
best practitioners are already seeking
balance — between unleashing powerful,

The venture capital that fuels the online
economy operates in highly concentrated
regions of the non-virtual world, through
networks that exhibit little gender or
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feral decentralization and ensuring that
the inevitable centralization is accountable
and functional. They just don’t brag about
the latter. In what remains, I will review
some strategies of thought and practice
for responsible decentralization.

forms of centralization not far away.
Privatize once-public infrastructure
on open markets, and soon dominant
companies will grow enough to lobby their
way into regulatory capture; delegate
authority from a national capital to
subsidiary regions, and they could have
more trouble than ever keeping warlords,
or multinational corporations, from
consolidating power. In the context
of such political systems, one scholar
recommends a decentralizing remedy for
the discourse of decentralization — a step,
as he puts it, “beyond the centralizationcentralization dichotomy.” Rather than
embracing decentralization as a cure-all,
policymakers can seek context-sensitive,
appropriate institutional reforms
according to the problem at hand. For
instance, he makes a case for centralizing
taxation alongside more distributed
decisions about expenditures. Some forms
of infrastructure lend themselves well
to local or private control, while others
require more centralized institutions.
Here’s a start: Try to be really, really clear
about what particular features of a system
a given design seeks to decentralize.

Hat from a 2013 event sponsored by Zambia’s central
government celebrating a decentralization process
(courtesy of Elizabeth Sperber, a political scientist at the
University of Denver).

No system is simply decentralized, fullstop. We shouldn’t expect any to be.
Rather than referring to TCP/IP or Bitcoin
as self-evidently decentralized protocols,
we might indicate more carefully
what about them is decentralized, as
opposed to what is not. Blockchains, for
instance, enable permissionless entry,
data storage, and computing, but with a

First, be more specific
Political scientists talk about
decentralization, too—as a design
feature of government institutions.
They’ve noticed a similar pattern as we
find in tech. Soon after something gets
decentralized, it seems to cause new
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propensity to concentration with respect
to interfaces, governance, and wealth.
Decentralizing interventions cannot expect
to subdue every centralizing influence
from the outside world. Proponents
should be forthright about the limits
of their enterprise (as Vitalik Buterin
has sometimes been). They can resist
overstating what their particular sort
of decentralization might achieve, while
pointing to how other interventions might
complement their efforts.

to specificity, or the resulting whack-amole centralization will forever surprise us.

Another approach might be to regard
decentralization as a process, never a
static state of being — to stick to active
verbs like “decentralize” rather than the
perfect-tense “decentralized,” which
suggests the process is over and done, or
that it ever could be.

A panel whose participants, at the time, represented
the vast majority of the Bitcoin network’s mining power
(original source unknown).

Second, find checks and balances
People enter into networks with
diverse access to resources and skills.
Recentralization often occurs because
of imbalances of power that operate
outside the given network. For instance,
the rise of Facebook had to do with
Mark Zuckerberg’s ingenuity and the
technology of the Web, but it also had
to do with Harvard University and Silicon
Valley investors. Wealth in the Bitcoin
network can correlate with such factors as
propensity to early adoption of technology,
wealth in the external economy, and
proximity to low-cost electricity for
mining. To counteract such concentration,
the modes of decentralization can
themselves be diverse. This is what

Guidelines such as these may tempt us
into a pedantic policing of language,
which can lead to more harm than good,
especially for those attempting not just to
analyze but to build. Part of the appeal of
decentralization-talk is the word’s role as
a “floating signifier” capable of bearing
various related meanings. Such capacious
terminology isn’t just rhetoric; it can have
analytical value as well. Yet people making
strong claims about decentralization
should be expected to make clear what
distinct activities it encompasses. One way
or another, decentralization must submit
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political institutions have sought to do for
centuries.

like one-person-one-vote mechanisms
to counteract concentrations of wealth.
The developers of RChain, a computation
protocol, have organized themselves
in a series of cooperatives, so that the
oversight of key resources is accountable
to independent, member-elected boards.
Even while crypto-economists adopt
market-based lessons from Hayek, they
can learn from the democratic economics
of “common-pool resources” theorized by
Elinor Ostrom and others.

Those developing blockchain networks
have tended to rely on rational-choice,
game-theoretic models to inform their
designs, such as in the discourse that has
come to be known as “crypto-economics.”
But relying on such models alone has been
demonstrably inadequate. Already, protocol
designers seem to be rediscovering notions
like the separation of powers from old,
institutional liberal political theory. As it
works to “truly achieve decentralization”
the Civil journalism network ingeniously
balances market-based governance and
enforcement mechanisms with a central,
mission-oriented foundation populated
by elite journalists — a kind of supreme
court. Colony, an Ethereum-based project
“for open organizations,” balances stakeweighted and reputation-weighted power
among users, so that neither factor alone
dictates a user’s fate in the system. The
jargon is fairly new, but the principle
is old. Stake and reputation, in a sense,
resemble the logic of the House of Lords
and the House of Commons in British
government — a balance between those
who have a lot to lose and those who gain
popular support.

Decentralizing systems should be
as heterogeneous as their users.
Incorporating multiple forms of
decentralization, and multiple forms of
participation, can enable each to check
and counteract creeping centralization.

Third, make centralization accountable
More empowering strategies for
decentralization, finally, may depend
on not just noticing or squashing the
emergence of centralized hierarchy,
but embracing it. We should care less
about whether something is centralized
or decentralized than whether it is
accountable. An accountable system is
responsive to both the common good for
participants and the needs of minorities; it
sets consistent rules and can change them
when they don’t meet users’ needs.

As among those experimenting with
“platform cooperativism” protocols can
also adapt lessons from the long and
diverse legacy of cooperative economics.
For instance, blockchain governance
might balance market-based one-tokenone-vote mechanisms with cooperative-
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Antitrust policy is an example of
centralization (through government
bureaucracy) on behalf of decentralization
(in private sector competition). When the
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government carrying out such a policy
holds a democratic mandate, it can
claim to be accountable, and aggressive
antitrust enforcement frequently enjoys
broad popularity. Such centralized
government power, too, may be the
only force capable of counteracting the
centralized power of corporations that
are less accountable to the people whose
lives they affect. In ways like this, most
effective forms of decentralization
actually imply some form of balance
between centralized and decentralized
power.

piece of essential infrastructure, and has
even attempted to create a cooperative
credit union for the Internet. His
centralizing achievements are at least as
significant as his calls for decentralizing.
Blockchain protocols, similarly, have
tended to spawn centralized organizations
or companies to oversee their
development, although in the name of
decentralization their creators may regard
such institutionalization as a merely
temporary necessity. Crypto-enthusiasts
might admit that such institutions can
be a feature, not a bug, and design them
accordingly. If they want to avoid a
dictator for life, as in Linux, they could
plan ahead for democracy, as in Debian. If
they want to avoid excessive miner-power,
they could develop a centralized node with
the power to challenge such accretions.

While Internet discourses tend to
emphasize their networks’ structural
decentralization, well-centralized
authorities have played critical roles in
shaping those networks for the better.
Internet progenitors like Vint Cerf and
Tim Berners-Lee not only designed key
protocols but also established multistakeholder organizations to govern
them. Berners-Lee’s World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C), for instance, has been
a critical governance body for the Web’s
technical standards, enabling similar user
experience across servers and browsers.
The W3C includes both enormously wealthy
corporations and relatively low-budget
advocacy organizations. Although its
decisions have sometimes seemed to
choose narrow business interests over the
common good, these cases are noteworthy
because they are more the exception than
the rule. Brewster Kahle has modeled
mission-grounded centralization in the
design of the nonprofit Internet Archive, a
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The challenge that entrepreneurs
undertake should be less a matter of How
can I decentralize everything? Than How
can I make everything more accountable?
Already, many people are doing this more
than their decentralization rhetoric lets
on; a startup’s critical stakeholders,
from investors to developers, demand
it. But more emphasis on the challenge
of accountability, as opposed to just
decentralization, could make the inevitable
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emergence of centralization less of a
shock.

NATHAN SCHNEIDER

concentrations of power. Pursuing
decentralization at the expense of all else
is probably futile, and of questionable
usefulness as well. The measure of a
technology should be its capacity to
engender more accountable forms of trust.

What’s so scary about trust?
In a February 2009 forum post introducing
Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto posited, “The
root problem with conventional currency
is all the trust that’s required to make
it work.” This analysis, and the software
accompanying it, has spurred a crusade
for building “trustless” systems, in which
institutional knowledge and authority
can be supplanted with cryptographic
software, pseudonymous markets, and
game-theoretic incentives. It’s a crusade
analogous to how global NGOs and
financial giants advocated mechanisms
to decentralize power in developing
countries, so as to facilitate international
investment and responsive government.
Yet both crusades have produced new
kinds of centralization, in some cases
centralization less accountable than what
came before.

Learn more: ntnsndr.in/e4e
If you want to read more about the limits
of decentralization, here’s a paper I’m
working on about that. If you want to
read about an important tradition of
accountable, trust-based, cooperative
business, here’s a book I just published
about that.

For now, even the minimal electoral
accountability over the despised Federal
Reserve strikes me as preferable to
whoever happens to be running the top
Bitcoin miners.
Decentralization is not a one-way process.
Decentralizing one aspect of a complex
system can realign it toward complex
outcomes. Tools meant to decentralize
can introduce novel possibilities — even
liberating ones. But they run the risk of
enabling astonishingly unaccountable
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Abstract
This paper examines the challenges
involved in designing and implementing
a new currency whose objective is to
permanently provide some level of
universal basic income (UBI). We do this
by approaching the discussion from six
different perspectives: economic policy,
adoption, governance, unique identity,
technology, and principles. We highlight
some promising strategies for currency
adoption and identity validation, and note
that using decentralized architecture may
offer unique advantages but also pose
technical challenges. We conclude that
creating a new, government-independent
currency may be a promising way to
circumvent certain political barriers
around UBI. However, if the goal of such a
currency is not explicitly to coexist with
the nation-state currency and government
structure, then it is implicitly a challenge
to it.

A

leeza Howitt is an independent
researcher and writer specializing in
social benefit projects. Through her
research, she has grown convinced that both
universal basic income (UBI) and decentralized
technologies represent promising tools for
economic innovation. She is publisher at
UBIresearch.org, a think tank focusing on
government-independent UBI projects, and she
is a cofounder at the Astro Ledger Institute, a
platform for raising space grants with blockchainpowered star-naming.

1. Introduction
Universal basic income (UBI) is enough
an alien concept that it still registers as
“unthinkable” for most of the world, far
outside the window of discourse.1 Although
1 I am referring to O
 verton’s window, a metaphor for the limited range of ideas tolerated in any particular political
climate. Advocating for an idea outside the window is usually inadvisable. I originally intended to make a pun here about
defenestration.
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it dates as far back as the 1500s, its tacit
implausibility (“free money?”) has stymied
critical examination over the past few
centuries. This creates an atmosphere
in which governments are particularly
resistant to UBI; the political machine is
notoriously slow to adopt policies that
suffer from poor comprehension in the
public sphere. Nonetheless, in recent years
a number of government-independent
efforts have emerged attempting to bring
these ideas to fruition.

ALEEZA HOWITT

in this climate, UBI will migrate to the
center of acceptable political discourse2
— while alternative power structures may
soon capture the public imagination. As I
will explain, a government-independent
platform could simply be the vehicle for
establishing a UBI, but it could also be the
end goal of such a project. Regardless, I do
not wish to understate the monumental
challenges to launching a governmentindependent UBI. I was inspired to write
this as an introduction to the space;
as both a way to understand existing
projects, and as a roadmap for new
initiatives.

But if UBI itself is so radical, how could
it possibly succeed without government
assistance? We argue that a permanent
guaranteed income is perfectly feasible
from the standpoint of traditional
economics; bringing the idea to life is
primarily a political challenge, which is
why an independent platform presents a
viable approach. Two factors make this
tactic increasingly likely in the near future:
a growing recognition that economic
security is an achievable human right,
alongside interesting developments in
technology.

2. What, why and how
Note that the purpose of this paper is n
 ot
to present an argument for why basic
income may be a good idea. Instead, the
following is an examination of strategies
for the implementation of UBI; as such,
we take it as given that UBI is a desirable
goal. It is not my intention to gloss
over legitimate debate on this topic;
nevertheless, it is out of the scope of
this paper, and I kindly ask those who are
seeking such discussion to look elsewhere.

The decentralization movement is 
coming of age against a backdrop
of socioeconomic turmoil; the moral
egregiousness of poverty has more
than doubled since 1990, yet the rate of
poverty reduction is s lowing down, while 
inequality is becoming further entrenched
in many societies. It is my opinion that

Some independent basic income projects
aim to provide a short-term supplemental
income to a small number of people. These
are important because they help popularize
the idea and refine its implementation.
However, that is not my focus here.

2 UBI is arguably already seeing a healthy renaissance. The Indian state of Sikkim plans to implement a UBI by 2022
(which will be the largest UBI trial the world has ever seen), while Andrew Yang will be running for the 2020 American
presidency on a platform featuring UBI.
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Instead, I specifically examine a more
ambitious goal: how to design a currency
that permanently provides some level of
unconditional income universally (i.e., to
every single user).

ALEEZA HOWITT

apparently without any awareness of
the others before it, limiting potential
collaboration. What I hope to contribute
here is to highlight the different areas
of specialization and common ground
among projects that emerge from diverse
geographic and political backgrounds. This
is done by breaking down the challenges
into these six distinct perspectives:

There are two reasons one might devote
energy to this:
1. Perhaps we don’t believe our
governments will give us a basic
income any time soon, so we are simply
accomplishing it faster.

1. Economic Policy
2. Adoption

2. Perhaps we can use an independent
UBI currency as the foundation for a
new (and presumably more democratic)
government and property ledger. Fiat
currency is arguably at the root of
government power; to usurp coinage is
to challenge the authority of the state.

3. Governance

As I will explain, any attempt at creating
an independent UBI currency is deeply
political and necessarily falls into one
of these two categories; that is, it is
either reformative or revolutionary. A
reformative movement seeks to improve
existing government; a revolutionary one
seeks to replace it. Although I focus on
monetary governance, fiscal governance
is inextricable, and an attempt to modify
either one will lead to political questions.

The following is a series of exploratory
questions directed at a hypothetical
independent UBI project, intended to

4. Unique Identity
5. Technology
6. Principles

3. Perspectives
Many of the endeavors I have come
across are mutually compatible. But
too often a new project will emerge
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elucidate the challenges faced, followed by
my own perspective.

of poverty. I will refer to this as the
stimulus view.
When we use the term “basic income
experiment,” it is often unclear what
the “experiment” is, i.e., what we are
attempting to measure. We already
have a plethora of evidence about how
unconditional cash transfers positively 
affect individuals, which tends to be
the focus for most proponents of the
subsistence view.

3.1. Economic Policy
Questions:
1. How is the level of basic income
determined? Is it rooted in economic
theory?
2. What is the policy on taxation, if any?

A relatively neglected line of inquiry is
the effect of basic income on the larger
economy. Such an effect might be realized
by distributing some amount of money
universally to every member of the
economy. An important question for those
who subscribe to the stimulus view is how
high this amount can be (and at what rate
it can be raised) without causing price
inflation. Other questions include how the
policy would affect community economic
development, labor rights, employment
trends, the innovation ecosystem, and
other such aspects.

This is a discussion about literally
creating currencies, so it is safe to say
that economic thought will be critical to
the conversation. I will begin by defining
two different concepts subsumed under
“universal basic income,” a distinction
that is commonly obscured in traditional
debate:
1. The layman interpretation is that
“basic” represents an amount of money
that will cover basic needs. Behind this
is an ethical argument whose goal is an
acceptable minimum standard of living
for every person. I will refer to this as
the subsistence view.

The stimulus view frames UBI as a farreaching economic tool rather than as a
form of charity. It is essentially a demandside economic stimulus. John Maynard
Keynes humorously imagined the idea as
if the Treasury, instead of funding public
works programs, would stuff bottles
with cash and bury them in a mine shaft
to be dug up again by the public. Such
an analogy correctly illustrates the true
mechanics of a stimulus: that is, its

2. “Basic” could instead indicate a
foundational level of consumer
purchasing power, set according to
economic considerations but divorced
from any particular minimum standard
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ultimate purpose is to bolster consumer
purchasing power.
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new cash out the window (Japan
seriously consideredsomething like this
in 2016). I will call this m
 onetary UBI.

The key difference between the
subsistence view and the stimulus view
is that the former is often discussed
in the context of equality and wealth
redistribution, whereas the latter
inspires a discussion of economic
efficiency, especially in terms of wealth
predistribution (i.e., creation).
These perspectives correlate with two
critically different philosophies in regards
to funding models:

Fiscal UBI tends to dominate the
conversation, especially for advocates of
the subsistence view. This is because UBI
is cast as an ethical standard, and the
redistribution of wealth as the ethical
solution. However alluring, redistributive
policies are politically tough. They tend
to create fissures along partisan lines,
and are particularly unpalatable for
the wealthy, who happen to also wield
enormous influence.

1. The dominant narrative assumes that
a basic income would be funded by
some form of taxation, whether it
be new taxes or money saved from
replacing an inefficient welfare state.
Others imagine establishing a revenuegenerating commons (e.g., a sovereign
wealth fund as modeled in Alaska, or
some mechanism for individuals to
monetize their own data). What these
approaches have in common is that
they are fundamentally redistributive
policies (the collectivization of certain
property is a form of redistribution),
and therefore fall under the category of
what I will call a fiscal UBI.

Those who adhere to the stimulus view are
more likely to emphasize the potential for
a monetary UBI. Although it is a recurring
topic, there is inconsistent language
and framing around the concept; cash 
transfers have been floated as a temporary
fix in recessions, some advocates propose
establishing individual accounts at central
banks, and the idea has been likened to a 
debt jubilee, quantitative easing for t he
people, or described as a “citizen-centered
monetary regime.” The common ground
among such thinkers is that distributing
“helicopter money” should be a regular tool
for central banks; it is not fundamentally
different from lowering interest rates.

2. An alternative funding model for
UBI would rely simply on monetary
expansion, or “printing money.” Milton
Friedman famously referred to this
as “helicopter money,” imagining a
helicopter that would literally dump

Proponents of a monetary UBI maintain
that it is something the economy can
clearly afford, but often remain agnostic
about whether this income would be
more or less than sufficient to meet basic
needs. Nonetheless, plenty of theorists
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have proposed values, based on a variety of
measures. Some advocates of the stimulus
view take it further and claim that a 
monetary UBI is not just possible, but
actually a necessary permanent feature of
a healthy economy to sustain a minimum
level of consumer spending.

that says they should be.”(Alex Howlett,
emphasis added)
As a monetary UBI is just a funding
model, there is no assumption it would be
sufficient to meet basic needs. Therefore
we return finally to the subsistence
view and the pertinent question of
wealth redistribution. F
 iscal UBI projects
assume that in order to fund a UBI, there
must be some form of taxation or a
reorganization of property ownership. It
is important here to clarify the purpose
of taxation in regards to funding for a
UBI. Many advocates make the erroneous
assumption that money removed from
one sector of the economy can directly
fund an unrelated project in another
sector. However, as illuminated by Modern
Monetary Theory (MMT), government
spending is constrained by resources, not
by money.

One initiative, P
 roject Greshm, is
based on this idea that there is an
optimal, necessary level of consumer
spending without which an economy
will underperform. They argue that the
only way to guarantee the economy is
producing at full capacity is to ensure
that consumers have adequate purchasing
power, and that wages are fundamentally
irrelevant for this purpose: Wages may
have served for most of recent history
as a mechanism for creating consumer
purchasing power, but in fact wages
are determined by the labor market,
and equilibrium in the labor market will
not necessarily occur at full economic
capacity.

Under the lens of MMT, creating and
destroying money are entirely distinct
processes; both are tools for incentivizing
behavior, and by no divine logic do they
need to a
 dd up. For example, there may
be some argument that money itself
should be taxed over time simply to
discourage hoarding, but it would be
rather miraculous if the revenue generated
this way turned out to be the optimal
budget for a UBI. Removing these arbitrary
barriers in how we think about money
creation and taxation is a prerequisite for

“It has become cliché within basic income
circles to claim that ‘robots are coming
for our jobs.’ The presumption is that we
therefore need to supplement people’s
incomes. This implies that, until recently,
wages were somehow a naturally sufficient
primary source of consumer spending
money. But has there ever been a time
in history when wages were sufficient? 
There’s certainly no rule of economics
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developing logical ground rules for a new
economic paradigm.

as a legitimate, desirable form of “poverty
insurance” — a feature, not a bug.

A monetary UBI creates new money to
activate unused resources, whereas a
fiscal UBI can be explained as a way to
incentivize an equitable reallocation of
scarce resources. A fiscal UBI could be
implemented by redistributing money
taken from the wealthy, but it may or may
not be that simple; the focus must be on
redistributing resources. It is therefore
possible that the simplest redistributive
strategy would be a blanket wealth tax,
but equally viable strategies might be the
implementation of narrower tax policies
like a Land Value Tax to disincentivize rentseeking, or cooperative ownership models
like this L
 and Return proposal.

Demurrage is a simple mechanism that is
straightforward to implement in a digital
currency. It can be compared to a negative
interest rate. The currency declines in
value automatically; for example, with
demurrage of 12% annually, 100 units
would become 99 a month later (though
most likely it would compound daily or
instantaneously). This effect is achieved
without any loopholes or bureaucratic
paperwork: the only way to escape it would
be to avoid holding the currency for any
significant period of time. If the same
amount of value lost through demurrage
were to be recreated via UBI, such a
mechanism would act like a redistributive
wealth tax.

As a government-independent currency is
naturally limited in its powers of taxation,
this is a moot issue in many independent
UBI schemes. However, taxation is possible
if conducted in-platform, and such a
design is worth some consideration.

Monnaie Libre Ğ13 is one active UBI project
which places a demurrage on its currency,
inspired by the philosophy of the Relative
Theory of Money. Demurrage will be an
option for communities using Circles
UBI, and it is the raison d’être for the UBI
projects Solidar and V
 alue Instrument.
Depending on its implementation, taxation
within a UBI currency would not induce
dumps or volatility any more than in
existing taxed currencies, but nevertheless
the question will inevitably be how well
the currency holds its purchasing power or

In this age of inequality, many UBI
advocates are drawn to a wealth tax. The
danger of a blanket wealth tax is that it
could drive the wealthy classes to outside
platforms. On the other hand, the same
self-interested mindset could feasibly view
taxation within a guaranteed UBI currency

3 This project is sometimes known as Duniter, which is the blockchain on which Ğ1 runs.
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sustains a stable value relative to outside
currencies.

experimenting with distributed ownership
or radical markets.

It is worth stating clearly that a strict
wealth tax cannot be implemented without
parallel taxation on outside currencies
and assets. A government-independent
currency is not a feasible means to tax
those who are unwilling to be taxed,
unless such a system is backed by a fully
autonomous, self-sufficient economy. In
a free market in currencies, it is those
who hold the means of production who
ultimately choose which currency or
property ledger is used — and thus, which
system of taxation is enforced.

3.2. Adoption
Questions:
1. What method does this project use to
give the currency real-world value?
2. If it accepts donations/exchanges/
purchases etc., Are there protections
in place to prevent speculators from
cashing out?
3. How does this system drive adoption?
How coherent is the messaging?

One last thing to note: f iscal UBI and 
monetary UBI are not mutually exclusive.
Although a monetary UBI does not
involve taxation, this is not an argument
against taxation in general, since there
may be both underutilized resources and
inequitably monopolized resources in an
economy. Even within a post-scarcity
economy, there may still be a role for
redistributive policies. For example, it
is likely that wealth inequality (distinct
from poverty) is problematic in and of
itself, and can be mediated only through
taxation, or by migrating certain types
of private propertyto the commons and
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Imbuing value on a currency is a chickenegg paradox. People seem to value it
because others do. How does one break
into this virtuous circle? Ed Murphy from
Circles UBI poetically describes this feat
as an “act of levitation.” Ultimately, it is
the currency that is used that has value,
but hidden in this process is the collective
trust placed in some mechanism that
ensures the currency can eventually be
exchanged for real stuff. This mechanism
boils down to tradability and stability;
some omnipotent supplier is usually known
to accept the currency (i.e. a government
accepting taxes) and that supplier in turn
would favor a currency with attractive
features (i.e. stability). If enough people
trust this value mechanism and begin
conducting transactions with the new
currency, it becomes ipso facto a useful
medium of exchange. So yes, it’s possible
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to create value out of nothing. Precisely
how is the trickier question.

its reserves by a mechanism similar to
fractional reserve lending. Such a system
would use its reserves only for certain
accounts or in certain situations.

Ultimately, it is much easier to start off
a currency by backing it with reserves
denominated in some other currency.
This can be done by raising donations, by
selling debt, or employing some version of
an initial coin offering (ICO). However, it
is important to delineate expectations for
managing those reserves. For example, it
would not be ideal if speculators end up
draining the reserves of a UBI project —
even more egregious if those reserves were
acquired through charitable donations.
This is the risk taken by currencies which
attempt to prop up their value on an open
market, like Manna. Instead, it is necessary
to have a clear “non-leaky” strategy for
funneling those reserves to vetted entities
that are consistent with the vision of the
project.

One way to do this would be to reimburse
targeted merchants under a system
resembling the U.S. food stamps program
(SNAP). Food stamps are pegged to the
U.S. dollar, and thus they are used as
currency among individuals, even though
the U.S. government actively tries to
prevent this phenomenon. Ultimately, if
there is reasonable certainty that there
exists some merchant who will accept
the new currency, people will be able to
transact with it. One caveat is that the
value of the currency on an open market
may not reflect its value in the eyes of the
merchant — for example, food stamps
are usually sold for cash at a discount.
The value of the currency in this scenario
ultimately comes back to the popularity
of the merchant, which is why it is key
to identify a reliable source of demand
and corresponding suppliers. This could
mean looking at markets where demand
is expected to increase under a UBI,
like subsistence goods. U
 BIseed is one
project pursuing this strategy; they have
philanthropic partners in telecom and
plan to offer simple phone plans in their
currency. Another strategy would be to
focus on a monopoly supplier; for example,
securing the participation of a local utility
company — to the exclusion of other

One popular model for reserves
management is to treat it as an
endowment, or an investment fund. The
goal would be to invest responsibly and use
earnings to back the value of the currency.
This is the approach of projects like G
 ive
Crypto, which does not offer its own
digital currency but could in the future.
Manna also plans to establish a “Capital
Reserve Fund” in the future.
Holding reserves gets especially interesting
when we consider different strategies for
using reserves to support the currency’s
value. For example, it should be possible
to stretch the currency supply relative to
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the project to succeed, they should do
their best to spend the currency within
the system — but since they have the
ability to be reimbursed at any point,
its value is immediate and real. This is
the path envisioned by Project Greshm,
which additionally uses a clever timing
mechanism and reimbursement cap to
ensure that currency circulates within the
system.

Another option would be to frame the
currency as a business loyalty program.
A good analogy for this is a community
currency, like Berkshares. A local currency
is usually an attempt to stimulate the
local economy; businesses have an
incentive to offer discounts in their
local currency because they recognize
the indirect benefits of keeping money
circulating inside the community. For
example, merchants accepting Berkshares
effectively offer a five percent discount.
Businesses that accept a new UBI
currency could capitalize on the same
stimulative effect, but instead of limiting
such a loyalty program to a particular
geographic region, it can be extended to
any merchant standing to benefit from
a UBI. Additionally, the loyalty strategy
may be attractive to users who would like
to kick off such a program by primarily
reimbursing green businesses, organic
farming, fair trade, etc. — And therefore
concentrating the stimulative effects
into sustainable businesses that share
important values with the UBI project.

Note that while a system resembling
fractional reserve lending may appear
intuitively unsustainable, some amount of
monetary expansion is actually necessary
in a growing economy. As discussed earlier
in the context of monetary UBI, according
to some theories it is possible to create
a certain amount of money without price
inflation. Such a scheme, although perhaps
gleefully slandered as a “Ponzi scheme
for social good,”4 in fact accords with
traditional economic principles, from the
viewpoint of many economists.
While it may make certain things easier,
it is by no means necessary to back a
new currency with an existing currency.
As mentioned earlier, in a free market
for currencies, it is those who hold the
means of production who ultimately
choose which currency is used. There
are several complementary currencies in
existence which have enjoyed a thriving
user base despite being nonconvertible,
like Ithaca Hours. This appears to be the
direction that Monnaie Libre Ğ1 is taking,

A different path would be to honor a cashout guarantee for a limited number of
end-user accounts, making it immediately
useful for people to transact peer-topeer, and potentially building a perception
of value much faster. Presumably,
people would know that if they want

4 This is a phrase I have been known to use casually for humorous effect.
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and potentially S
 wiftDemand as well.
Hypothetically, a community could agree
not just to transact with a nonconvertible
UBI currency, but also choose to boycott
all other currencies. If enough suppliers
opt into such a system, there is no way to
prevent the creation of a distinct economy
based on this new currency. This follows
the tradition of solidarity economics long
recognized as tools of survival by the
African American community. As explained
by Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois in 1933, “We can by
consumers and producers cooperation,
...establish a progressively self-supporting
economy that will weld the majority of
our people into an impregnable, economic
phalanx.”5
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plenty of choice in how to organize our
economy.

3.3. Governance
Questions:
1. Is there an entity which manages this
currency?
2. If so, how are decisions made? Is the
process transparent? ?
3. Is currency architecture distributed or
decentralized in a way that makes it
robust against interference?
Creating a government-independent
currency is a deeply political act: it is an
attempt to hijack seigniorage and thus
implicitly to usurp one of traditional
governments’ economic controls. Therefore
to truly understand the vision of an
independent currency, we must examine
which aspects of traditional governance
the project is willing to coexist with,
versus which aspects it is trying to abolish
or recreate. If the goal of a new currency
is not explicitly to coexist with the existing
nation-state currency and government
structure, then it is implicitly a challenge
to it, and must offer a clear alternative.
This is why it is critical to keep questions
of government in mind when designing a
currency, and it is the step at which every

One last thing to note pertains to
messaging. While “free money” is pretty
hard to argue with, not everyone standing
to benefit from such a system will choose
to opt into it, due to different perceptions
of self-interest. This is why messaging
matters. A successful initiative needs to
transcend technobabble and produce a
coherent narrative, to explain how UBI is
not just in the interest of each individual
but of the broader society. Even if one
particular project fades from popular
consciousness, its lasting impact may be
in reminding each other that we still have

5 As quoted in “Collective Courage” by Dr. Jessica Gordon Nembhard (Penn State University Press, 2014).
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independent UBI project I have seen is
simply too young or fails by omission.

banks must be, which leaves open the
role of democracy in constructing such an
entity.

There are multiple issues around
governance which arise when designing
an independent UBI project. Traditional
governments manage their economies with
both monetary and fiscal policy. Depending
on the design of the independent currency,
these same tools may need to be made
available on the new platform.

This is a formidable list of requirements.
An apparent alternative to difficult
monetary governance decisions could be
an inflexible system with an algorithmic
monetary policy, but we must acknowledge
that this is also a system of governance,
and may or may not be constructive.
Specifically, a hardwired “take it or leave
it” approach to monetary policy may
in fact stifle healthy debate and either 
concentrate power into the hands of those
writing the code, or divide would-be allies
onto different platforms.

Most obviously, anyone who issues new
currency implicitly assumes responsibility
for some duties of a central bank. There
are those who argue that the goal of a UBI
currency should in fact be framed as an
attempt to establish a truly independent
central bank (e.g., as envisioned by Project
Greshm). A project modeled in this way
should be able to coexist with many
existing government structures; it poses
no threat to existing fiscal policy, and
may even set a goal of returning monetary
governance to the nation-state after
achieving a UBI.

Beyond the issue of monetary governance,
a government-independent currency
presents an opportunity to build an
entirely new economic paradigm. It
could enable a new system of taxation
or public spending; going even further,
it could be the basis for a new property
ledger, and thus innovations in distributed
ownership of the commons. This is where
the currency may become incompatible
with existing government structures and
evolve into a revolutionary project. It is
thus the juncture at which the invention of
decentralized technology may play a more
important role.

Regardless of the project’s political
vision, if there are changeable variables
affecting stability (e.g., related to UBI
issuance rate or reserves management),
then we must address the governance of
these processes. Specifically, the entity
in charge should both be able to operate
with full transparency and to demonstrate
competency in money and banking. There
is also an argument to be made that
such an entity must remain politically
independent, just as traditional central
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We should therefore continue our
discussion of governance with an
explanation of decentralized money.
Many readers who are familiar with the
UBI concept will not be so well versed
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with the workings of a “cryptocurrency.”
The crucial thing to understand is that
these currencies are leaderless, and
this quality also makes them resistant
to censorship and control by reigning
authorities. There are no vulnerable
headquarters; the authority to timestamp
transactions is dynamic and selected at
random, and because the protocol itself
is distributed across many different
computers, it is virtually impossible to
shut down the system. Thus, using a
cryptocurrency makes it trivial to sidestep
a ban on alternative currencies by an
oppressive regime, at least on a technical
level6 (this has previously been termed 
“sovereign-grade” censorship-resistance
). It is simultaneously a guarantee against
meddling by middlemen: as long as a
transaction is valid in the eyes of the code,
it will be processed accordingly (“platformgrade” censorship-resistance).

processor. While there are many promising
approaches to this trade-off, it is not
clear which, if any, will emerge as a
satisfactory solution. Until these technical
challenges are behind us, electing to use a
fully decentralized cryptocurrency at the
possible expense of scalability is critical
only if the currency itself could be the
target of government censorship or similar
attacks.
Some independent UBI currencies do
indeed position themselves as alternatives
to the existing economic system of the
nation-state. It is necessary for these
projects to acknowledge that setting
fiscal policy is not incidental to managing
a currency: it is an essential role of any
government. Thus a project seeking to
subvert traditional government structures
must clearly define an alternative system
for fiscal governance, including tax policy
and public spending. Because financial
decisions have repercussions in many other
aspects of society, this process inevitably
escalates into a question of political
governance as well.

Cryptocurrencies suffer from what Vitalik
Buterin termed the “scalability trilemma,”
which is the technological challenge of
ensuring all three properties in a digital
currency: decentralization, security, and
scalability. Many cryptocurrencies don’t
easily scale with a large user base — they
can be slow or render minor transactions
disproportionately expensive, which is a
huge sacrifice when building payments
infrastructure. However, scalability
often comes at the expense either of the
decentralized nature of the technology,
or else its integrity as a payments
6
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Digital currencies may offer
unprecedented new mechanisms to
address governance in more democratic
and transparent ways, but the concept of
e-democracy is still highly experimental.
Right now, the “decentralized autonomous
organization” (DAO) is less a democratic
innovation than a trendy catchphrase,
and while I’m optimistic about liquid

Note this does not address the myriad other ways in which oppressive regimes oppress.
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democracy and q
 uadratic voting, it
is hard to predict where and how to
implement these ideas, or what impact
they might really have. It is still too
easy to find ourselves rehashing the
“tyranny of structurelessness” vs
“tyranny of the majority” vs “tyranny of
actual tyrants” trade-off until we grow
dizzy. Innovations in governance require
research and testing, and this needs to
be at the forefront of any experiment
in revolutionary currencies, or we risk
slipping backwards.

on decentralized governance communities,
like the D
 GOV Foundation).

3.4. Unique Identity
Questions:
1. How does this project verify unique
accounts and protect itself from Sybil
attacks?
2. Does it rely on existing identity
infrastructure? Or does it use a
decentralized method, and if so how
secure, accessible, and noninvasive is
that method?

It is thus reasonable to frame a new
currency as a stepping stone to a more
democratic economic system, as long as
the project is able to wade through the
quagmire of governance and delineate
a coherent approach to monetary and
fiscal policy. Neglecting the question
of governance altogether means the
currency is unlikely to live up to its
vision, regardless of whether its goal is
reformative or revolutionary. Nevertheless,
there is more leeway to postpone
important governance decisions in the
context of a reformative project. These
questions become increasingly urgent as
the project attempts to move outside the
reach of traditional governments, in which
case a functional system of decentralized
governance becomes the critical factor in
determining the fate of its revolutionary
vision. But while e-democracy may
currently require a stretch of the
imagination, such a platform may soon
take shape (I recommend keeping an eye
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The prevention of duplicate accounts
(“Sybils”) is a common stumbling block
for those who are new to the concept of
an independent digital UBI project. Our
world already has several identity systems
in place, and an independent currency
could potentially piggyback off these
systems. For example, UBIC distributes a
basic income to any user who can scan a
valid NFC chip from a unique e-Passport.
However, there are many reasons to
avoid traditional government-sponsored
identification methods, particularly in the
context of a “government-independent”
project. There are all sorts of other ways to
identify unique people — phone numbers,
social media, biometrics — but each has
its disadvantages and vulnerabilities.
The major hurdles have to do with
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centralization, privacy, accessibility, and
viability for online use.

a disproportionate impact on the whole
system. Such a situation would be more
likely in a large network, with more
degrees of separation between users.
Pseudonym parties are another concept
that is occasionally floated; it requires all
users to periodically show up at the same
place and time to redeem a basic income.
This could be a viable in-person strategy
(limited in that the system must find ways
to accommodate the minority of users who
cannot physically show up); however I am
somewhat skeptical of such a model being
used online.

The holy grail of a “sovereign-grade
censorship-resistant” UBI currency is a
totally decentralized, self-sovereign unique
digital identity system. This is what my
heart wants, and I find it surprising that so
few projects are attempting to build such
a thing. Note that “uniqueness” is a very
particular kind of identity, and that this
narrow concept is the only identity needed
for UBI distribution. Such a system would
ideally operate without sharing other
identifying information about the account
(perhaps by using zero-knowledge proofs
or mixnets). A decentralized and privacypreserving proof of uniqueness would be
valuable for a wide variety of non-UBI
applications, particularly voting.

In general, any sort of vouching between
strangers that is done virtually will be
vulnerable to a sophisticated AI attacker.
This is my main concern with video
vouching as organized in R
 aha, or the
use of prediction markets as proposed by 
GoodDollar. Ultimately, identity is social,
and because good technology tends to
mimic real life, a real social network should
be our best bet for proving uniqueness.
Thus I predict that the most viable option
for decentralized unique identity will come
in the form of an analysis of the social
graph — based simply on friends vouching
for each other, without submitting any
other identifying information. I have high

How can this be done? There are a handful
of proposed decentralized identity
solutions currently. In my opinion, Circles
UBI has solved the identity question,
although potentially at the expense of
liquidity; that is because it ties trust
directly into the currency using a peerto-peer hawala system (users can only
transact with coins minted by people
they personally trust, similar to Trustlines
). Monnaie Libre Ğ1 uses a web of trust
that is distinct from the currency; they
require users to periodically meet in
person and receive a minimum number
of vouches from previously verified
users. This approach appears effective
on a small scale, but my concern is that
a handful of successful Sybils could have
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hopes for a project called BrightID, which
aims to do exactly this.
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fast transactions and bona fide
decentralization, domains in which
cryptocurrencies notoriously struggle.
This was referenced earlier in the context
of the “scalability trilemma”; I will not
go into further detail here, since they are
pretty hot topics and are covered in depth
elsewhere. The main thing to be aware of is
that it is not clear whether these features
are currently possible, nor is it guaranteed
that they ever will be. If the technology
simply is not yet sophisticated enough, we
must be sensitive to that and make every
effort to use a flexible platform.

3.5. Technology
Questions:
1. UX: How easy is this currency to use for
an average person?
2. Does it protect the privacy of the user?
3. How will it scale with a large user base?
4. How flexible is the design, in case the
needs of the community change?

However I will note that UBI is not and
has never been a technical challenge: it is
a political one. Technology now makes it
easier than ever to start an independent
currency, but at no point in history was it
conceptually impossible. Rather, the true
difficulty lies in trust, in governance, and
in economic theory.

5. Does the UI effectively integrate
financial tools and governance
applications?
Any successful digital currency requires a
good user experience design (UX/UI); this
is worth highlighting since it has been a
major failure of many digital currencies,
particularly cryptocurrencies. Another
important requirement is anonymity; the 
discussion of privacy in digital currencies
tends to inspire debate on whether it
enables money laundering, but I believe
this is a weak argument in the face of an
Orwellian dystopia. Privacy is key to the
success of a currency, particularly if it
is a “revolutionary” cryptocurrency and
attempts sovereign-grade censorshipresistance.

This is why I will change direction here
and focus on one overlooked advantage
to using digital money: that we can
seamlessly wrap it up in educational or
community tools. In my opinion, this is
crucial. Money itself is awesome, but we
can do even better. People need economic
literacy: to be empowered in their private
financial lives, but also to be afforded
an understanding of the philosophy of
a universal basic income. Spreading the
idea itself should be a priority in all UBI
initiatives; individual projects might fail,

Our list of requirements concludes
with two last necessities: scalable
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but we can absolutely ensure that the idea
lives on.

rather see projects striving to integrate
sustainable businesses and empowering
community tools instead of touting UBI as
a neoliberal panacea. The opportunities of
cryptocurrencies may have lit a fire under
some techno-libertarian behinds, but
basic income is an old social movement
with radical anarchist, anti-racist, and
feminist11 roots. Without an understanding
of the struggle which birthed these ideas,
the robot-obsessed start-up mentality is
not going to make much progress. That
means I’m always going to be suspicious of
a UBI project which is disproportionately
beholden to investors, as well as anything
that feels too much like a publicity stunt
or the product of ego. In contrast, I am
much more likely to trust and support
projects which are conceived nonhierarchically, with a broad and diverse
team, and which are open to input from
and collaboration with the community.

3.6. Principles
We are building a movement: the most
important thing to come out of this would
be awareness that today’s economic
paradigm is antiquated, undemocratic,
and inefficient. Only by prioritizing
education and social awareness in our
implementation can we be sure that
society will eventually see an economy that
offers prosperity to all. I will sum this up
with a 1939 quote from Dr. Sadie Alexander,
the first black economist in the U.S.7 and
an early advocate of the jobs guarantee:
“The cause of economic insecurity and how
it can be overcome must be made clear
to all classes of the public, in language
that each can understand — in order that
America may await the orderly solution
of the problem and not, in despair, turn
over its freedom in exchange for the vain
promises of a self-proclaimed messiah.”8

4. Conclusion
There are several points to take away
from this body of research. I will first
emphasize those that have convinced me
of the feasibility of launching a successful

Principles are important. This means
I’d rather see a white paper which
champions Coretta Scott King9 or Bayard
Rustin10 as UBI advocates instead of
Mark Zuckerberg and Elon Musk, and I’d
7
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She earned a PhD in economics in 1921, making her the first African American to do so.

8 As quoted by Dr. Nina Banks in “Who is Sadie Alexander?” (Financial Times, 2017).
9 A prominent leader of the civil rights movement and a vocal advocate for both b
 asic income and a jobs guarantee.
10 Famous for o
 rganizing the historic 1963 March on Washington. He coauthored and formally introduced the antipoverty proposal “A Freedom Budget for All Americans” (1966) which included basic income.
11 There are several ways in which U
 BI may usher in equality for women. Canadian women’s groups have demanded a
basic incomefor many years.
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independent UBI currency, followed by my
biggest concerns.

nation-state — and thus its status as a
reformative versus a revolutionary project.

First of all, it is essential to recognize that
funding via monetary expansion instead
of taxation has huge advantages for an
independent project in regards to both
sustainability and adoption. Secondly, a
currency’s value ultimately can be traced
back to producers, thus any sufficiently
robust network of suppliers theoretically
would be able to back a new currency
of their choosing. Third, governmentindependent Sybil-resistance is critical,
but already Circles UBI offers one
compelling approach, and furthermore it is
a project capable of integrating with any
number of different identity solutions as
they arise.

Possibly the most important point I will
make is that this is not just an economic
movement, or a technological movement;
it is first and foremost a social movement.
That means all the projects discussed here,
despite their differences, are ultimately
allies — a sentiment that has been
overwhelmingly embraced. I personally
witnessed a strong willingness to
collaborate among all the teams I met, and
this also should be evident from the many
open channels of communication (one
example being the “Open UBI” community).
This leads me to emphasize that these
projects must not characterize themselves
as economic experiments or tech startups, but instead must be held to higher
standards and act equally as educational
campaigns: the goal being to dispel the
mystique around money, to empower
people with the tools of economic
knowledge, and thus to lay the groundwork
for innovation and future action against
the injustice of economic insecurity.

Despite a promising outlook, real
limitations in technology may hold back
these projects and force difficult choices.
For example, as long as the scalability
trilemma exists, there will always be a
tradeoff between having sovereign-grade
censorship-resistance versus scalability.
Furthermore, if the payments technology
or identity infrastructure does not protect
the privacy of its users, there could be very
serious (even Orwellian) consequences.
Finally, I remind my readers it is essential
the role of governance within an
independent currency not be overlooked.
Through its approach to both monetary
and fiscal governance, the project
establishes its position in regards to the
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If you also have spent years dreaming
about how to hack the economy, this is
your roadmap. UBI may just be one tweak
to the economy, but its effects could ripple
through every aspect of our lives. A better
world is possible: in fact, I hope I have
shown you that it is literally possible right
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now, and we don’t even have to ask for
permission.

ALEEZA HOWITT

technologies. J
 ournal of Peer Production, 7. Available
from https://ssrn.com/abstract=2852689
De Filippi, P. & Loveluck, B. (2016, September 29). The
invisible politics of bitcoin: Governance crisis of a
decentralized infrastructure. Internet Policy Review, 5(
4). Available from https://ssrn.com/abstract=2852691
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C

o-founder, advisor, investor on several
aesthetic-political initiatives: institutes,
foundations, startups, collectives,
communes and NGOs. Researcher at Rhizom
- the Blockchain based Ecosystem for Market

When new technologies impose themselves
on societies long habituated to older
technologies, anxieties of all kinds result.”

Networks. Accelerator QA at ECSA - the
Economic Space Agency. Business Angel at
Vegg@Home - the Platform for sharing great
culinary experiences at home. Focused on
Research & Development of Digital Commons.
Not just for the cyberspace itself, but also for
Public Health and Food Sovereignty.

Ryan Shea in conversation with Naval Ravikant

Let’s start with a simple and powerful
premise: distributed computing has the
potential to make the world a better and
freer place.

This is the first stable version of an experiment around
conversations and narratives as the new documents. It
is heavily influenced by both the areophany from Kim
Stanley Robinson’s Mars trilogy and Rhizom’s rhizome of
understandings around Blockchain’s long term potential.
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The radical digitalization of everything and
seamless global coordination (unlocked by
this distributed computing) are promises
long overdue, which have been reawakened
during yet another blockchain bubble
cycle. Such promises can be deemed far
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fetched, but so was most of our current
baseline, everyday tech.

telephone, which no one wanted to buy; the
car, which surely couldn’t work on our horse
roads; the plane, which couldn’t possibly be
safe; or the internet, which was destined to
fail.“

What is really coming to happen next
and what’s not

From Alex Gladstein’s “A Human Rights Activist response
to Bitcoin Critics

When the automobile was first invented,
no one took it seriously - nobody but
inventors and investors. Late organized
resistance against the automobile tried
to suppress its existence, and failed. Now
we live car centric lives where in some
countries it is a crime to cross outside
the crosswalk. Could things have been
different? Could we learn from such
mistakes?

Honestly, nobody knows. We will never be
sure about Bitcoin’s future, much less our
future on Mars, not until it’s too late and
front runners have already gained
hegemonic leverage (obscurantist
predatorial DRMs, anyone?).

...THEN THEY LAUGH AT IT...
“By 2005, it will become clear that the
Internet’s impact on the economy has been
no greater than the fax machine’s”

One thing is certain, as tech advances and
the stakes of our experimentation gets
higher and higher, there are no magic
solutions to our collective issues. We need
to let go of childish wishful thinking which begins as a coping mechanism,
but ends up further fragilizing ourselves
against this feudal cyberspace - in
this barbaric interplanetary late-stage
capitalism. Ok, with that out of the chest,
let us consider:

P. Krugman, 1998

Early stages of new tech are crucial to
the impacts of its adoption. The longer
we waste time disregarding rather
than engaging, the longer other parties
compound their advantages. The unleveling
impact of technology also has to do with
a phenomenon known as the “Matthew
Effect”: the tendency for early advantages

FIRST THEY IGNORE IT...
“Most world-changing technologies are
dismissed by the crowd at first. Consider the
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to multiply over time. Here, both ignorance
and inaction are grief.

dire consequences of being hunted down
and “suicided”.

“Note that nobody is suggesting papering
over differences. Just as narrow-minded
tribalism is a pox on actual progress,
mindlessly singing Kumbaya and joining
hands is a path to failure. This is not an
appeal to ignore differences, but rather to
celebrate them. And meanwhile, blatant
scams that harm the ecosystem — the
OneCoins and Bitconnects of the
world — should continue to be named and
shamed.”

Things are harder than ever and won’t get
easier from here.
“While trade unions fight against the
robotic replacement of human labor, cybercommunists dream of a fully automated
luxury communism. Cyber-activists battle
online surveillance with sophisticated
technological skills; transhumanists hack
their own bodies while warning of biotechnological enhancements for economical
rationalization; feminists discuss ectogenesis
as a liberating vision as well as a male dream
of finally getting rid of women.

From Kent Barton’s ”Divided We Fail: The Irrational
Insanity of Crypto Tribalism”

...THEN THEY FIGHT IT...

Recent radical and speculative politics
today also try to tackle the relation between
emancipatory change and today’s frontiers
in automation, robotics and communication
technology. “

“Many great cyber battles were lost by
warriors who failed to understand the
methods of the adversary.”
@SunTzuCyber, The Art of Cyber War

From Paul Buckermann’s “On Socialist Cybernetics Accelerationist Dreams, and Tiqqun’s Nightmares”

False flags, dog whistle politics, VUCA,
Hyper Financialization, Hybrid War,
collective struggles are becoming more
complex by each passing day. If that
wasn’t enough, the very short list of people
who had our backs keeps getting shorter.
Be it by pure dumb tribalism or to the most
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...AND THEN WHO PREVAILS?
If contradiction and struggle are a
constant, then life and history are
constantly being written and rewritten.
But in the end, history is written by the
victorious. Staggering inequality stands as
visceral proof that very few people have
been holding the pen of history. What
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would we need to take back the ability to
make our own dreams come true?

technologies and epistemics could
make communism possible, or just help
capitalism becoming stronger, [let alone all
the possibilities within and without such
polarization].
Within the emancipatory discourse on
cybernetics there is a rather pragmatic
issue: what are the political limits worth
considering for emancipatory progress
facilitated by information technology and
complex system modeling?”
Again from Paul Buckermann’s “On Socialist Cybernetics Accelerationist Dreams, and Tiqqun’s Nightmares”

So what exactly are we talking about?

Works of fiction will often take us back
in time with promises that the tiniest
changes would be greatly impacting the
future. But what about how our small acts
now can deeply impact our future?

“It is important for scientists to be aware
of what our discoveries mean, socially and
politically. It’s a noble goal that science
should be apolitical, acultural, and asocial,
but it can’t be, because it’s done by people
who are all those things.”

As new technologies emerge, risks and
opportunities do too. As they consolidate,
benefits and agency get reaped by
those who coordinated and positioned
themselves accordingly. Even small but
structured and structuring action right
now can help us steer the future to a less
bleak direction.

Mae Jemison, the first African American woman
astronaut

In here, so far, a grim depiction of things
stands with many questions raised but
very few answers. Resistance and struggle
seem inevitable for a journey towards
meaningfulness, emancipation and dignity,
but no magic solution nor instructions
manuals can be given. This mixed
signalling might be better digested with
the following memetics, untangled below:
governance and learning to learn together.

The future may be bleak, but it can always
get worse.
“Such questions on technology’s potentials
and threats regularly take one step back
and ask whether certain technologies are
applicable for emancipatory progress at
all. A specific question embedded in these
politicized debates is whether cybernetic
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“Knowledge production has increasingly
become central to emancipatory projects.
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More and more people in struggle recognize
the importance of learning and research
as an essential part of movement and
also an essential part of those moments
of the future in the present across the
globe. The occupation of cyberspace as
part of an “electronic fabric of struggle”
has dramatically increased access,
circulation, and archiving of large amounts
of information while also encouraging
more complex efforts of increased selfrepresentation and self-determination
against and beyond dominant systems.”

is built on top of it. And perhaps more
importantly: By Whom.
When you look at Bitcoin’s blockchain
network, you’ll see that with somehow
simple and strict principles (no
censorship, open-source, permissionless,
pseudonymous, fungible...) We were able to
bootstrap the most secure digital network
nowadays. Or at least the most expensive
one to attack. With DAOs - blockchainbased decentralized organizations - we
are aiming at transcribing that into the
governance level.

From Manuel Callahan’s “Insurgent Learning and Convivial
Research: Universidad de la Tierra, Califas“.

If successful, its blossoming will mark the
Childhood’s End of the Internet. Unlocking
the collective intelligence to a point of
enabling pharaonic mega projects - just
without the pharaohs.

“We live in capitalism, its power seems
inescapable - but then, so did the divine right
of kings. Any human power can be resisted
and changed by human beings.“

Not only ambitious, these goals should
serve as reminders that we HAVE to get
this right.

Ursula K. Le Guin

BLOCKCHAIN, THE CHILDHOOD’S END OF THE
INTERNET

“Well, the poetry of blockchain lies in the
fact that it is still wildly underdeveloped,
that decentralized infrastructure still can’t
do much aside of very simple things, and on
the fact that almost no decentralized system
is industry-ready at the moment.

The internet is a computer network and
the cyberspace is that network visualized
as a virtual space. Inside this cyberspace
there is a dispute for a new territory,
the emerging blockchain ecosystem (aka
“cryptosphere”). The dispute is not only
for territory itself, but for the narratives
that will define the collective of perceived
possibilities. It’s a dispute for the power
and privilege to describe the territory
itself. Which will shape the surface of this
memetic landscape and influence what
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The poetry of Blockchain will die eventually,
as it gradually turns in the usual gray overengineered blob of code, driven by financial
interest instead of sheer curiosity.
Hopefully, we’ll be able to set an example,
and to prove that in a sea of chaos there
is still a way to do things right, by backing
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up a development philosophy that takes
responsibility in considering coming
generations of users not just as clients, but
as learners and peers as well.”From Fabrizio

represents the ultimate escapism: as
promise for a fresh start somewhere far
enough, a doomsday insurance or simply as
a planet-sized gold mine.

Romano Genovese’s “The Poetry of Blockchain: a
Celebration of Lateral Thinking”

Just like General Artificial Intelligence
might be a pipe dream but Intelligence
Augmentation can be just around the
corner, Mars’ latent potential should not
be thrown away with the escapism fetish
bath water. The narrative of reaching Mars
is inescapable. Ignoring or laughing about
it really won’t do us any good.

MARS, THE RED [INSERT A MEME HERE]

Mars is the next frontier; we were born
too late to explore the seas, to conquer
the skies, but we’ve been brought into this
world just in time to develop the building
blocks for a future stage of human
evolution, to go out there and call another
planet home.
“Space science is important because we
live on a planet that we are impacting
in unexpected ways, so we need to know
more about planets to help figure out what
to do about that. A good example of this
is when we found out we were creating a
hole in our atmosphere’s ozone layer, and
managed to stop creating that hole before
we all died from it. How did we do that?

“Home is not where you were born. Home is
where all your attempts to escape cease.”
Naguib Mahfouz, Egyptian writer who won the 1988 Nobel
Prize for Literature

“It’s not going to do any good to land on
Mars if we’re stupid.”
Ray Bradbury

The space race brought us far, but for
all the bad reasons. It was bankrupting,
chauvinistic and bellicist. Nowadays Mars
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By sending orbiters to Venus and Mars and
studying their atmospheres.”

feudal) governing techniques aimed at
stabilizing the status quo.

Kim Stanley Robinson Makes the Socialist
Case for Space Exploration

What will we build, and where will we go,
but most importantly how and to whom that will depend on what we do now.

BLOCKCHAIN & MARS, A CYBERNETIC TALE

By repeating Lenin’s formulas with the
deep hope for better answers than those
we know:

Our space tech is pretty much about
science and communications, much like
the internet today. Blockchain stands as
candidate to catalyze a new, emerging
cyberspace - a decentralized coordination
machine. Such abstract machine will play
critical roles in future achievements,
like the coming attempts to set foot on
Mars. Attempts which might catalyze a
next chapter of space tech, one about the
governance of a two-planet species.

“What is to be done?” and “Where to begin?”
Honestly I’m not sure, but hereby I offer
some of my humble (yet cliff-hangy)
findings: learning to learn together; fierce
ancestrofuturism and to grow hard but
without ever losing tenderness.
We should engage with Blockchain and
Mars if not for their benefits, then to
defend ourselves.

Such mega project will be tackled from
perspectives of both “cyberocracy” and
“cybureaucracy” In short, one means
coordination by cybernetic ethos of selfregulation and collective intelligence
based governance, whereas the other is
a traditional bureaucracy with access
to single cybernetic technologies like
computers or communication networks.

Even though the future is already here,
it still is malleable. Our collectively
coordinated engagement is urgent as the
blue sky.
“Without community, there is no liberation.”

The predominance of the first would be a
radical break in human history and as such
a possible step forward in emancipation.
While the consolidation of the latter would
be an adjustment of typically modern (yet
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Audre Lorde

If Wang Wei Lived on Mars:
“Sitting out all night thinking.
Sun half-born five miles to the east.
Blood pulses through all this still air:
The edge of a mountain, great distance
away.
Nothing moves but the sun,
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Blood to fire as it rises.
How many, these dawns?
How far, our home?
Stars fade. Big rocks splinter
The mind’s great fear:
Peace here. Peace, here.”
The Martians
Kim Stanley Robinson

Moebius, la Faune de Mars
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Introduction
Blockchain technology is considered by
many as a highly disruptive technology
that could trigger a new digital revolution
(Tapscott & Tapscott 2015). Indeed, by
eliminating the need for a middleman, the
technology has the potential to disrupt
many sectors of activities that currently
rely on a trusted authority or intermediary
operator (Swan 2015).

P

rimavera De Filippi is a researcher at
the CERSA / CNRS / Université Paris
II. She is currently a research fellow at
the Berkman Center for Internet & Society at
Harvard Law School, where she is investigating
the legal implications of cloud computing and
peer-to-peer technologies. Primavera holds a
PhD from the European University Institute in
Florence, where she explored the legal challenges
of copyright law in the digital environment.
Primavera is a founder of the IGF dynamic
coalition on network neutrality, legal expert for

Blockchain technology was first elaborated
as a part of the Bitcoin network, a
decentralized payment system and
virtual currency that can be traded on a
peer-to-peer network, without relying
on banks or other financial institutions
(Nakamoto, 2008). Deployed in 2009 by
a pseudonymous entity called Satoshi
Nakamoto, the idea underlying Bitcoin
was that it is possible to delegate to a
technological artifact the trust that we
have thus far granted to existing social
or political institutions. As such, the
technology has been often referred to
as “trustless technology” (Scott, 2015)
or as a “trust machine” (The Economist,
2015)—because it eliminates the need to
rely on trusted intermediaries, as long as
one can trust the underlying technology
(Brite & Castillo, 2013). When it comes
to governance, the most significant
innovation of blockchain technology is

Creative Commons France, coordinator at the
Open Knowledge Foundation and administrator
of the Communia association for the public
domain.
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that it provides us with the ability to
experiment with new organizational
structures and distributed governance
models, which are more transparent
and less hierarchical than those we
have become accustomed to. Indeed,
the technology potentially allows for
the creation of so-called decentralized
blockchain-based organizations, enabling
people to coordinate themselves in a peerto-peer manner, according to a set of
protocols and rules incorporated into selfexecuting smart contract code (Wright &
De Filippi, 2015).

technology accessible to the wider public.
If we can learn anything from the history
of Internet governance, it is crucial that
we start thinking today about how we can
shape the governance of blockchain-based
networks in ways that ultimately preserve
the distribution of powers of these
infrastructures.

The promises of decentralized
collaboration
Over the past two decades, the Internet
has shown us that open and decentralized
collaboration makes it possible to achieve
things that would be really difficult to
achieve internally, within a single company
or organization (Raymond, 2001). Think of
Wikipedia, for instance, which managed
to compete with a large corporation like
Microsoft, putting Encarta out of business
in the matter of a few years and without
any financial investment (Weber, 2004).

Because it enables people to coordinate
themselves in a peer-to-peer manner,
early blockchain advocates claimed that
blockchain technology would ultimately
promote individual freedom and autonomy
(Tapscott & Tapscott 2015, Swan 2015,
Atzori 2015). Yet, in practice, there are
many limitations to that dream. As the
Internet has shown, a decentralized
infrastructure does not necessarily lead
to a decentralization of powers within
that infrastructure. To the contrary,
over the years, the Internet network has
grown more and more centralized, with
a concentration of power in the hands
of a few large online operators. Despite
its promises of decentralization, the
blockchain space is no exception to that.
Over the years, the governance of the
most popular blockchain networks has
become highly centralized, and only a
few large corporations (such as the main
blockchain exchanges and wallet providers)
are responsible for making blockchain
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The success of this model has inspired a
few economic players to experiment with
new business models that rely on the
power of the crowds in order to produce
value (Brabham, 2013). This is the model
adopted by most Internet giants, such
as Facebook, Google or Twitter, as well
as by new crowdsourcing platforms,
such as Uber or AirBnb. If we observe the
evolution of organizational structures
over the past twenty years, we can
observe a general trend, from centralized
operators (e.g. newspapers, taxis or hotel
operators) providing their services to a
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passive set of consumers, to centralized
intermediaries (e.g. Facebook, Uber, or
Airbnb) aggregating the contribution of a
large number of people in order to provide
a service to a much more active set of
consumers.
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based organization. Instead of relying on
a centralized and hierarchical structure
to operate the network, Bitcoin adopted
a much more decentralized approach,
inspired from the open source model.
Anyone is free to contribute resources to
the network, which operate thanks to the
contributions of hundreds and thousands
of people, collectively in charge of
maintaining the network.

Yet, the problem with the traditional
crowdsourcing model is that, in most
cases, the value produced by the crowd is
not shared equally between the platform
and the contributors (Kazeroun, 2014). It
is instead concentrated into the hands of
few large intermediaries, which ultimately
dictate the rules of the platform
(Brabham, 2012).

Over time, the model of decentralized
collaboration adopted by Bitcoin has been
applied to many other fields of activity,
from cryptocurrencies and decentralized
payment systems (e.g., Monero and
Zerocash), to decentralized marketplaces
(e.g. Open Bazaar and district0x), or
even decentralized social networks (e.g.
Steem.it and Akasha). These decentralized
applications operate as decentralized
blockchain-based organizations
administered by the community and
for the community. Because there
is no intermediary operator, every
community member is simultaneously a
contributor and an actual shareholder in
the organization. As a result, the value
produced within these networks can—at
least theoretically—be redistributed in a
much more egalitarian way between all
those who effectively contributed to the
production of value.

By eliminating the figure of the
middleman, blockchain technology makes
it possible to replace the model of topdown hierarchical organizations with
a system of distributed and bottomup cooperation. Instead of relying on
a centralized operator or middleman,
blockchain-based networks are designed
to operate in a fully distributed manner,
relying on a decentralized infrastructure
to coordinate the interaction of all people
contributing to these networks. Thanks to
these new technology, we can thus witness
the emergence of new decentralized
crowd-sourcing organizations, which also
aggregate the contribution of multiple
people, but that do not require any kind of
intermediary figure in order to manage the
flow of contributions.

The limits of decentralized governance

Bitcoin is perhaps the most representative
example of a decentralized blockchain-

Despite their decentralized infrastructure,
the governance of most blockchainbased networks or applications is
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highly centralized. Because of their
pseudonymous nature, it is difficult
to discern the actual degree of
decentralization that characterizes these
networks by simply looking at their
protocol and operations. However, a more
thorough investigation might reveal that
the governance of these networks is
oftentimes more centralized than what
might seem at first glance.

mining process relies on a particular
payoff structure governed by economic
incentives (Proof of Work). While the
system started as a fully decentralized
network, after many years of operations,
market dynamics (and economies of scale)
eventually turned the network into a highly
concentrated market, controlled by a few
oligopolistic players—the so-called mining
pools (Gervais & al., 2014; Drescher, 2017).

The case of Bitcoin is an illustrative
example of an underlying tendency
towards the progressive concentration
of powers within decentralized
infrastructures (a tendency that can be
observed in a large majority of blockchainbased applications). Designed as a
perfectly decentralized system, the Bitcoin
network operates in an autonomous and
distributed manner, independently of any
trusted authority or centralized operator.
Yet, when we look more closely at the way
Bitcoin operates, it does not take long
to realize that its governance is actually
quite centralized. On the one hand, there
are only a few developers who have the
necessary knowledge, expertise and power
to decide on the evolution of the Bitcoin
protocol (De Filippi & Loveluck, 2016). On
the other hand, although theoretically
decentralized, the protocol for validating
transactions (the so-called mining process)
has today become highly concentrated into
a few large mining pools, which currently
control a large majority of the network.

Another interesting example of failure
to achieve distributed governance is
TheDAO, a decentralized blockchainbased investment fund deployed on the
Ethereum blockchain, which was collective
administered by a distributed network
of peers. Launched in April 2016, TheDAO
raised over $160M worth of Ether in
less than one month of existence. The
governance mechanism was relatively
simple. People who sent a particular
amount of digital currency to the
decentralized investment fund received a
particular amount of tokens in exchange.
These tokens enabled them to participate
into the decision-making process
concerning the fund’s investments. While
anyone could submit a proposal as to how
they envision these funds to be spent, only
the token holders could express their voice
as to whether or not the proposal should
be funded.
As a decentralized organization, TheDAO
did not have any CEO or other leadership
figure. Its governance structure was
defined, only and exclusively, by the code
deployed on the Ethereum blockchain,

One of the main reason for this trend
towards centralization is that is the
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which precisely stipulated the procedures
and rules that all members had to abide
by. Yet, in spite of the decentralized nature
of the fund, its governance structure
was actually quite traditional. Indeed,
as a decentralized blockchain-based
organization, TheDAO was fundamentally
governed as a plutocracy: the more money
people had invested into fund, the greater
their influence would be within the
decision-making process.

Because of these properties, it could be
argued that market dynamics operate
according to a model of “distributed
consensus”—similar to that of blockchains
(Mattila, 2016).
The free market has, however, many
limitations. First and foremost is the issue
of transactionality. If the governance
structure for decentralized blockchainbased networks or applications were
based, only and exclusively, on market
dynamics, many of the social interactions
and non-commercial activities performed
on top of these networks would ultimately
turn into market-driven transactions.
Whether a blockchain is used for the
purpose of trading or contracting,
or whether it is used to facilitate
coordination among a decentralized
network of peers, the transactionality
inherent in market-based governance
systems might ultimately influence
the underlying motivations of people
interacting through the platforms—
replacing ideological principles and social
or relational motivations with economic
rationality and instrumental logic.

Both of these examples illustrate one
of key missing piece in the realm of
blockchain governance. While we now
have the opportunity to experiment with
new decentralized infrastructures, we still
have to conceive, design and implement a
proper distributed governance system that
could be deployed top of this decentralized
infrastructure. Of course, it is always
possible to deploy a centralized governance
system on top of a decentralized
infrastructure, e.g. by assigning specific
powers or privileges to a few identified
individuals. Yet, if we want to fully enjoy
the benefits of decentralization, it is
necessary to come up with a decentralized
model of governance.

Such a scenario had already been
envisioned, over fifteen years ago, by
French philosopher and media theorist
Pierre Lévy, who saw the Internet as a tool
that—if improperly used—could lead to a
whole new market-oriented society. Lévy
described the Internet as a new space
that could become “both the ultimate
place for the competition of ideas and a
market finally freed from all constraints.

Probably the closest thing to a
decentralized governance system that
we know of today is the free market—a
system that relies on the emergent
behavior of a distributed network of
private players, following the laws of
supply and demand in order to reach
consensus as to what is the price of a
particular good or service (Gale, 1955).
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There will be no more difference between
thought and business. Money will reward
the ideas most likely to bring about the
best possible future—the future we will
choose to buy.” (Levy, 2000; p. 100)

risk of losing some of the basic tenets of a
democratic society.

The end of a trustless dream
Given these limitations to market-based
governance, we might wonder whether
blockchain technology can actually provide
the necessary infrastructure for a more
decentralized society. To be sure, by
eliminating the figure of the middleman,
blockchain technology allows for people
to cooperate in a more decentralized
manner. Yet, if we look at the real-world
applications of the technology, we can
see that they actually promote a very
individualist approach to collaboration.

To many of the self-declared cryptolibertarians that currently populate the
blockchain space, this is not necessarily
a bad thing. Indeed, according to some
of the early blockchain advocates (Atzori,
2015), as the ideals of decentralization
and free market blur into each other,
blockchain-based applications and
market-based governance systems could
provide a more efficient way to govern
society than reliance on the coercive force
of government authorities.

Often praised for their potential to support
or facilitate a more collaborative economy,
the current implementation of existing
blockchain-based networks is often
inconsistent with the original conception
of the collaborative economy—defined as
an economy based on “horizontal networks
and democratic participation” (Botsman
& Rogers, 2010). In its original conception,
the collaborative economy was not meant
to rely on a centralized (trusted) authority
responsible for mediating interactions
between a distributed network of
(untrusted) actors. Rather, players in the
collaborative economy had to contribute
towards building and validating trusted
relationships between members of their
communities (Hawlitschek & al., 2016).
Conversely, with a blockchain, trust is
perceived as something that should be
reduced to the maximum. Economic

Yet, as it has been shown in the past,
without any governmental intervention,
markets can be easily be manipulated
by powerful actors (Posner, 1974)—and
the law of supply and demand might not
always lead to the most effective outcome
for a democratic society (Stigler, 1971).
Indeed, if and when blockchain technology
will manage to impregnate itself into the
very fabric of society, some of today’s
legal, social and political institutions might
need to accommodate new technological
constructs operated by market forces and
code-based rules. While these systems
might bring new promises of increased
transparency and accountability, if
improperly governed, we might incur the
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transactions and social interactions are
mediated by a so-called “trustless system”,
where trust in people is replaced by trust
in the underlying technological framework.

Quite to the contrary, the introduction
of market-based incentives into the
system is such as to distort the underlying
motivations of people, who are ultimately
brought to compete with each other
(Sapirshtein & al., 2015) in order to be
the first to find the solution to the
mathematical puzzle associated with
each block and acquire the corresponding
reward (Lewenberg & al., 2015).

Accordingly, when it comes to
decentralized cooperation and
collaboration, one of the greatest
feature of a blockchain—its trustless
infrastructure—is also one of its greatest
drawbacks. Specifically, the trustlessness
of these systems actually lessen the
opportunities for people to create strong
social connections and community ties.
Because people do not need to trust one
another, they also do not need to create
bonds between each other.

Any blockchain-based organization
whose governance system relies—mainly
or exclusively—on market dynamics is,
therefore, ultimately bound to fail. On
the one hand, the adoption of a marketdriven governance system is likely to
usher in competitive dynamics that may
significantly reduce the opportunities for
people to cooperate around a common
goal, ultimately harming the interests of
the organization to which they contribute.
On the other hand, without an institution
protecting them, markets—albeit
competitive at first—have a tendency
to concentrate and eventually turn into
oligopolistic market structures, ruled by a
few dominant players.

Most critically, because of the specific
payoff structures embedded into a
majority of these blockchain-based
systems—which assume that everyone is
a defector—these systems are generally
designed to work in highly antagonistic
environments, rather than collaborative
ones (Kroll & al., 2013). Hence, while
the robustness of these systems is
usually high, their efficiency is, however,
significantly inferior to what it could have
been, had they been designed to account
for the fact that most people are more
likely to cooperate than to defect.

Accordingly, if the potential of
blockchain technology is real, it is
crucial to acknowledge the limits of
existing attempts at adopting a marketdriven approach to the governance
of decentralized blockchain-based
applications. In addition to the technical
challenges that still have to be addressed
by these emergent technologies, one of
the main challenges that yet has to be

For instance, although Bitcoin requires
people to collaboratively participate to
maintaining the network by contributing
computing resources to the underlying
blockchain network, it does not necessarily
promote a collaborative environment.
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addressed is how to implement a new
layer of trust on top of these trustless
infrastructures, so as to enable people
to collaborate and engage into trusted
interactions, while maintaining the
benefits of decentralization.
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governance level (Agre, 2003). While it is,
indeed, difficult to deploy a distributed
governance system on top of a centralized
infrastructure—because the party who
controls the infrastructure inherits the
power to influence the system—at the
same time, a decentralized infrastructure
does not necessarily entails a decentralized
governance structure. Quite to the
contrary, a decentralized infrastructure
is often much weaker than its centralized
counterpart. Given the lack of a central
authority in charge of managing and
protecting it, the system can in fact be
more easily co-opted by external forces
(Bauwens, 2009).

Conclusion
If technology can be a powerful tool
to promote individual freedoms and
autonomy, it cannot—by itself—
constitute the basis for a free and
decentralized society (Benkler, 2016).
The decentralized infrastructure of
blockchain technology may well increase
the opportunities for people to organize
and coordinate themselves in a more open
and less hierarchical way, but it does not
constitute, as such, a sufficient condition
to ensure a sustainable decentralized
governance structure.
With the Internet, we have learned that
protocols are political (DeNardis, 2009):
e.g., they can serve to provide us with
privacy or they can deprive us from it.
Similarly, with blockchain technology,
depending on their technical design
and payoff structures, blockchains can
either emancipate us from the grips of
governments and corporations or they can
subject us to a set new of self-executing
code-based rules, elaborated and
controlled by a new set of intermediaries.

Accordingly, despite its potential for
disintermediation and decentralized
cooperation, the social and political
implications of blockchain technology
are difficult to predict. In particular, it
remains unclear whether technological
decentralization will lead to a more
decentralized and democratic society—
one where people can freely organize
themselves in an open and decentralized
manner, freed from the control of
governments and corporations—or
whether it will instead lead to a more
authoritarian society—one where most
of our social interactions and economic
transactions are mediated by trustless
technological systems controlled by a few
dominant players.

It is important not to conflate the notion
of decentralization at the infrastructural
level with decentralization at the

Once again, an analogy with the Internet
may prove useful. Initially perceived
as a means to promote individual
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freedom and autonomy, when powerful
economic interests have entered the
scene, the Internet eventually evolved
into a highly concentrated network,
ultimately controlled by governments and
corporations (Leamer & Storper, 2001).
If left to its own demise, the evolution
of blockchain-based applications might
follow the same path.
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Just the concept of decentralization itself
is poorly understood. Even the way the
question is phrased “more distributed
than decentralized” is a question that
is phrased dangerously. Distributed is
different than decentralized, and due
to our cultural biases, it’s hard for us to
grasp these concepts. The second issue
that’s dangerously lacking when we
discuss decentralization is the issue of
death. People talk about scalability and
sustainability, as if these are naturally
important phenomena, but they are
neither. Organisms and populations in
nature don’t scale infinitely, and they
don’t live infinitely. Yet, we keep talking
about the value of scalability as if it is
something important, without giving much
thought to what it means. We talk about
sustainability as if the organism itself
must be sustainable, which isn’t the case
either. Neither the organizations we form
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the technology space. Founder of
IwriteICOWhitepapers.com and co-founder of
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than 200 companies in the blockchain space.
Her expertise is in strategic thinking, operational
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nor our bodies themselves are sustainable
beyond a certain point, and that’s not bad.

which is, in fact, centralized. Note the big
circle in the center.

The weird way of thinking of
decentralization

In Diagram 2, you also see a part of
the diagram seems to be the center. In
Diagram 1, I have intentionally made the
center obvious and put it in the center but
in Diagram 2, you will see there is a center
simply because visually, some things are in
the middle and some things are on the side
or bottom. It might be that the “original”
organization is the one on the bottom left,
but in our brains, we don’t conceptualize
it that way. We automatically think that
there is that central thing which is, in
some way, spawning or controlling those
other things.

Often when people talk about
decentralization, they draw a diagram like
the one below.

Diagram 1: Not decentralized.

Diagram 1 is intentionally centralized,
because that’s how I’ve seen people draw
decentralization when they are just
casually talking about it. When people
draw diagrams of token economies
in their white papers, they talk about
decentralization but the diagrams almost
always have a center. No matter what
words we say, these visuals give a much
better idea of what people are thinking
than their words.
I’ve exaggerated a bit in Diagram 1, but
that’s how people automatically tend
to think about it. If you look online, you
see diagrams like the one below as well.
Diagram 2 is less centralized, at least
theoretically. Yet, when I speak to people,
they still conceptually feel Diagram 1,
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Diagram 2: A little decentralized

So, for one thing, there are the
mechanics of our vision, which cause us
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to conceptualize even a decentralized
diagram as centralized. That’s the first
reason we have a faulty concept of
decentralization.

reinforce this model of how power works,
but it is not the natural law of power.

Oh, so that’s decentralized? But how
does it work?

However, the main reason we can’t
quite conceive of decentralization is our
cultural brainwashing. When we think of
“organization”, we have a conceptual bias
that the organization is an organization
based on the fact that it has some kind
of centralized controlling mechanism. For
years, medical scientists told us that our
brain controls our bodies and that our
brain is the central organ that runs what
we think of as ourselves. Lately, science
has learned that there is actually an
intelligence spread throughout all the cells
in our bodies.

In any case, no matter how many times
we talk about decentralization, it’s
difficult to break away from concepts
that have been reinforced so deeply. It’s
difficult for people to understand how
you can have an “organization” without a
control mechanism, or an “organization”
without a legal structure. Yet, when we
look at nature, we see those kinds of
organizations everywhere. Flocks of birds,
schools of fish, and other organizations in
nature do not have a centralized decisionmaking structure, yet we recognize them.
Blue whales could be seen as belonging to
an organization called “blue whales”. The
whales may travel in singles or pairs or
small groups, but at mating season they
magically all know where to go to breed.
We don’t understand the mechanism by
which this happens, but there is no central
authority sending out a text to tell the
where the breeding ground is this season.

In fact, even our hierarchical organizations
display decentralized decision-making.
Our educational system teaches that the
decisions are made by our politicians and
parliaments. Yet, when we look at how
major changes are really made, it is over
years through grass-roots movements. The
Civil Rights Movement in the United States,
the global movement for gay marriage,
and the Solidarity movement in Poland are
all examples of change that happened in a
“decentralized” movement. In the end, the
governments passed certain laws, so you
could interpret that as top-down power.
However, the reality is different. The
people in power do control our educational
system, and it suits them to have people
think that they don’t have power unless
they get elected or make a lot of money.
It’s useful for the power structures to
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In that sense, Diagram 3 is a better visual
communication. It goes off of the page, so
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visually you can understand that you aren’t
looking at the center of anything.

control, for example, one organization
might fund another organization, which is
a strong level of control. An organization
might command a brand or standards of
production for the other organization,
which is a kind of subsidiary relationship.
But in autonomous or decentralized
organizations, the line might just
represent “communication”. The groups
might meet at an annual conference in
which they exchange ideas. The line, in
that case, doesn’t represent any kind of
control, but just a kind of shared ethos or
shared resources.

Diagram 3: Decentralized

When we talk about software-enabled
decentralized organizations, it is
somewhat frightening to think that we
don’t know how it works. In what ways
does one organism impact the other
ones? To what degree. In this volume,
we aren’t talking about the terminology
“autonomous”, so we won’t go into
that here. However, if we think about
autonomous, we could think take the
diagram above, and remove some of
the lines between organisms, so some
are completely independent. They are
autonomous.

But is it scalable?
The scalability problem is one of the
biggest issues discussed in the blockchain
community. The reason for this is
because blockchains don’t scale well.
Blockchain architecture is, by design,
slow and energy-inefficient at scale. The
community is working on solutions to
make it scalable, and alternatives like
Hashgraph and Holochain, which build on
Distributed Ledger Technology, but have
different architectures. Inside the existing
chains there are scalability solutions like
sharding, which has its own issues.
When I think of scalability, three things
come to mind.
•

Diagram 4: Decentralized and Autonomous

Finally, it’s worth thinking about what
the lines mean. They might be lines of
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The architecture and protocols of the
Internet aren’t ideal, but they work well
enough. It is a fair guess that engineers
will find “Good Enough” solutions for
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scalability based on our existing DLT
technology.
•

The alternative DLTs are promising,
though the prospect of obsolescence of
all the first-generation blockchains is
alarming, given how much money has
been put into them.

•

Maybe it is good that blockchains are
designed not to scale.

that no organization can grow beyond a
certain number of users. Although that
may seem difficult to manage, if you
think about the real life of humans, we do
manage a lot of different values. So, for
example, we have one peer group that is
good for our professional life, and another
group that’s great for a night out on the
town. For every individual, we hold in our
brains a long list of reputation-based
parameters, like whether that person
shows up on time, is a good parent, or is
well-groomed. Our brain automatically
holds a very complex tally of “values”
about the world around us, so it’s possible
that we should have many different tokens
or currencies in a decentralized system,
and that everyone uses them in different
ways to represent their sense of what is
valuable in the world.

For the sake of this discussion, which
is about misunderstood concepts in
decentralization, I’ll address only the third
issue, which is rarely discussed.

Maybe it’s good that blockchains are
not designed to scale
“Non-scalability” is an adjunct of the
concept of autonomy, described above. A
decentralized autonomous organization,
or a DAO, is not managed by some central
authority, and therefore doesn’t need
to be big. A DAO is more like a group of
associations than a corporation. A tightlycoordinate DAO might be like a federation,
with a shared budget as well as laws and
protocols in place to have the organization
highly coordinated, but not necessarily
with the power held by some central
authority.

In nature, that’s how it is. In some
societies, like with ants, you do need
centralization, but when it gets too big,
the community breaks off and forms
another anthill or ant colony. Most natural
systems don’t function in communities
nearly as large as anthills. Yet somehow,
each community in nature knows how to
interact with the other communities. They
don’t “scale” in the sense that we think of
scaling, yet populations of different types
of living things do have large populations
and large global presence, despite having
no controlling organization. You could
think of nature’s protocols as something
like: gravity, sun, earth, fresh water,
salt water, plant, animal. Any organism
could be moved to another location and
it would understand those “protocols”.

Said another way, maybe we don’t need one
global currency. Maybe it is wise to have
hundreds or thousands of currencies that
people use, with each one representing
different types of values. Maybe it is good
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If it were a predator, it would know that
the yellow-and-black things are usually
poisonous or stingy. Those are the kinds of
protocols that nature has, and that all the
participants in nature understand.

but I will talk about the idea that an
organization should live forever.
You see, if you cut a company in two, it
doesn’t say “ouch”. If the company dies,
nobody holds a funeral for it. A company
isn’t “real” in that sense. A nation-state
isn’t real. Just look at the borders in
Africa. You know that can’t be real. Manmade organizations are conceptual and
not real, so death of these non-real things
should not bring us too much sadness.

Nature’s distributed organizations
function independently. In that sense,
you could define a DAO as a group of
smaller organizations that have some
form of connectivity, either through
software or through some other type of
interaction. It might be hard to tell where
one organization begins and another one
ends, and each one might have some
variety, but they share some kind of
“DNA”. Organizations could be spawned
from other organizations, and they could
separate completely, re-join, or disappear
from existence. If they get too big, like
overpopulation, maybe the DAO dies. If
not enough people join, maybe it never
becomes viable. If we think of death and
non-viability as natural, rather than bad,
we can open a healthy discussion about
end-of-life.

Within the decentralization concept,
we need to give a fair amount of
thought to the need for death of certain
organizations. The Ethereum Foundation
talks about this openly, asking itself for
what period of time the foundation itself
will be needed. If the “child” organizations
are independent, you don’t need the
“parent” to watch over them anymore.
In fact, the parent organization may
become a hindrance, trying to impose
old technologies when the younger
organizations are more agile.
Often, when people look at the
tokenization models and ask about the
profit of the company, they don’t think
about the truth of how we have invested
in utility tokens. The whitepapers of these
organizations spoke of the creation of a
particular project, and people contributed
to the project. The tokens are to be used
within the project, once it works.

Death and disintegration
Death is important for decentralization. In
a centralized world, we think of death as
bad. It’s bad if a business fails. It’s bad if
a person dies. Even though we recognize
that death is natural, today there are a
bunch of (mostly) dudes who are creating
an entire science around eternal life. I
won’t talk about the level of ego required
to think that one should live forever here,
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The ecosystems in the blockchain
movement may or may not be designed
to integrate with other ecosystems, but
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they were never designed to be for-profit.
They were not born with the purpose of
being purchased by centralized companies,
or to be launched on a stock market. In
that sense, while most of the projects
are designed for sustainability, it may be
appropriate for some of the projects to die
when the resources run out and to allow
the open source community to either pick
up or drop the code that has been created.
This is only possible when we understand
the reality that things should not grow
forever, and that it’s good to have an
economy where nothing is “too big to fail.”
It’s fine for money to be in circulation and
not accumulate with a few people.

forever here, but I will talk about the idea
that an organization should live forever.
You see, if you cut a company in two, it
doesn’t say “ouch”. If the company dies,
nobody holds a funeral for it. A company
isn’t “real” in that sense. A nation-state
isn’t real. Just look at the borders in
Africa. You know that can’t be real. Manmade organizations are conceptual and
not real, so death of these non-real things
should not bring us too much sadness.
Within the decentralization concept,
we need to give a fair amount of
thought to the need for death of certain
organizations. The Ethereum Foundation
talks about this openly, asking itself for
what period of time the foundation itself
will be needed. If the “child” organizations
are independent, you don’t need the
“parent” to watch over them anymore.
In fact, the parent organization may
become a hindrance, trying to impose
old technologies when the younger
organizations are more agile.

Limiting both the scale and lifetime of
the organizations we create is a more
natural paradigm for systems thinking
than the centralized model. As architects,
engineers, entrepreneurs, and founders,
we’ve lived in a world where success is
measured by the growth, robustness,
and profitability of the organizations
we create. However, as artists, makers
and creators, we can adopt a model of
interoperability, agility and temporality
to provide a new paradigm for long-term
sustainability. It’s bad if a business fails.
It’s bad if a person dies. Even though we
recognize that death is natural, today
there are a bunch of (mostly) dudes who
are creating an entire science around
eternal life. I won’t talk about the level of
ego required to think that one should live

Often, when people look at the
tokenization models and ask about the
profit of the company, they don’t think
about the truth of how we have invested
in utility tokens. The white papers of these
organizations spoke of the creation of a
particular project, and people contributed
to the project. The tokens are to be used
within the project, once it works.
The ecosystems in the blockchain
movement may or may not be designed
to integrate with other ecosystems, but
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they were never designed to be for-profit.
They were not born with the purpose of
being purchased by centralized companies,
or to be launched on a stock market. In
that sense, while most of the projects
are designed for sustainability, it may be
appropriate for some of the projects to die
when the resources run out and to allow
the open source community to either pick
up or drop the code that has been created.
This is only possible when we understand
the reality that things should not grow
forever, and that it’s good to have an
economy where nothing is “too big to fail.”
It’s fine for money to be in circulation and
not accumulate with a few people.
Limiting both the scale and lifetime of
the organizations we create is a more
natural paradigm for systems thinking
than the centralized model. As architects,
engineers, entrepreneurs, and founders,
we’ve lived in a world where success is
measured by the growth, robustness,
and profitability of the organizations
we create. However, as artists, makers
and creators, we can adopt a model of
interoperability, agility and temporality
to provide a new paradigm for long-term
sustainability.
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The most dangerously misunderstood
concepts are the twin issues of structure
and governance. First, we set ourselves
up for failure if we assume that structure
alone will lead to different results. The
Internet as protocol was designed to be
a distributed architecture. And now it
seems, functionally, quite centralized. It is
dangerous to believe that merely a change
in structure will make a significant enough
difference over time (and can happen
without making important tradeoffs).
Second, we often only look for the
adjacent possible for governance, by which
I mean we look for a small difference that
may help. I encourage us to look more
broadly and deeply for a ‘phase shift’ in
possibility.

J

ean Russell is Co-Director of the
Commons Engine, focusing on building
tools and capacity for a commons-based
exuberant economy. Jean was project lead for
the Holo ICO, which raised over $22M. With

Triarchy Press, Jean published Cultivating Flows:
How Ideas Become Thriving Organizations and
Thrivability: Breaking Through to a World That
Works. In 2010, she curated Thrivability: A
Collaborative Sketch. She received an honorable
mention on the Enrich List as one of the top 200
people enriching our path to a sustainable futures
well as one of 100 Women Globally Co-creating
a P2P Society.

To that end, can we zoom out and see the
patterns at play in the systems we design.
Can we think beyond the familiar and
extend ourselves toward patterns that
create a more thrivable world. In this post
I wrote that there are no perfect answers
to the questions about what is thrivable
technology, asking the reader to shift to a
view of polarity management and holding
tensions to navigate toward a more
antifragile version of the world:
•
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respects our privacy? And at the same
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time enables enough transparency to
foster trust?

is aperspectivism, an agent-centric
multiplicity of perspectives.

•

What design allows us ownership and
control of our data? And at the same
time creates and cultivates a commons
beyond the individual?

•

What connects us with others to
share and learn and grow together as
a community? But also protects us by
creating boundaries and barriers that
give us a sense of safety and identity?

•

What rewards people for sharing and
being a contribution? And does so
without extracting wealth from those
sharing it?

•

What creates enough trust to lubricate
human interactions without becoming
administratively burdensome?

Do we always need consensus? Git
doesn’t force consensus until you want
to merge branches. What about forking
and allowing different directions and
actions to work side by side? We can have
our favorite colors or movies side by side
without merging. We don’t usually need
consensus about a favorite film (and
trying to get there will get us to the lowest
common denominator). When do we need
consensus? Where we must converge on
one or the other, we need a collective
agreement about that choice. In other
words, when does something become
a collective narrative and standard?
Under which conditions? How do we get
a collective and coherent narrative with
an awareness of our state within that
narrative?

If living in those tensions captures some of
the practical criteria, what can we engage
with, from a wide lens, to name and create
“less dangerous” possibilities?

Collective Intelligence
In the Holochain ancestry of ideas,
near the very heart of it, rests a deep
understanding of collective intelligence
and wisdom. Jean-François Noubel has
been playing with Eric Harris-Braun and
then also Arthur Brock on these concepts
of currency and communication. I first
encountered Jean-François Noubel’s ideas
on collective intelligence in the midnaughts. It has also inspired my work on
thrivability.

Can we talk about liquid democracy?
What about moving even further beyond
that to co-sensing and co-shaping
together? We could talk about the rise
of “consensus” too. Yet, just like the gift
economy, consensus has only historically
worked in small groups. Blockchain made
“consensus” scalable for a very specific
outcome: a shared ledger tracking coins.
And what they really mean by consensus
is a shared but single version of reality,
perspectivism. What holochain offers
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As society scales, it becomes more
challenging to coordinate activity, so we
have used pyramidal design — the edges
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communicate up the chain to a central or
top position and then decisions or actions
move back down again. This is obvious in
most corporations.

and connectedness, even in a changing
environment. We need less democratic
debate in this form because holoptical
clarity shapes individual actions.

In democracy, it is about most of
the people having a say by having a
representative work on their behalf, and
up the pyramid by location (city, county,
state, nation). How much power do you
give to each layer of the pyramid and
what is the scope of their reach? Each
voter thinks and then places a ballot
(while perhaps pretending they aren’t
feeling their options, as we all act as if
we are rational actors in the voting booth,
selecting what is in our own best selfinterest and that of the whole). We give it
to a person who represents, broadly, our
view on the world, and empower them to
act on our collective behalf. However, we
are often stuck agreeing to some clause
in a document that goes against our
interests because of how legislation get
handled - many things aggregated into one
document that is either passed or rejected
in sum.

Holopticism doesn’t mean you see
everything, you see from your perspective.
And it, then, collectively becomes
aperspectival by our sensing and
communicating together. Intersubjective
awareness comes from sharing our
perspectives with each other. Easy enough
in small groups that take time together,
but it hits scaling limits of time and
distance.
Pyramidal intelligence did help us scale,
we were able to interact with many more
people in coordinated fashion, but we did
so by centralizing authority and reducing
contextual information. And with that,
we lost much of the co-sensing and the
dimensionality of our experiences (decision
making became about information and
intellect primarily). We took information
rich environments and turned them
into yes/no options on a collection of
(sometimes unrelated) points. Pyramidal
intelligence scales through unification/
generalization rather than customizing for
your flow, desires and abilities etc.

Holomidal Intelligence
Back in the original collective intelligence
of tribal communities, we had holopticism
where everyone participates as part of
a feedback loop of the whole. Holomidal
instead of pyramidal, where, together,
we sensed the whole. This isn’t just
voting or even decision-making, this is
about an embodied integral experience
of sensing together. In the original
collective intelligence there is co-creation
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To scale holopticism, we need technology
that maintains contextual information
while enabling intersubjective awareness.
With Holochain as an agent-centric
pattern, we can adapt to the flows,
and we can optimize them for a shared
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narrative where necessary without forcing
consensus unilaterally.

approaches and even extends beyond
current visions of liquid democracy.

Thicker Information, More Context

Feels More Like a Game

Sounds abstract, so an example may help
to make it more experiential. Imagine
wanting to know the health of your
community and looking at the image of
a fish aquarium. Maybe the clarity of the
water reflects the level of trust in the
community, and the temperature is an
indicator of the energy used, and the types
of fish are the activities in the community
or the individuals. Each indicator has
a difference that contributes to the
perception of the whole tank in terms
of health. And through the aquarium as
dashboard we can see the well being of the
whole.

Ultimately this becomes something more
of a physically augmented reality game,
the nearest approximations today being
AR games like Ingress and Pokemon
Go, except there isn’t a competitive,
conquering objective. The goal is to build
extremely smart social intelligence with
for collective care, to enable games with
a real world impact like Jane McGonigal
might imagine for cleaning city streets.
Some of her games challenge players to
tackle real-world problems at a planetaryscale: hunger, poverty, climate change,
or global peace, for example (see: EVOKE,
World Without Oil, Superstruct). That
might sound far out, but using currency to
get citizens to keep communities clean has
already been demonstrated successfully
in Curitiba with trash tokens. But that
was a physical coin. Now we are moving
into a digital system that can track and
enrich the awareness we collectively have
about what is happening. These games
and currencies create feedback loops that
enable us to be able to see and feel the
impact of our actions. Because ultimately,
we are what we do.

More Sensing
In the current world, we have transcended
the cold simplicity of digital text by adding
emotional indicators as emoticons. We
can include other feeling and sensing
information through music and smells
to nurture the emotions that we can
communicate through an augmented
holopticism.
Finally our technology is reaching a state
where we can have collective sensing and
action through these ways of making
flows visible and increasing the depths of
sensing. This goes far beyond consensus
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Expressive Capacity
To make this sort of leap in governance,
we need to expand our expressive capacity.
For example, currently, we vote. We use a
ballot with yes/no options, and either/or
choices. We can enrich the option space,
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as one dimension of increasing capacity.
Moving money from physical object to
digital object is providing a similarly
increased dimensionality — it is not just
a buck, it is a buck with a record of who
from and who to for what item, it might
be attached to a location, it might have a
hereditary line. We can include richer sets
of information with our expanded digital
capacity. And with Holochain, each person
gives permission for sharing information,
so we don’t lose our agency or autonomy
at the expense of collective awareness and
welfare.

information to increase knowledge and
even generate wisdom.

We don’t need more parliaments and
congress for better governance, nor more
lawyers and lawsuits, we need to augment
our expressive capacity. Holochain is about
building that expressive capacity to enable
emergence of collective wisdom and
action.

We start to expand beyond the tradable
measures of wealth (money) into the
performance measures (grade A, organic,
fair-trade).

The real world equivalent is not knowing
where a particular fruit or vegetable you
are about to eat comes from? Was it
grown organically or using petrochemical
fertilizer and toxic pesticides? Was it
produced by people living under two
dollars a day or people being paid a fair
wage? Everything has a backstory, the
backstory matters and having access to
the backstory allows us to make informed,
compassionate, and wise decisions.

Thicker Accounting
Imagine a way of tracking financial flows
that also included performance indicators.
We have the initial data flows started
that point toward a world thick with
accounting. For example, REA Accounting
(Resources, Events and Agents) tracks
more than objects and amounts, it also
tracks agents and events. When we add
REA Accounting into supply chains, when
we make a purchase, we could have access
to information about the soil conditions
of the crops involved, the community and
cultures touched, and the impact of the
waste from packaging it. Full spectrum
thrivability indices to enable real integrity
in our financial relationships. We could
even know that the money used to buy the
good wasn’t ever engaged in black market

This expressive capacity certainly includes
providing context. When we first moved
into digital spaces, the ability to atomize
content was exciting, but for the last
decade, at least, we are also now suffering
from a lack of context for that atomized
information. It isn’t just the bit of data
itself, that data has meaning in a specific
context. When we lose the context, we
lose some of the meaning too. We believe
that the architectural shift forward
must include more relevant contextual
information. More than that, it can allow
for combinations and transformations of
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activity. And we can make agreements
even living contracts with others through
our transactions.

Innovation, Or Not
So little of this is actually new or even
innovative. We have and have had
holomidal intelligence. We just haven’t
had a way to scale it. We have governance
based on that intelligence, but not at
scale. We have initial forays into REA
Accounting for a few decades. We have
companies providing more and more
performance indicators like “Fair Trade” or
“Organic” along with growing social and
environmental impact metrics. What is
innovative here and now is the ability to
weave these technologies together with a
method of scaling holimidal intelligence
that keeps context. Now we can have the
feedback loops for better intersubjective
awareness without collapsing individual
perspective into a legacy of modernism: a
globally unified and enforced single source
of truth. Moving to holomidal intelligence
through Holochain actually transforms
governance by recognizing and enabling
the deep complexity of intersubjective
truth in a world beyond post-modernism.
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What the #ForkGov! Does staying together tear you
apart even more?
WASSIM ALSINDI

INDEPENDENT RESEARCHER AT PARALLEL INDUSTRIES

Fork-governance of cryptocurrencies
and decentralised networks examined
[Note: This text follows on from “Towards an Analytical
Discipline of Forkonomy” and “Forkonomy Revisited”]

First, some definitions.
FORKS:

W

In open source software, project codebase
forks are commonplace and occur when
existing software development paths
diverge, creating separate and distinct
pieces of software. Torvalds’ original
Linux kernel from 1991 has been forked
into countless descendant projects. In the
case of blockchain-based cryptocurrency
networks implementing ledgers, there
exists the prospect of both codebase and
ledger forks. A cryptocurrency codebase
fork creates an independent project to be
launched with a new genesis block which
may share consensus rules but with an
entirely different transaction history than
its progenitor — e.g. BTC and LTC. A ledger
fork creates a separate incompatible
network, sharing its history with the
progenitor network until the divergent
event, commonly referred to as a chain
split — e.g. BTC and BCH.

assim is a cryptocurrency and
decentralized technology researcher
at independent British laboratory
Parallel Industries. After a decade studying,
conducting and managing research in the physical
sciences at the Universities of Nottingham and
Leiden, a further decade was spent working with
experimental arts and digital business in startups,
spin-outs and non-profits such as Norberg
festival and The Centrifuge record label. Wassim
specializes in applying scientific and creative
approaches such as astronomical observation,
guerrilla methodologies, elemental taxonomic
classification and spectroscopic data analysis to
cryptographic assets and networks.

Consensus rule changes or alteration of
the network transaction history may be
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the cause of such a fracture, deliberate or
unplanned. Often when networks upgrade
software, consensus rules or implement
new features a portion of the network
participants may be left behind on a
vestigial timeline that lacks developer,
community, wallet or exchange support.
In the summer of 2018 a fifth of nodes
running Bitcoin Cash (BCH) — a minority
ledger fork of BTC with significantly
relaxed block size limitations — were
separated from the BCH network and a
non-trivial number of would-be nodes
remained disconnected from the BCH
network weeks later.

WASSIM ALSINDI

which the monetary layer depends for
persistence — ensuring the inability of
stakeholders or adversaries to alter the
transaction record and thereby balances.
With this in mind, the oft-quoted
concept of ‘code is law’ which refers to
immutability in cryptocurrency networks,
typically referring more to preserving the
intended use and function of a system and
its ledger rather than a blind adherence to
a software implementation regardless of
flaws or vulnerabilities.

Governance: Decision making process
between multiple parties.
Blockchain governance: Decision-making
process by mutually distrusting entities in
a multi-party distributed system.
On/off-chain governance (aka
governance by / of the network):
Decisions are made either explicitly
through the network’s ledger and UTXOs/
balances possessed therein, or via some
other (in)formal mechanism such as rough
or social consensus.

By Kevin Durkin for In The Mesh. Source: https://
inthemesh.com/archive/reaching-everyone-pt-ii/

What Maketh a Fork?

Read these articles collated by CleanApp
for a detailed discussion of key
considerations in formally governed
blockchain networks.

The distinction between what constitutes
a vestigial network and a viable
breakaway faction is unclear and difficult
to objectively parameterise. There is
a significant element of adversarial
strategy, political gamesmanship and
public signalling of (real or synthetic)

Immutability: An attribute primarily
observed at the protocol layer in the
decentralised networking stack — upon
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intent and support via social media
platforms. The notions of critical mass and
stakeholder buy-in are ostensibly at play
since ecosystem fragmentations would
be characterised as strongly negative sum
through the invocation of Metcalfe’s Law
as regards network effects and hence
value proposition. Any blockchain secured
thermodynamically by Proof-of-Work
(PoW) is susceptible to attack vectors
such as so-called 51 % or majority attacks,
leading to re-orgs (chain re-organisations)
as multiple candidates satisfying chain
selection rules emerge. These can result in
the potential for double-spending the same
funds more than once against entities
such as exchanges who do not require
sufficient confirmations for transaction
finality to be reliable in an adversarial
context. Should a network fragment
into multiple disconnected populations,
adversaries with control of much less
significant computational resource would
be in reach of majority hashrate either
using permanent or rented computation
from sources such as Nicehash or Amazon
EC3.

resistance in order to conduct an effective
bailout of DAO participants which came to
exercise Too-Big-To-Fail influence over the
overall Ethereum network, insider asset
holdings, token supply and mindshare.
A social media consultation process in
conjunction with on-chain voting was
employed to arrive at this conclusion
though both methods are known to
be flawed and gameable. During the
irregular state transition process akin to a
rollback, a co-ordinated effort between
miners, exchanges and developers took
place on private channels, exposing the
degree of centralisation inherent in the
power structures of constituent network
participants.
The key event which transformed the
canonical Ethereum blockchain (where
the DAO attacker kept their spoils) from
a vestigial wiped out chain to a viable if
contentious minority fork was the decision
by Bitsquare and Poloniex exchanges to
list the attacker’s timeline as Ethereum
Classic (ETC) alongside high-profile mining
participants such as Chandler Guo, well
resourced financial organisations such as
Grayscale Invest (a subsidiary of Digital
Currency Group) and former development
team members such as Charles Hoskinson
to publically declare and deploy support,
developers and significant hashrate to
defend the original Ethereum network.
ETC now exists as an independent
and sovereign network with diverging

A striking example of this was the
divergence of the Ethereum developer and
leadership cadre (ETH) from the canonical
account-oriented Ethereum blockchain
(ETC) due to the exploitation of a flawed
smart contract project resembling a quasisecuritised decentralised investment
fund known as The DAO (Decentralised
Autonomous Organisation). In this case
the Ethereum insiders decided to sacrifice
immutability and by extension censorship-
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priorities, characteristics and goals to the
larger Ethereum network ETH.

advocates over the optimum technological
trajectory for the BTC network.
Major stakeholders of the mining
constituency strongly opposed SegWit as
it would render a previously clandestine
proprietary efficiency advantage known
as covert ASICBoost ineffective on the
canonical BTC chain. A grassroots BTC
community movement campaigning for a
User Activated Soft Fork (UASF) for SegWit
implementation and a face-saving Bitcoin
Improvement Proposal (BIP91) facilitated
the eventual lock-in of the SegWit upgrade
in the summer of 2017. A contentious
network partition took place in August
2017, giving rise to the Bitcoin Cash (BCH)
network which rejected SegWit and opted
instead for linear on-chain scaling. By
changing the block size and loosening the
consensus ruleset without overwhelming
agreement from all constituencies of
the BTC network, it is difficult to find a
basis for BCH proponents’ claims to be
the canonical Bitcoin blockchain without
invoking appeals to emotion, authority
or other logical fallacies. The continuing
presence of Craig S. Wright and his claims
to be a progenitor of Bitcoin are an
example of these attempts at legitimacy.

Forks and network governance: the
case of Bitcoin and SegWit (excerpt
from Forkonomy paper)
For a range of reasons, there is
often strident resistance to hard
forks — irreversible protocol upgrades
or relaxing of the existing consensus
ruleset — in “ungoverned” trust-minimised
cryptocurrency networks such as BTC. The
lack of controlling entities may lead to a
chain split and lasting network partition
if the delicate balance of stakeholder
incentives fails in the presence of a
divergent event. The implementation of
SegWit (Segregated Witness) by the BTC
network was eventually achieved in 2017 as
a backward-compatible soft fork following
several years of intense political and
strategic maneuvering by the constituent
stakeholders in the BTC network. This offchain governance process of emergent
consensus requiring supermajority or
unanimity measured by miner signalling
has proven to be an inefficient and
gameable mechanism for administering
the BTC network. Certain stakeholder
constituencies such as the developers
maintaining the reference Bitcoin Core
software client implementation of BTC
could not easily reach agreement with
mining oligopolists and so-called big block
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What the #forkgov? Fork-resistance
and governance
Given the significant downside potential
of real and perceived threats to the
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However, denying a mechanism to allow
factions a graceful and orderly exit
has upsides in preserving the moat
of network effect but at the cost of
internal dissonance, which may grow
over time and lead to second-order
shenanigans. Sound familiar?

resilience and legitimacy of a fragmenting
network and loss of associated network
effects, the ability of a blockchain-based
protocol network to demonstrate fork
resistance provides significant strength
to its value proposition and two notable
examples of networks attempting to utilise
such a mechanism are Tezos and Decred.
Decred is an example of a hybrid PoW/PoS
monetary network which is implementing
a proposal and governance mechanism
termed Politeia. Since coin-holders have
voting rights based on stake weight,
they have the ability to keep miners and
developer constituencies honest through
the mechanism to reach decisions by
majority stakeholder consensus on matters
including hard forks. These lessons were
ostensibly learned through the developer
team’s experiences in writing a BTC
client which they felt was not appraised
objectively by the Bitcoin Core developer
ecosystem. Decred’s fork resistance is
effectively achieved by the fact that most
stakeholders would be non-voting on a
minority chain, it would remain stalled as
blocks would not be created or propagated
across the upstart network.

One can look at ledger forks in a few
different ways as good, bad or neutral:

Taking a high-level perspective, let’s
address the most general question:
are these two notions meaningfully
compatible? If we think of any natural
process in the Universe — from the
celestial to the tribal — as accretions and
communities grow in size and complexity,
scalability challenges increase markedly.
Minimising accidental chain splits during
protocol upgrades is a worthy goal.
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•

[Good] A/B/…/Z testing of different
technical, economic or philosophical
approaches aka “Let the market decide,
fork freedom baby!”

•

[Bad] Deleterious to network effects
of nascent currency protocols with
respect to Metcalfe or (IMO much
more relevant) transactome-informed
network capital theory as discussed by
Gogerty.

•

[Neutral] An inevitability of entropy
and/or finite social scalability as
these networks grow and mature it is
not realistic to keep all stakeholders
sufficiently aligned for optimal network
health.

As such, protocol layer fork resistance
and effective public fora with voting
mechanisms can certainly be helpful tools,
but there is a question as to whether
democracy (the tyranny of the majority)
should be exercised in all cases. If there
was a “block size” style civil war in Tezos
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or Decred with no acceptable compromise
in sight, would the status quo still be the
best situation in all cases?

those entering Decred with capital from
outside the cryptocurrency domain would
likely be undeterred. Data from dcrdata.
org and coincap.io.

My perspective is that fork-resistance will
largely redistribute the manifestations
of discontent rather than provide a
lasting cure to ills, and the native network
governance mechanisms may be gamed by
either incumbents or ousters. More time
is needed to see how decision-making
regarding technical evolution unfolds
in both networks. Decred seems to be
sitting pretty with a fairly attack-resilient
hybrid PoW/PoS system, but there are
some “exclusionary forces” in the network
leading to the escalating DCR-denominated
costs of staking tickets necessary to
receive PoS rewards and participate in
proposal voting, denying access to the
mechanism to smaller holders.

50 day moving average of DCR staking ticket prices.
Source: https://explorer.dcrdata.org/charts#ticket-price

Further, as per Parallel Industries’
TokenSpace taxonomy research, staking
rewards resemble dividends and tokenbased governance privileges resemble
shareholder rights which make Decred
appear a little closer to the traditional
definition of a capital asset than pure
PoW systems. This may or may not be an
issue depending how regulation unfolds.
Tezos has those potential issues plus
the regulatory risk from the token sale.
Decred’s airdrop may not have distributed
the coin as fairly as possible but will
undoubtedly attract a lower compliance
burden than a token sale or premine.

Demand for tickets and staking rewards
naturally increases with ongoing issuance,
as the widening pool of coin holders
wanting to mitigate dilution also does. As
the ticket price is dynamic and demandresponsive, it creates upwards pressure
which would make tickets inaccessible for
a growing proportion of coin holders. At
time of writing, “ticket splitting” allowing
smaller holders to engage in PoS is
available from some stake pools and selforganised collectives but the process is not
yet automated in reference clients. On the
other hand, the ongoing bear market has
seen the USD ticket price fall from ~$8–
10k USD at January and May 2018 peaks
to ~$2k USD today in late January 2019 so
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“Activist Forks” & “Unfounder Forks”
Can you appreciate the technology utility but
dislike the economic, human and compliance
issues packaged together with a project?
Taking this a step further, these dissonant
groups may conduct a guerilla campaign
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inside a network to focus attention on
their cause. Last summer, a few anti-KYC
factions of Tezos had appeared on social
media outlets prior to network launch,
however since the mainnet launch things
have quietened down somewhat. One
faction which still apparently intends
to create a fork of Tezos changed tact
and became a delegated staker within
the network whilst continuing to voice
dissent — perhaps this “fork activism” can
be interpreted as a response to the “forkresistance” of Tezos.
So, what else could a fork activist do? Take
a look around at the ongoing ICO bonfire of
the vanities which is largely due to poorly
thought out sales of high-friction futility
tokens infringing upon / attempting to
circumvent various regulations around the
world. The prospect of removing the token
issuers and the tokens themselves once
treasuries are liquidated (by themselves, or
by lawmakers) and development ceases is
quite attractive indeed — will we see a wave
of “unfounder forks” as in this example?
Perhaps operating in reverse to Simon de la
Rouviere’s “Tokenised Forking” where both
tokens and founders are excised.
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What could be funnier than real life? If
there were ever an industry in which this
question could relate to a majority of
projects, it would certainly be the world of
cryptocurrency and its past and present
market waves. During the ‘brief’ history
of this market, vast amounts of money
have been lost forever, which has in turn
lead to a promising technology that has
become defined and advanced by scams
and uncertainty.

R

oman and Marten are Co-Founders of
Shitcoingraveyard.com, the dankest
site for crypto entertainment. Marten
is a DAO/governance expert with many
years of experience as a business owner of a
decentralized 3-D rendering company. He is a
veteran shitcoin-flipper, speaker and infamous
self-taught professor in system design. Roman’s
humor is as dry as the desert and he is proof that
outrageous ideas can be strategically placed and
developed to succeed. Both share a passion for
new technologies and became friends through
the mutual involvement into the Berlin cryptoscene. Driven by the urge of exposing bad ideas
and having fun while doing it is the credo behind
the mutual ventures. The many applications of
new technologies and structure, especially in
applications like the Shitscore are a direct result
of Marten’s technical systems expertise and
Roman’s creativity and strategies.
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CO-FOUNDERS AT SHITCOINGRAVEYARD.COM

We here at Shitcoingraveyard.com want to
create the most useful, while entertaining
platform to function as the true voice
from within the market, powered by the
wisdom of the crowd and monetized
through opinions.
After looking through various websites
relevant to cryptocurrencies and upcoming
crypto projects, one thing was clear:
there is no sufficient industry tool that
provides unbiased reviews and warnings
about possible dangers within the
market. The shitcoingraveyard.com gives
users functional data and background
information on previously failed crypto
projects, and presents these findings with
a entertaining and dark comic twist.
The platform is made out of a news and
entertainment section, where visitors
can read articles and opinions to keep
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up to date without getting bored. The
second main application is a animated
graveyard with gravestones for each
devalued currency project, enriched with
information and analysis by the biggest
data-compilation around.

ROMAN KEMPER & MARTEN RAUSCHENBERG

project’s failure or current and predicted
future health.
We believe that the common goal of
understanding the markets and giving
each other protection through warnings,
is strong enough to mobilize users to
participate in a playful manner.

For the acceleration phase of the platform,
the above mentioned functionalities work
as a foundation and a knowledge base
to be applied to analyses on running and
future projects.

All of the above doesn’t automatically
answer the inevitable question of gravitas
and feasibility, to find a way to make the
opinions and analyses highly relevant to
a professional user base. The answer is
simple: put your money where your mouth
is!

Two major future applications are being
developed, the Shitscore and an attached
prediction market. Powered by a strong
foundation of mapped and interpreted
historical data, the Shitscore will apply
a negative score to running projects and
feature red flags when certain parameters
overlap with our historical data. We
strongly believe that history is usually
repeating itself, which will now be proven
in less than a lifetime, considering the
speed of evolution the crypto market has,
where we see identical patterns to the
stock market, just highly accelerated.

While most instruments in the market
are mainly capable of placing a “long” on
projects, a short order sends a very strong
message that has to be answered. This is
currently only possible when an asset is
tradeable. Through the prediction market
that is interconnected with the Shitscore,
we allow for users to place a short, while
the short order itself will influence the
score. Actions like answering with a
long will again influence the score. This
way we allow for opinions to be charged
with financial value, therefore gaining
relevance.

In the overall scope of our venture, we can
condense it like this:
Mix a timeseries-based, data mapping,
Api-sucking, website scraping kraken of
a database with a new and highly volatile,
data-based industry together, add machine
learning and decentralized governance,
and you get something fun.

Within this Article, we would like to
focus on the shitscore.com extension of
shitcoingraveyard.com that is planned to
be rolled out by the end of 2019 and should

As fun as this result can be, it also
produces brutally honest descriptions of a
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introduce a community driven approach to
the rating of cryptocurrencies.

system consists of these major
components:

The SHITSCORE

1. Decentralized fact/data entry

1. The Shitscore produces an aggregated
number per project (coins/tokens/
exchanges/start-ups) based on subevaluation systems. The Shitscore is
a negative score, so a high score is
nothing to be proud of. Some elements
of the system will utilize Decentralized
Autonomous Organizations (DAO) that
we aim to implement with the help of
DAOstack’s technology. In the following
I will introduce the underlying system in
regards to its structure. The Shitscore

2. Decentralized scoring/rating
3. Project Re-Evaluation DAO
4. Prediction Market
5. Shitscore calculation
6. Governance DAO

Decentralized Rating and Data Entry
Rating will be divided in 7 top-levelsystems:
•

Data/Fact Entry DAO

•

Market Analysis DAO

•

Business/Product Analysis DAO

•

Marketing Analysis DAO

•

Legal Analysis DAO

•

Team Analysis DAO

•

Tech Analysis DAO

•

Token Economics Analysis DAO

Every of the above mentioned top-levelsystems will be stacked onto sub-levelDAOs that will find answers to lower-level
questions. The answers of the sub-level-
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DAOs will then feed the respective toplevel-system. All top-level-systems will
then feed the Shitscore.

reputation. The pre-results of a running
vote would not be made public.
Example: The DAOs question is to enter
the Linked In profile URLs of the founders
of a new project. It is highly likely, that
members would simply copy/paste the true
URL of the Linked In profile. If reputationholders enter the true link, they will be
with the majority and with that will gain
reputation. Reputation-holders who enter
a different link than the majority will be
punished by losing reputation.

Voting within the DAOs works with
non-transferable Reputation which is
connected to a particular private/public
key pair. Reputation can be gained in two
ways:
•

Earned through positive participation
within the shitcoingraveyard and
shitscore ecosystem.

•

Requested through a proposal to the
Governance DAO. The governance DAO
can also decide to deduct reputation
from a malicious user without the
respective users consent.

B. SCORE-FINDER VOTES
Here the purpose is to find a floating
number between 0 and 10 per proposal
(project). Every reputation-holder votes
on a number (this can be a decimal).
After every vote, the UI will show the
average number of all votes voted so far.
A time limit applies for every votingmarket. Holographic consensus applies, so
predictors can bet GEN-tokens onto the
outcome of the vote. The earlier and closer
the predictor predicts to the final value,
the more payout the respective predictor
gets from the market on its conclusion.

Every user can vote with the amount of
reputation that she/he got. Each sublevel-DAO raises one particular question.
To answer these questions there are two
modes of voting employed:
A. FACT-FINDER VOTES
The purpose is to achieve decentralized
data- entry of publicly known facts.
Reputation holders will simply enter facts
in a system-given entry-mask within a
given time frame. If a fact were entered
in the exact same way (including fuzzy
filters) as the majority of the entries,
then the reputation-holder would gain
reputation once the vote is concluded.
If the fact entered deviates from the
majority, the reputation-holder would lose
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Project (Re-)Evaluation DAO
This determines which project should
be scored or re-scored a second time.
Listed are all projects in their current
stage. Every 24 hours the highest rated
project will be selected for evaluation
or re-evaluation and then sent to the
rating contracts. The list of proposals is
populated by an entry-contract through
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which anybody can enter the names of
new projects against an ETH fee acting as
spam protection and revenue stream.

ROMAN KEMPER & MARTEN RAUSCHENBERG

prediction markets in the project-related
communities.
The prediction market is not a DAO and
does not apply holographic consensus.
Anybody with an active metamask can
participate using ETH. Besides gas fees,
a small platform fee applies that enables
the shitcoingraveyard team to run the
markets. The market stays open for one
week and always asks the same question:

Once a project is listed, it stays on this list
permanently. The list will be pre-populated
with all existing coins present on
CoinPaprika.com at the time of opening.
Holographic consensus applies.

”Is the Coin a Shitcoin?”
Every week, a new coin will be selected
as the coin in question for the upcoming
week. It is currently still in debate within
the founding team, whether the selection

Prediction Market
The purpose of a featured listing is
to promote the Shitscore and the
rating section of shitcoingraveyard.
com by spreading news about featured
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of the coin-in-question will be determined
by the team or by a DAO.

ROMAN KEMPER & MARTEN RAUSCHENBERG

will be a small proposal-fee that acts as
spam-protection.
Questions can be in any way cryptorelated. For example: “Is Vitalik Buterin a
bot?”
A selection-DAO with holographic
consensus will curate these questions and
enable the voting of which question will
be set up as a prediction market and how
that impacts the Shitscore of the project
in question.
Every ETH-Holder is able to make
predictions only during the time that the
market is open. Once closed, the result
of the market will directly impact the
Shitscore of
the respective project in question. Some
questions will need to call an oracle- DAO
in order to determine the outcome of

User Questions Prediction Market
The purpose is to foster user engagement.
Every registered user has the possibility of
submitting a question that they would like
to see listed as a prediction market. There
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the market and therefore the result that
impacts the Shitscore.
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holographic consensus. Voting will be
plutocratic by reputation.

ShitScore calculation
This calculation will be made
algorythmically on the shitcoingraveyard
servers by applying the following factors:
1. Results of the Market Analysis DAO
2. Results of the Business/Product
Analysis DAO
3. Results of the Marketing Analysis DAO
4. Results of the Legal Analysis DAO
5. Results of the Team Analysis DAO
6. Results of the Tech Analysis DAO
7. Results of the Token Economics Analysis
DAO
8. Results of the public Prediction-Market
9. Crawled or API-data collected from
other centralized and decentralized
rating engines

THE DAO WILL DECIDE OVER:

Governance DAO
While the shitcoingraveyard site is
governed by a team (centralized) the
decentralized rating (ShitScore) will be
governed by a decentralized DAO employing
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•

Relevant property values of the rating
engine and prediction market

•

Can disqualify/block bad actors

•

Forks

•

Award and deduct reputation to/from
members
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BUT WILL NOT DECIDE OVER:
•

time rating? Do we need to set more
incentives?

Fee-structure and fee-values

Lose Ends
•

How long do we suppose one vote for a
Rating-Curator is going to take?

•

How much of research does she/he need
to do?

•

•

The result will be an estimate to know
how often people can or will vote, what
is important to know for the frequency
settings of votes.
Why should a rater decide to take on
the task of rating as our Rating-Curator
without direct payment or salary?

•

Revenue Share

•

Participacion will earn reputation

•

Self-promotion options for rater

•

Leaderboard

•

How many DAOs can we stack into
rating while still maintaining enough
rater attention?

•

Do we want to find Scores only for
living projects?

•

Could we use ETH instead of the GEN
token on the DAO-proposals-prediction
markets

•

Are we really sure the DAOstack
prediction market will make the
raters enough money in the long run
to keep participating and spend their
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The above article is still a work in progress
and many open questions remain. Some
of these questions we pose here are up
for public discussion. We are very open
to discuss these points with anyone
interested. You can get in touch with us
through email.
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INTERPLANETARY CAT HERDER AT STATUS

Discussions of how best to govern always
add another layer of complex and difficult
words that soon become tough to follow.
It’s hard to flow in any bureaucratic or
linguistic structure meant to contain
language for the purpose of controlling
those who encounter it.
Language - at its best - is used to point to
freedom, but it cannot be used alone to
secure it.

A

ndy began developing his own
cryptocurrencies while completing his
Masters degree at the University of
Oxford in 2014. With an academic background
in both Applied Mathematics and English

Literature, he is interested in the intersection of
common programming languages for reaching
consensus and the implementation of a global,
shared substrate for computation. He came to
work on Ethereum - and with Status in particular
- in order to further his research into the idea of a
perfect language

The price of freedom, as they say, is
eternal vigilance. And legal (or “smart”)
contracts are only one part of this
vigilance: we also require an educated
population capable of considering their
responsibilities and acting on them
appropriately; a powerful language in
which people can communicate amongst
themselves; and a government which in all situations - takes the normatively
correct action.



I list them in that order specifically. It
seems to me that educating as many
people as possible about how to write
smart contracts and deploy them on a
shared, global computational commons
is the single best way to achieve greater
diversity in any network. We should not
encourage people to sit around tables and
pontificate on the finer points of political
theory; we should show them how to code
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so that they can join the debates - in much
more powerful and executive language
- about how the systems we’re building
actually work.

natural language and what we’re actually
able to implement in code.
Most discussions of modern governance
have to do with bridging this gap, but
there is a very real linguistic limit to
what can be done. When moving between
languages, especially languages which
encode information in different media (i.e.
carbon vs silicon) and by different means
(i.e. neurons vs transistors) some part of
the meaning or intention must always be
lost in translation. The way to tackle this
is not just to try for increasingly better
translations, but also to teach more people
how to participate directly in what’s being
said across the river.

Some view this as exclusionary or elitist
- not everyone can code, after all, nor
should we expect them to. I know it’s
unpopular, but I disagree. Not everyone
has to be a virtuoso programmer, but the
world(s) we are moving into will almost
undoubtedly require some ability to read
code. This is akin to the fact that doing
business in most parts of the world today
is greatly benefitted by the ability to at
least understand some English or Mandarin
(which is lamentable for any number of
reasons, none of which are that relevant to
writing policy documents, unfortunately).

If coding is viewed as elitist, then
changing that will be the single greatest
advance we can make in the next 5 years
in terms of figuring out how to better
govern common economic protocols.
Scott Alexander makes the point well in
a post about his perfect world, Raikoth.
There exists in Raikoth a language called
Kadhamic, “whose grammar was identical
to philosophical rigor and in which every
concept had to be expressed precisely.
Cheap shots, ad hominem attacks,
rhetorical tricks, appeals to emotion – all
were painstakingly prohibited by careful
choice of vocabulary and syntax.”

The reason for this is simple: the more
widely-used the language, the more
directly it can be used to point the way to
freedom. Computer code, especially that
which is deployed on a shared network not
owned by anyone which always produces
the same result given the same inputs, can
be thought of as executive language - i.e.
language which literally executes what it
says, leaving little room for interpretation.
This is exactly it’s power and weakness:
by narrowing the interpretive space, we
can make such languages carry actions
or value at the speed of light across the
world. However, precisely because it
limits interpretation to just one thing, it
means there must always be some tradeoff between the principles we discuss in
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This sounds quite a lot like code, doesn’t
it? I cannot troll Afri about the size of the
chain in code, because that code would
have to run on a network it makes false
assumptions about and so is alwaysalready defeated by its premise. I hope you
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can see how powerful it is to hold political
debates in more exacting language:
language which can be rigorously tested
and executed, rather than just debated in
minds made fallible by their own opinions.

dictate outcomes, implementing those
instead in far more narrow languages
which execute exactly what they say
precisely so that we do not require people
in positions of asymmetric power to make
choices that affect others whom they may
not (or may not be able to) consider.

Which brings us, finally, to the actual role
of governance in a healthy ecosystem:
deciding upon the normatively correct
action for a given set of inputs. The first
thing to note about this is that it doesn’t
have as much to do with consensus as you
might think. In fact, organisations like the
Internet Engineering Task Force and others
understood way back in the 90’s that
“Rough Consensus and Running Code” is far
more important than everyone agreeing all
the time.

Build better tools, write a set of smart
contracts rather than a speech for your
next governance conference, and practice
ideological debate in code rather than just
fancy words. Which brings me, finally,
to what I feel is the most dangerously
misunderstood concept in more
distributed versus centralized governance.
It seems, given what I’ve said, that we
might be able to automate a lot of our
governance decisions away by using more
precise language and placing them more
consciously within anti-rival economic
contexts which, while true, is not the
whole story.

Again, the people who built the
internet (with all its beauty and flaws)
understood deeply that “actual products
of engineering (running code) trump
theoretical designs”. This is not to say
that we build blindly with no regard for
the opinions of others, just that political
debate is most impactful when used to
contextualise some new invention, rather
than stipulate what the new invention
ought to be.

As above, so below: the price of freedom is
eternal vigilance. The goal of an educated
population with widespread access to
powerful tools is not automation, but
participation. The goal, for me, has always
been to get rid of audiences. You are part
and parcel of this world and, as such, we
must all participate - we must all encode
our individual intentions as best we can so as to collectively “imagine a thousand
delightful future possibilities, pick the
best one, and pull the present forward to
meet it”.

This is a subtle, but very important
distinction: politics is best used to provide
context, not to control.
Governance of the networks of the future
seems to me, therefore, to be much more
about education and access rather than
actual policy. We have removed from the
realm of natural language the ability to
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STRATEGY DIRECTION AT P2P FOUNDATION AND COMMONS LEAD FOR GUERRILLA TRANSLATION

S

tacco Troncoso is the strategic direction
steward of the P2P Foundation as well as
the project lead for Commons Transition,
the P2PF’s main communication and advocacy

Guerrilla Translation (GT) began its life
as an activist translation collective of
politicised, conscious translators. Our
motivation is to create a plurilingual
knowledge commons, accessible through
GT’s websites (English and Spanish
so far). But GT is also a translation/
language agency offering a variety
of communication services and its
governance model ties these two facets
together.

hub. Commons Transition produces accessible
information to effectively spread commonsbased and -oriented ideas and experiences for
civil society actors and policy makers. He is
also co-founder of the P2P translation collective
Guerrilla Translation. A professional translator
since 1998. Since 2011, he has been involved
in the 15-M and Occupy movements, out of
which Guerrilla Translation was conceived to
facilitate sharing information across cultures
and languages. His work in communicating
commons culture extends to public speaking
and relationship-building with prefigurative
communities, policymakers and potential
commoners worldwide.

GT’s model is an extensive overhaul of
an orphaned open source governance
protocol1, which we have been
substantially overhauled to better fit
our needs. The adapted model explicitly
incorporates the key practices of Open

1 The original Better Means Governance Model can be read here. The changes have been so substantial that it should not
be taken as a reflection of our current governance model, but mainly an inspiration.
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Cooperativism (a method combining the
ideas of the Commons and Free Culture
with the social tradition of the cooperative
movement), Contributive Accounting (a
form of accounting where contributions to
a shared project are logged to ensure fair
distributions of income and livelihoods)
and, uniquely in this space, feminist
economics and care work as essential
elements2.

STACCO TRONCOSO

us. Each member is an owner, holding
different types of shares in the collective.
These correspond to tracked “pro bono”
(commons-oriented voluntary work chosen
by the translators) and “livelihood” (paid)
work, as well as reproductive or care
work. Shares in these three types of work
determine how much is paid on a monthly
basis. Where does the money to pay shares
come from, and how are they paid? From
the productive work performed by the
worker-owners — in GT’s case, that work
is written and simultaneous translation,
copyediting, subtitling, and related
services. We will explain the “how” below.

After years of discussing the model,
we decided to collectively reimagine
it by convening a group of experts
on decentralized/non-hierarchical
organizations, facilitation, peer
governance, distributed tech and
mutualized finance. We called this process
“Guerrilla Translation Reloaded“, which
culminated in a new version of the model:
The Commons-Oriented Open Cooperative
Governance and Economic Model (currently
at version 2.0)

In short, the more effort and care put into
the collective, the larger the share. This is
not a competitive, game-theory influenced
scheme; it’s a solidarity based strategy
for economic resistance that allows all
members to contribute according to their
capacity. All members create value; part of
this value is processed through a market
interface (the agency) and is converted
into monetary value, which is then pooled
and distributed to benefit all value
streams. We call this value sovereignty.
And, although the default decision
making protocol is virtually identical to
a traditional coop’s “one member, one
vote” principle, your shares can influence

The full model can be read in the link
above, but this article takes a narrative
approach to answer two very simple
questions: what is the model’s logic, and
how does it work?
The best way to understand it may seem
counterintuitive at first. If Guerrilla
Translation is a co-op, think of the coop members as shareholders. Okay, like
in an evil corporation, but bear with

2 From Wikipedia’s entry on Feminist Economics: “While economics traditionally focused on markets and masculineassociated ideas of autonomy, abstraction and logic, feminist economists call for a fuller exploration of economic life,
including such “culturally feminine” topics such as family economics, and examining the importance of connections,
concreteness, and emotion in explaining economic phenomena”
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decision making in critical situations, such
as blocked proposal.
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This is how we are practicing economic
resistance.

The Open Coop Governance Model
in Guerrilla Translation: How does it
work?
We have established that Guerrilla
Translators perform two types of
productive work: pro-bono and paid (more
about reproductive or care work later). If
we take written translation as an example,
both types are essentially identical. They
are performed by the same team, using the
same methods, working collectively, and
sharing both the work and the eventual
rewards. So, what are the differences?

How is this type of share-holding a
contrast to that found in a corporation?
Let’s break down the differences. While
shareholders in a corporation accrue power
through money, in our model, power is
treated differently. The descriptions are
power-to and power-with, accrued via
productive and reproductive work taken
for the health of the collective and the
Commons. A corporation (or a startup, or any capitalist business) employs
wage labor to produce profit-maximizing
commodities through privately owned
and managed productive infrastructures.
By contrast, in an Open Coop, we work
together for social and environmental
purposes while also creating commons and
building community, locally and/or globally.
The model allows us to turn our talents
to worthwhile, not dead-end, causes.
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Pro-bono translations are the ones we
choose to do ourselves, based on our
enthusiasm for the original material and
well aligned with our values. This doesn’t
make us unpaid volunteers, though. It
all boils down to the way we choose to
distribute value. To us, a pro-bono or a
paid translation has the same value –
literally. We assign a (cost) value for all
work we do, whether it’s a self-selected
pro-bono piece for publication on our
blog, or work contracted by a client. Our
model of income distribution diverts
a portion of every paid/contracted job
towards fulfilling the value of the probono work shares accrued by our members.
This has several functions. First, it allows
all members of the collective to gain an
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amount of income from their productive
work, whether it was pro-bono or paid.

minimal or bare-bones budgets (including
small co-ops, activist collectives, non-VC

Second, collective members are not put
into competition among themselves for
paid work, nor for the “best” paid work
(based on the per-word rate). All work
is valued internally at the same rate,
regardless of the external prices which are
variable.

startups, and others). This sliding scale
helps us nurture relationships and help
support collectives and initiatives with
the least financial means so it is fair for
everyone.

The soft stuff is the hard stuff: the
importance of a care work

We have several pricing tiers for our
clients. Metaphorically, there’s a pay-itforward spirit involved here on the client
side, but it’s more like pay-it-backwardand-forward internally in the collective.
Clients with the greatest financial means
who are aligned with our principles and
wish to provide support for our knowledge
commons are offered the top tier rate –
this is still quite competitive, in fact at the
lower end of typical translation pricing.
There will be a penny or two per word that
these clients are directly donating to our
pro-bono shares and also towards any
contract jobs we accept for clients with
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So far, we have mainly spoken about
productive, tangible work: translations,
editing, formatting. These tasks are
mostly word-based and therefore, easy
to quantify and assign credits. But what
about everything that leads, directly or
indirectly, to paid work? Searching for
clients, project management, quality
control, relationship and trust building,
etc. – all the invisible work that goes into
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keeping afloat? This is reproductive work,
or care work.
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assigned to set roles. Instead, all “caring
for the health of the collective” aka care
work items are modular, easily visualized,
and can be picked up by any collective
member. In fact, those members may
belong to one or more work circles, which
steward certain areas, such as community,
sustainability, networking, training, tech,
etc.

In GT. we distinguish between two types
of care work: that for the health of the
collective, and that for the living beings
within.
When talking about caring for the
health of the collective, we conceive
it as a living entity or system, even a
commons. The emergent values of this
system are encoded in the governance
model and embodied by the collective’s
practices and legal-technical structures3.
To maintain a healthy collective we choose
to honour our collective agreements,
maintain our communication rhythms,
and distribute the care work needed to
make the collective thrive. Other ways
to care for the health of the collective
include coop and business development,
seeking and attending to clients, making
sure our financials are up to date and
everything is paid, maintaining active
relationships with authors, publishers,
following through on our commitments…
everything that you’d consider as “admin”
work in a traditional agency or co-op, and
on top of that, everything else that’s easily
forgotten if you’re not doing it yourself.
It’s literally invisible work to those who
don’t acknowledge it, and work that many
feel unjustifiably obligated to take on.

Additionally, when we speak about care
work for the living beings who make
the collective, we refer to the individual
Guerrilla Translators who mutually build
trust and intimacy to care for and support
each other. Our cooperative practices
should never be solely dependent on

The difference is that in Guerrilla
Translation, these activities aren’t

3 These are currently in development. Read our 2018 reboot article or full report for more.
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technology or protocols, including the
governance model. These are only tools to
facilitate and strengthen our collaborative
culture.

following sections, we will visualize the
ways in which the model can work.

What this looks like in practice

We believe that cooperative cohesion is
primarily based on healthy, consent-based
heterarchical relationships. To foster these
we have committed to certain regular
practices, such as mentoring — where we
practice and document peer learning in
the collective’s tools and practices — and
mutual support — where we look after
each other and care for our mutual wellbeing, attuned to everyone’s moods, needs
and larger realities beyond the collective.

Meet “Jill”, a Guerrilla Translator. Today
she’s got a little bit of a time and has
chosen an article to be translated. Maybe
she proposed it, or maybe she picked it up
from an existing list of material waiting to
be translated. She contacts the author to
let her know that GT would like to translate
and publish the article, and asks for any
required permission if necessary, etc.
This describes a pro-bono translation. Jill
will work alongside “María”, a copyeditor,
and “Deb”, who’ll take care of the web
formatting and social media promotion of
the article.

Every member, whether in training or
longstanding, is supported by a specific
person who has their back. Every member
has someone else’s back. Supported
members have a safe space to express
themselves to be cared for and heard
within the collective. In this relationship,
they may also be reminded of their
commitments, etc. Conflict resolution
is handled through the mutual support
system, ensuring the distribution of
personal care work. This has been a very
basic overview of the model’s structural
(credits and shares) and cultural (care
work) qualities. If it raises more questions
than it answers, or if you’re simply
curious, you can read the full model. In the
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The article is 1000 words long. This
wordcount is processed through GT’s
internal credits protocol, with this probono translation valued at 0,16 credits per
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word. Once completed, 160 Love credits
will be created. This is how they are split:
•

80 for the translation (Jill)

•

40 for the copyediting/proofreading
(María)

•

10 for pre production (Jill, as she chose
the article and contacted the author)

•

20 for formatting (Deb)

•

10 for post production (Deb, as she will
be promoting the translation doing
social media, etc)4

GT’s agency side uses a sliding scale for
prices. This client is a small, open sourceoriented NGO, so the price is quoted at
0,12 € per word. The team will be Jill as
the translator and María as the editor.
Note that unlike the pro-bono translation
above, there is no web formatting to be
done. Once the translation is completed,
the client owes GT 120 €, but this money
will not be paid directly to Jill and María
as income. This money will be held until
the end of the month in a digital trust
dedicated to maintaining health of the
collective. Meanwhile, once the translation
is complete and sent to the client, Jill
and Maria will have accrued the following
Livelihood Credits:

Let’s imagine that this is the first time
that Jill, Maria and Deb have done a probono project for GT. Once the project is
accounted for, their respective pro-bono
shares will look like this:
•

Jill has accrued 90 Love Credits

•

María has accrued 40 Love Credits

•

Deb has accrued 30 Love Credits

STACCO TRONCOSO

•

Jill has accrued 80 Livelihood Credits

•

María has accrued 40 Livelihood
Credits

For the sake of simplicity, we’ll assume
that these are the only pro bono and
agency translations undertaken in
the history of the collective. Now it’s
getting toward the end of the month
and the Guerrilla Translators are ready to
distribute! There are exactly 120 euros in

A week passes, and an author or client
wants to contract GT to translate an
article. This is called livelihood work.
The material is chosen by the client
(obviously), and the deadline negotiated
with the collective. Coincidentally, the text
to be translated is also 1000 words long
(amazing how our examples are identical!).

4 To see how love credits are subdivided, please read the Credit Value for Love Work section of our model
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the bank account5. This is how they will be
distributed:
•

•

This is now divided among the member’s
shares in the following way:

75% of the funds will fulfill Livelihood
credit shares

Livelihood Stream: Jill holds 67% of
the “shares” (80 credits of 120 total),
while María has 33% (40 credits of a 120
total). So out of 88,80 € allocated for the
Livelihood Stream, Jill will receive 60,30 €.
María receives 29,70 €.

25% will fulfill Pro-bono credit shares

These percentages have been chosen to
balance the time needed for paid work
while not forgetting to set aside some
time for the vital pro-bono side. Now, we
will divest those 120 € within the trust and
into two “streams”:

•

The Livelihood Stream receives a total
of 90,00 €

•

The Love Stream receives a total of
30,00 €

Love Stream: Jill holds 56% of the shares
(90 credits of 160 total). María has 25%
(40 out of 160) and Deb has 19% (30 out of

160). So, out of 30 € allocated for the Love

5 For the sake of simplicity we have made the amount in the bank identical to the invoiced amount (120 eu). Of course,
in real life, part of the proceeds of livelihood work go toward paying taxes, fixed expenses and a community savings pool.
You can read more about that in this section of the model: The Monthly Payment Pipeline
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Stream, Jill will receive 16,80 €, María 7,50
€ and Deb 5,70 €.

to serve the qualitative experiences of the
collective, not just the measurable ones.

Totalled up, this is the money that gets
paid to the three active members:

The secret life of Livelihood, Love and
the ways of measuring credits

•

Jill receives 77,10 € (her Livelihood and
Love work combined)

•

María receives 37,20 € (her Livelihood
and Love work combined)

•

Deb receives 5,70 € (Just Love work,
as Deb hasn’t performed any livelihood
work this month)

As you may have noticed, if 1 love credit
equals 1 euro, in the example above we’ve
only paid down 30 Love credits (25% of
distributed funds) in euros. As 160 Love
credits were created with the pro-bono
translation, this still leaves 130 which
haven’t been paid in money.
The credits that have been converted into
money and transferred to individual’s
accounts are called Divested credits,
ie: they’ve been paid down. The unpaid
credits are considered Invested credits:
active credits that have yet to be paid. If
you think about it, on a month by month
basis 75% of Love credits will be “invested”
rather than divested/paid. In essence, the
coop has an ongoing debt with its own

This totals 120 €. Magic!

One example among many
This is one situation. During another
month, María may have done much more
editing work, which takes less time than
translation. Deb may have done more
care work (more on that later) in both the
Love and Livelihood streams. New people
may have come in, maybe there’s been a
windfall! The model can account for all
these and other possibilities while also
being dynamic in changing circumstances.
It’s a “Team Human” model where the
technology is kept flexible, and updates
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pro-bono/Love stream which will be paid
back on a rolling basis.6
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Meanwhile, the sum of both are considered
Historical credits.
“Why so many? So confusing!” Yeah okay,
but complexity allows for dynamism,
nuance and catering for the different life
circumstances and preferences of Guerrilla
Translators. Reality is complex, and we
want this to work in many real situations.
For now, it’s important to make clear
that the total amount of historical
credits you have accrued reflect your
investment in the organization. Whether
it’s productive or reproductive work, it all
gets tracked: this informs our governance.
While in typical daily situations, all
Guerrilla Translators have what amounts
to “one member one vote” rights,
historical credits come into play when
making critical decisions such as blocked
discussions, large structural changes to
the governance model, and legal structure
changes. In these rare yet important
situations, votes can be weighed against
an individual’s historical credits.
Meanwhile, the invested/divested
ratio helps clarify which members are
prioritized for Livelihood work. Given
that livelihood work gets divested at a
75% higher rate than Love work, we want
to make sure that everyone has a chance
to perform it, and that incoming work is
offered to those with a higher invested
ration first. Similarly, when measuring

The same situation is also applicable
to Livelihood credits. As 75% of earned
credits are divested, 25% will remain
invested. Both types of credits (Love and
Livelihood) can be divested or invested.

6 There are, however, ways to accelerate the payment of Love credits, as detailed in this section of the governance
model.
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care work the invested/divested ratios
helps clarify when individuals may be
benefitting monetarily in lieu of caring
for the collective (and its members). In
these cases, the ratio is used to determine
whether to divest less and agree to a
renewed commitment to care work.

get funded, but which should still be
translated.
In fact, she could spend most of her time
just doing paid/livelihood work, and it
would still benefit the pro-bono/love side
(and vice versa). The model addresses the
possibility of internal competition for
“paid work” overshadowing the social/
activist mission of the collective. In
short, contributing to the Commons also
makes your livelihood more resilient.
In turn, you make the Commons more
resilient by creating new commons and
facilitating communications. The same
can be said about care work. The more
you demonstrate care for the collective,
the more resilient and healthy it will be.
If any member can’t contribute a similar
proportion of care work as the rest, the
member will simply have a proportional
amount of their credits deducted and
will be encouraged to compensate by
committing to more care hours.

In essence, care work is measured in
hours, not credits, but it is only entrusted
to members who have already gone
through a 9-month “dating” phase before
becoming fully committed members. All
care work hours are instantly turned into
historical credits. The Governance Model
also describes two scenarios for care work
hours: one in which these are paid from
an seed-funding pool and a second when
once the Open Coop is stable, it is entirely
demonetised, with members committing
to a set amount of hours each month and
adjusting accordingly when there are any
discrepancies.7

Why have we chosen this model?

In summary, the model is designed to find
an optimum balance between paid, pro
bono and reproductive work, with equity
and continued dialogue at the center.

Imagine that María is single mother with
two kids to take care of. She wants to
do socially useful work, but her material
realities don’t allow her that privilege.
By working with Guerrilla Translation she
a) can perform paid/livelihood work for
causes that matter and b) will not “lose”
income by doing pro-bono work – ie,
translations that would not otherwise

7
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And much, much more
Here we have touched on some of the
characteristics of the model. The full
version looks at every aspect in detail,
including roles and responsibilities,
onboarding and mentoring, the legal/

For a full overview of how care work is tracked and valued read this section of the governance model.
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technical backdrop, community rhythms,
graduated sanctions, payment mechanics,
decision making, and much more.
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bare-bones formula for other commonsoriented service collectives. Hyperlinks
direct to specific sections of the full
governance model text or to the Guerrilla
Media Collective Wiki.

If you are interested in joining or
collaborating with Guerrilla Translation,
or are researching or writing about new
forms of commons-oriented accounting
(and accountability!), you are now much
better prepared to grasp the model in
its entirety: Commons-Oriented Open
Cooperative Governance Model V 2.0
Meanwhile, for easy reference we are
providing below a summary of the model’s
main featured and a list of the materials
that influenced its creation.

Open Coop Governance Model
TLDR
In short: Guerrilla Translators undertake
both pro-bono and paid translation/
editing work. These types of productive
work are accounted for in internal
credits (1 credit = 1 Euro), creating
shares. Net funds held in GT’s account
are then distributed on a monthly basis:
75% of these are used to pay down
members’ agency (livelihood) shares.
The remaining 25% is used to pay for
pro bono (love) shares. Reproductive
work is tallied in hours and distributed
according to each members ratio of
benefits vs. contributions.

•

The Open Coop performs sociallyoriented pro-bono and paid work.

•

Pro-bono work creates relationships
and social capital which (can) lead to
paid work.

•

Both forms of work are tallied into
credits.

•

Net earned income is distributed to
fulfil members’ shares, allocated as:
Paid (75%) and Pro-bono (25%).

•

Client prices are on a sliding scale but
members’ credits accrued are stable.

•

Higher (client) prices lead to surpluses,
used to accelerate pro-bono credit
payment.

•

There are three levels of participation:
Casual/unpaid (commons-based
peer production); Dating/partly paid
(Commons/coop onboarding process);

Below is the protocol for the model’s main
characteristics. These can be applied as a
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and Committed/paid (Commons and
Coop full membership).
•

•

Suggested Reading
First is a summary article of our GT
Reloaded event, documenting the main
discussions and takeaways from the
encounter, where we picked apart and
reimagined the governance model:

Dating members have ongoing
responsibilities (pro-bono and care
work) during a nine month trial period
before mutual decisions are made
about becoming Committed. They are
peer mentored by the collective and
continually evaluated.
Committed members have ongoing
responsibilities (pro-bono and care
work), evaluated quarterly. Members
unable to maintain these are
downgraded from the Coop.

•

Care and reproductive work is valued
as highly as productive work. “Care”
means caring for the health of the
collective and also caring for its
individual members.

•

Care work is valued in time and
entrusted selectively by committed
members.

•

Decision making is made by consent.
Committed members’ votes are binding.

•

member’s standing in the coop, as seen
in their total credits over time.

Casual members have no responsibilities
and Committed members review their
work for inclusion, or not

•

•

Thriving

Punk Elegance: How Guerrilla
Translation reimagined itself for Open
Cooperativism (article) “The future
of the project seems really bright
because of the clarity of vision. Doing
meaningful social and political work
for groups and projects isn’t just an
afterthought. The determination to
build that into the org structure speaks
volumes to the wisdom of the group:
that investment of time is powerful,
that translators and editors should
be able to openly do passion work,
following their hearts together, and
that collective prioritization teaches
everyone involved, and nurtures and
hones shared values.” See also the
Guerrilla Translation Reloaded Full
Workshop Report for a more detailed
account.

Following is a list of articles, papers,
videos on things that have influenced our
governance model and general philosophy.
They also explore some of the tensions we
have tried to reconcile: between metrics
and the immeasurable, system design

Reproductive care work and productive
pro-bono and paid work affect each
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The Open Coop Governance Model in Guerrilla
Translation: an Overview
and lived experience, and productive and
reproductive work.
•

•

STACCO TRONCOSO

each other? what happens when someone
doesn’t fulfill those expectations? what
do we do with disagreement? how do
decisions get made?”8

Patterns for Decentralized Governance
and why Blockchain Doesn’t
Decentralise Power… Unless You Design
It To (Video and article) “There is a lot
of anticipation for how blockchain and
other decentralising technologies are
going to drastically reshape society, but
do they address power? “If you take a
step back from the technology, if you
look at the challenges we face in wider
society, and you look at the history
of social change, if you step back and
just consider for a minute: “how can
we decentralise power?”, then “build
a better database” feels like a pretty
weak answer. To me, it seems obvious
that some of the most urgent power
imbalances fall on gender, race, and
class lines.”
Patterns for Decentralized Organizing
(e-book) “I’m not so interested in what
you’re working on together, I’m just
going to focus on how you do it. To my
way of thinking, it doesn’t matter if
you’re trying to build a better electric
vehicle, or develop government policy,
or blockade a pipeline; whenever you
work with a group of people on a shared
objective, there’s some stuff you’re
going to deal with, some challenges.
How do we decide what we’re working
on? who does what? who can join our
team? what are our expectations for

•

The Financialization of Life (article).
“Do we want everything in life to be a
transaction, as the market totalitarians
propose? Or do we want to be citizencommoners, co-creating shared value
in freely associating communities?
These differences matter, and Salvatore
Iaconesi has written a brilliant analysis
of the potential dangers of uncritically
applying the blockchain to human life.”

•

Re-imagining Value: Insights from the
Care Economy, Commons, Cyberspace
and Nature (booklet). “What is “value”
and how shall we protect it? It’s a
simple question for which we don’t have
a satisfactory answer. For conventional
economists and politicians, the answer
is simple: value is essentially the same
as price. This report explains that how
we define value says a lot about what
we care about and how we make sense
of things — and the political agendas
we pursue.”

•

There is an alternative: participatory
economics (interview) In this interview,
Michael Albert — co-founder of Znet —
reflects on the vision of participatory
economics, and how it could take us
beyond capitalism. “For the Occupy
movements, and for other projects

8 Guerrilla Translation has agreed to adapt and adopt all the patterns explained in this book. More information about
this decision can be found here.
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Translation: an Overview
and movements which are rousing
and continuing all around the world,
to all together merge into a massive
project that is truly oriented to
engender a classless, feminist, intercommunalist, participatory future — I
think their membership will have to
be in command, not some elite at the
helm. And I think those memberships
will have to know the broad defining
attributes of where they are trying to
go, so they use tactics and strategies
consistent with getting there.”

technologies, the economy is following
a trend of decentralization. The
most innovative environments are
open source communities and peer
production is on the rise. The crowd
innovates and produces. But the
crowd is organized in loose networks,
it is geographically dispersed, and
contributions to projects follow a long
tail distribution. What are the possible
reward mechanisms in this new
economy?”
•

•

From Platform to Open Cooperativism
(article) “Two cooperative movements
are important in this discussion:
Platform Cooperativism, and Open
Cooperativism. One may be more
publicly visible right now, but they have
much in common. These movements
marry the power of digital networks
with the rich history of the cooperative
movement. How do these approaches
compare? Are they redundant,
complementary, mutually exclusive?
What exact problems do they solve,
and what outcome do they seek? In
this article, we explain their origins
and characteristics, and see how the
actions proposed by these movements
can work together, helping us form
resilient livelihoods in our networked
age.”

•

Why do we need a contribution
accounting system? (article) “With
the advent of the Internet and
the development of new digital
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Blockchain technology : toward a
decentralized governance of digital
platforms? (academic paper) “In the
same way, blockchain technology has
enabled the emergence of new projects
and initiatives designed around to
the principles of decentralization
and disintermediation, providing
a new platform for large-scale
experimentation in the design of
new economic and organisational
structures. Yet, to be really
transformative, these initiatives need
to transcend the current models of
protocol-based governance and gametheoretical incentives, which can easily
be co-opted by powerful actors, and
come up with new governance models
combining both on-chain and offchain governance rules. The former can
be used to support new mechanisms
of regulation by code, novel
incentivization schemes and a new
sense of ownership over digital assets,
whereas the latter are necessary to
promote the vision, and facilitate the
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The Open Coop Governance Model in Guerrilla
Translation: an Overview
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interaction of commons-based projects
and initiatives with the existing legal
and societal framework.”
•

Holo: The evolution of cloud computing
(article) “This is an attempt to
communicate Holo in simple, clear
language (with a bit of playfulness to
keep it entertaining)” and A Futurist’s
View on Holochain, The Evolution
Of Blockchain, (video). An easy to
understand video walk-through on
Holo’s architecture and potential.

•

Blockchain Just Isn’t As Radical As You
Want It To Be (article). “Today, Silicon
Valley appropriates so many of the
ideas of the left —anarchism, mobility,
and cooperation— even limited forms
of welfare. This can create the sense
that technical fixes like the blockchain
are part of some broader shift to a
post-capitalist society, when this
shift has not taken place. Indeed, the
blockchain applications that are really
gaining traction are those developed
by large banks in collaboration with
tech startups — applications to build
private blockchains for greater asset
management or automatic credit
clearing between banks, or to allow
cultural industries to combat piracy
in a distributed network and manage
the sale and ownership of digital goods
more efficiently.”
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Using token economics to create a pure teal startup - a practical guide
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Why Personal Relationships Will Always Matter in Decentralized
Projects... and a Few Ways to Help Them Thrive.
JOSH ZEMEL

STRATEGY, COMMUNICATION, CULTURE, LEADERSHIP

With all of the promising experiments
taking place in decentralized governance,
it might be easy to imagine that
blockchain-based consensus mechanisms
are the only social structures needed
for organizational success. It turns out,
though, that they are not a replacement
for a strong fabric of personal
relationships within the organization.

J

When people have fun together and trust
one another, they are more likely to invest
their attention into the organization,
more likely to produce quality work, and
more likely to remain involved. Plus, even
when many decisions are made collectively
through protocols, the ideas, proposals,
and completed work products often still
depend on effective collaboration among
individuals within small cells.

osh Zemel is a facilitator, strategist,
and blockchain evangelist with a focus
on systemic change within individuals,
organizations, and cultures. As a communication
and leadership consultant, he specializes in
helping people hear each other better, get on
the same page faster, and produce better results.
He leads workshops in Relational Intelligence
and Authentic Relating within companies and
on retreats. Josh is a former member of the
DAOstack communications team.
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Perhaps all of the above could go without
saying, but I’m seeing many decentralized
or distributed organizations largely
overlook the importance of intentionally
fostering close relationships. Remote
working arrangements and time-zone
disparities often mean much less time
getting to build trust and coherence in
informal ways. And without centralized
leadership, companies often have no one
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whose job it is to put attention on the
‘human’ area.

allows everyone to see everyone at once,
just like in an in-person meeting.

The good news is that it doesn’t take a
corporate HR department to install some
simple cultural norms that can make a big
difference. Here are a few suggestions.

Encourage virtual coworking.
Because remote teams tend to meet
at scheduled times for particular
collaborations, their interactions naturally
focus on the exchange of ideas and
information related to their shared tasks.
Coworkers in an office, on the other
hand, tend to share much more with
one another, including a few varieties of
informal interaction that are beneficial for
team bonding:

Ask that cameras be on during video
conference calls.
This is valuable for a few reasons:
•

•

•

Non-verbal cues are important
for building trust and avoiding
misunderstanding. When we are not
able to see each other, we sometimes
imagine others reacting more
negatively to us than they actually are.
It’s more compelling to look at one
another than at static boxes, which
can mean more paying attention,
less multi-tasking, and even greater
attendance.
Multi-tasking can be apparent through
eye movement, so participants are less
likely to become distracted for this
reason as well.

I also suggest encouraging ‘gallery view’ on
Zoom, versus the ‘active speaker’ view. This

DECENTRALIZED
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•

They share about their lives, not only at
the water cooler or lunch but also more
briefly amidst their work. Even an event
as seemingly trivial as someone leaving
to go to the dentist results in others
knowing that so-and-so had a dental
appointment and perhaps asking about
it later.

•

They tend to informally hear about
one another’s work, which promotes
appreciation for one another’s
contributions, among other benefits.

•

They tend to engage in humor, including
healthy memes and inside references.

So, as one hack to reproduce these kinds
of results for virtual teams, I recommend
virtual coworking. This is when two or
more people are live on an audio channel
while working in parallel on their own
tasks. It’s amazing what happens: they
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may occasionally say something funny, or
ask a question related to their work… or,
yes, ask about that dentist appointment.
And they tend to enjoy the company.

meeting – to gently but firmly iterate to
the stated context if there’s any straying.

Debrief and acknowledge.

Get personal at meetings.

At the end of meetings or work sessions,
take a moment to wrap up and say
something about how it went. One way to
do this is to have everyone say something
that worked well and something they’d
like more of in the future. (This is also
a nice format for delivering feedback in
general.) Another way is to have team
members acknowledge one another for
things they appreciated. This may sound
corny, but I’ve found that teams take up
this mode quite naturally when given the
chance. You can help it feel casual by using
informal language to invite it: “Who’s got
an acknowledgment before we close?” is
better than “Okay everyone, please think
of something you appreciated during this
meeting and we’ll each get a chance to
share.” And keep them concise: around 30
seconds each should be enough in most
cases.

Another way to make sure the personal
channel gets hit is to explicitly invite it
on recurring group calls, by asking for
non-work-related updates once in a while.
Simple as it sounds, teams I’ve worked
with tend to really appreciate this.

Set clear agendas, and stick to them.
One of the most insidious threats to team
harmony is when one or more people are
sitting in silent tension about how time
is being spent. For meetings, take the
time for an agenda-building round at the
beginning, avoiding diving into any items
before the round is complete and priorities
are clear. If it’s a work session where the
purpose has already been established,
restating it briefly helps to get everyone
on the same page and excited for the
outcomes. Any appropriate color you can
add on why this agenda/purpose, how the
session will go, or how long it’s supposed to
take can also help to reduce friction later.
Then, during the meeting or work session,
have someone whose job it is – the
facilitator or person who convened the
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Get together in person.
At least quarterly if possible. Stay together
long enough that there’s enough time
to do both regular work and retreat-like
activities. Yes, it can be a significant
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investment of resources to get everyone
together physically. It’s worth it.

perspectives and turn tensions into
opportunities.

Get your team trained in relational
intelligence.

Humans are social animals. Collaborating
with one another is not just useful; like
playing in a band or on team, working with
one another fulfills a fundamental drive
toward connection and co-creation that
is wired into our DNA. We don’t just work
to deliver value to people... We do it to be
with people.

Most companies, I’ve found, claim to
value some version of ‘direct, honest
communication’. But I’ve seen very few
that actually do it, not just say it, and I’ve
seen even fewer that do it well, which is to
say skillfully. Have you noticed there a are
a lot of ways to communicate ‘directly’ or
‘honestly’ yet still cause big problems?

At the same time, we also have deeply
embedded survival instincts which
sometimes cause us to bump up against
one another, like when we react with
judgment, or inadvertently trigger
defensiveness in a colleague.

The abilities to interact with humility,
curiosity, and regard for others are
acquirable attributes that result from a
combination of self-awareness, empathy,
and having an effective communication
toolset. Conveniently, all of these
outcomes are served at once by getting
people talking with one another in more
open, more skillful ways.

With some natural human tendencies
pulling in favor of harmony and others
working against it, it pays to onboard
whatever systems we can to tilt the scale.
My hope is that the suggestions in this
chapter will aid some organizations in
doing so, leading to greater enjoyment and
sustainability within those projects and,
by extension, the decentralist movement
overall.

Again and again, I’ve found groups that
upgrade their relational intelligence to
make better decisions faster, produce
better results, and have more fun along
the way. Most conflicts simply never arise
in the first place, and when they do, people
are equipped to integrate one another’s
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The Tyranny of Structurelessness
JO FREEMAN - AKA JOREEN

FEMINIST, POLITICAL SCIENTIST, WRITER AND ATTORNEY

During the years in which the women’s
liberation movement has been taking
shape, a great emphasis has been placed
on what are called leaderless, structureless
groups as the main -- if not sole -organizational form of the movement. The
source of this idea was a natural reaction
against the over-structured society in
which most of us found ourselves, and
the inevitable control this gave others
over our lives, and the continual elitism
of the Left and similar groups among
those who were supposedly fighting this
overstructuredness.

J

o Freeman is an American feminist,
political scientist, writer and attorney. As
a student at the University of California,
Berkeley in the 1960s, she became active in
organizations working for civil liberties and

The idea of “structurelessness,” however,
has moved from a healthy counter to those
tendencies to becoming a goddess in its
own right. The idea is as little examined
as the term is much used, but it has
become an intrinsic and unquestioned
part of women’s liberation ideology. For
the early development of the movement
this did not much matter. It early defined
its main goal, and its main method,
as consciousness-raising, and the
“structureless” rap group was an excellent
means to this end. The looseness and
informality of it encouraged participation
in discussion, and its often supportive
atmosphere elicited personal insight. If
nothing more concrete than personal
insight ever resulted from these groups,

the civil rights movement. She went on to do
voter registration and community organization
in Alabama and Mississippi and was an early
organizer of the women’s liberation movement.
She authored several classic feminist articles as
well as important papers on social movements and
political parties. She has also written extensively
about women, particularly on law and public
policy toward women and women in mainstream
politics.
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that did not much matter, because their
purpose did not really extend beyond this.

fashion. The structure may be flexible;
it may vary over time; it may evenly or
unevenly distribute tasks, power and
resources over the members of the group.
But it will be formed regardless of the
abilities, personalities, or intentions of
the people involved. The very fact that
we are individuals, with different talents,
predispositions, and backgrounds makes
this inevitable. Only if we refused to relate
or interact on any basis whatsoever could
we approximate structurelessness -- and
that is not the nature of a human group.

The basic problems didn’t appear until
individual rap groups exhausted the virtues
of consciousness-raising and decided they
wanted to do something more specific. At
this point they usually foundered because
most groups were unwilling to change
their structure when they changed their
tasks. Women had thoroughly accepted
the idea of “structurelessness” without
realizing the limitations of its uses. People
would try to use the “structureless” group
and the informal conference for purposes
for which they were unsuitable out of a
blind belief that no other means could
possibly be anything but oppressive.

This means that to strive for a
structureless group is as useful, and as
deceptive, as to aim at an “objective”
news story, “value-free” social science, or
a “free” economy. A “laissez faire” group
is about as realistic as a “laissez faire”
society; the idea becomes a smokescreen
for the strong or the lucky to establish
unquestioned hegemony over others. This
hegemony can be so easily established
because the idea of “structurelessness”
does not prevent the formation of
informal structures, only formal ones.
Similarly “laissez faire” philosophy did
not prevent the economically powerful
from establishing control over wages,
prices, and distribution of goods; it only
prevented the government from doing
so. Thus structurelessness becomes a
way of masking power, and within the
women’s movement is usually most
strongly advocated by those who are
the most powerful (whether they are
conscious of their power or not). As long
as the structure of the group is informal,
the rules of how decisions are made are

If the movement is to grow beyond these
elementary stages of development, it
will have to disabuse itself of some of
its prejudices about organization and
structure. There is nothing inherently bad
about either of these. They can be and
often are misused, but to reject them
out of hand because they are misused
is to deny ourselves the necessary tools
to further development. We need to
understand why “structurelessness” does
not work.

Formal and Informal Structures
Contrary to what we would like to
believe, there is no such thing as a
structureless group. Any group of people
of whatever nature that comes together
for any length of time for any purpose
will inevitably structure itself in some
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known only to a few and awareness of
power is limited to those who know the
rules. Those who do not know the rules and
are not chosen for initiation must remain
in confusion, or suffer from paranoid
delusions that something is happening of
which they are not quite aware.

structure, particularly in Unstructured
groups, which forms the basis for elites.

The Nature Of Elitism
“Elitist” is probably the most abused word
in the women’s liberation movement.
It is used as frequently, and for the
same reasons, as “pinko” was used in
the fifties. It is rarely used correctly.
Within the movement it commonly
refers to individuals, though the personal
characteristics and activities of those to
whom it is directed may differ widely: An
individual, as an individual can never be an
elitist, because the only proper application
of the term “elite” is to groups. Any
individual, regardless of how well-known
that person may be, can never be an elite.

For everyone to have the opportunity to be
involved in a given group and to participate
in its activities the structure must be
explicit, not implicit. The rules of decisionmaking must be open and available to
everyone, and this can happen only if they
are formalized. This is not to say that
formalization of a structure of a group will
destroy the informal structure. It usually
doesn’t. But it does hinder the informal
structure from having predominant
control and make available some means
of attacking it if the people involved are
not at least responsible to the needs of
the group at large. “Structurelessness” is
organizationally impossible. We cannot
decide whether to have a structured or
structureless group, only whether or not to
have a formally structured one. Therefore
the word will not be used any longer
except to refer to the idea it represents.
Unstructured will refer to those groups
which have not been deliberately
structured in a particular manner.
Structured will refer to those which have.
A Structured group always has formal
structure, and may also have an informal,
or covert, structure. It is this informal

Correctly, an elite refers to a small group
of people who have power over a larger
group of which they are part, usually
without direct responsibility to that larger
group, and often without their knowledge
or consent. A person becomes an elitist
by being part of, or advocating the rule
by, such a small group, whether or not
that individual is well known or not known
at all. Notoriety is not a definition of an
elitist. The most insidious elites are usually
run by people not known to the larger
public at all. Intelligent elitists are usually
smart enough not to allow themselves to
become well known; when they become
known, they are watched, and the mask
over their power is no longer firmly lodged.
Elites are not conspiracies. Very seldom
does a small group of people get together
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and deliberately try to take over a larger
group for its own ends. Elites are nothing
more, and nothing less, than groups of
friends who also happen to participate
in the same political activities. They
would probably maintain their friendship
whether or not they were involved in
political activities; they would probably be
involved in political activities whether or
not they maintained their friendships. It is
the coincidence of these two phenomena
which creates elites in any group and
makes them so difficult to break.

Structured group it may or may not be
an elite depending on its composition
and the nature of the formal Structure.
If there are two or more such networks
of friends, they may compete for power
within the group, thus forming factions,
or one may deliberately opt out of the
competition, leaving the other as the
elite. In a Structured group, two or more
such friendship networks usually compete
with each other for formal power. This
is often the healthiest situation, as
the other members are in a position to
arbitrate between the two competitors
for power and thus to make demands on
those to whom they give their temporary
allegiance.

These friendship groups function as
networks of communication outside any
regular channels for such communication
that may have been set up by a group.
If no channels are set up, they function
as the only networks of communication.
Because people are friends, because
they usually share the same values and
orientations, because they talk to each
other socially and consult with each other
when common decisions have to be made,
the people involved in these networks
have more power in the group than those
who don’t. And it is a rare group that does
not establish some informal networks of
communication through the friends that
are made in it.

The inevitably elitist and exclusive nature
of informal communication networks
of friends is neither a new phenomenon
characteristic of the women’s movement
nor a phenomenon new to women. Such
informal relationships have excluded
women for centuries from participating
in integrated groups of which they were
a part. In any profession or organization
these networks have created the “locker
room” mentality and the “old school”
ties which have effectively prevented
women as a group (as well as some men
individually) from having equal access
to the sources of power or social reward.
Much of the energy of past women’s
movements has been directed to having
the structures of decision-making and the
selection processes formalized so that the
exclusion of women could be confronted
directly. As we well know, these efforts
have not prevented the informal male-

Some groups, depending on their size,
may have more than one such informal
communications network. Networks
may even overlap. When only one such
network exists, it is the elite of an
otherwise Unstructured group, whether
the participants in it want to be elitists
or not. If it is the only such network in a
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only networks from discriminating against
women, but they have made it more
difficult.

to have as close friends. In many cities,
this criterion was further refined to
include only those women married to New
Left men. This standard had more than
tradition behind it, however, because New
Left men often had access to resources
needed by the movement -- such as
mailing lists, printing presses, contacts,
and information -- and women were used
to getting what they needed through
men rather than independently. As the
movement has charged through time,
marriage has become a less universal
criterion for effective participation, but
all informal elites establish standards by
which only women who possess certain
material or personal characteristics may
join. They frequently include: middleclass background (despite all the rhetoric
about relating to the working class); being
married; not being married but living with
someone; being or pretending to be a
lesbian; being between the ages of twenty
and thirty; being college educated or at
least having some college background;
being “hip”; not being too “hip”; holding a
certain political line or identification as a
“radical”; having children or at least liking
them; not having children; having certain
“feminine” personality characteristics
such as being “nice”; dressing right
(whether in the traditional style or the
antitraditional style); etc. There are also
some characteristics which will almost
always tag one as a “deviant” who should
not be related to. They include: being too
old; working full time, particularly if one
is actively committed to a “career”; not
being “nice”; and being avowedly single

Because elites are informal does not mean
they are invisible. At any small group
meeting anyone with a sharp eye and
an acute ear can tell who is influencing
whom. The members of a friendship group
will relate more to each other than to
other people. They listen more attentively,
and interrupt less; they repeat each other’s
points and give in amiably; they tend to
ignore or grapple with the “outs” whose
approval is not necessary for making a
decision. But it is necessary for the “outs”
to stay on good terms with the “ins.”
Of course the lines are not as sharp as I
have drawn them. They are nuances of
interaction, not prewritten scripts. But
they are discernible, and they do have
their effect. Once one knows with whom
it is important to check before a decision
is made, and whose approval is the stamp
of acceptance, one knows who is running
things.
Since movement groups have made
no concrete decisions about who shall
exercise power within them, many
different criteria are used around the
country. Most criteria are along the lines
of traditional female characteristics.
For instance, in the early days of the
movement, marriage was usually a
prerequisite for participation in the
informal elite. As women have been
traditionally taught, married women
relate primarily to each other, and look
upon single women as too threatening
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(i.e., neither actively heterosexual nor
homosexual).

members of the informal structure and
eventually either dropped or initiated. If
the sorority is not politically aware enough
to actively engage in this process itself it
can be started by the outsider pretty much
the same way one joins any private club.
Find a sponsor, i.e., pick some member of
the elite who appears to be well respected
within it, and actively cultivate that
person’s friendship. Eventually, she will
most likely bring you into the inner circle.

Other criteria could be included,
but they all have common themes.
The characteristics prerequisite for
participating in the informal elites of the
movement, and thus for exercising power,
concern one’s background, personality,
or allocation of time. They do not include
one’s competence, dedication to feminism,
talents, or potential contribution to the
movement. The former are the criteria one
usually uses in determining one’s friends.
The latter are what any movement or
organization has to use if it is going to be
politically effective.

All of these procedures take time. So if
one works full time or has a similar major
commitment, it is usually impossible to
join simply because there are not enough
hours left to go to all the meetings
and cultivate the personal relationship
necessary to have a voice in the decisionmaking. That is why formal structures
of decision making are a boon to the
overworked person. Having an established
process for decision-making ensures that
everyone can participate in it to some
extent.

The criteria of participation may differ
from group to group, but the means of
becoming a member of the informal elite
if one meets those criteria art pretty
much the same. The only main difference
depends on whether one is in a group
from the beginning, or joins it after it
has begun. If involved from the beginning
it is important to have as many of one’s
personal friends as possible also join. If
no one knows anyone else very well, then
one must deliberately form friendships
with a select number and establish the
informal interaction patterns crucial to
the creation of an informal structure. Once
the informal patterns are formed they act
to maintain themselves, and one of the
most successful tactics of maintenance is
to continuously recruit new people who “fit
in.” One joins such an elite much the same
way one pledges a sorority. If perceived as
a potential addition, one is “rushed” by the
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Although this dissection of the process
of elite formation within small groups
has been critical in perspective, it is not
made in the belief that these informal
structures are inevitably bad -- merely
inevitable. All groups create informal
structures as a result of interaction
patterns among the members of the
group. Such informal structures can do
very useful things But only Unstructured
groups are totally governed by them. When
informal elites are combined with a myth
of “structurelessness,” there can be no
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attempt to put limits on the use of power.
It becomes capricious.

ever been developed for establishing mass
group opinion: the vote or referendum,
the public opinion survey questionnaire,
and the selection of group spokespeople
at an appropriate meeting. The women’s
liberation movement has used none of
these to communicate with the public.
Neither the movement as a whole nor most
of the multitudinous groups within it have
established a means of explaining their
position on various issues. But the public is
conditioned to look for spokespeople.

This has two potentially negative
consequences of which we should be
aware. The first is that the informal
structure of decision-making will be much
like a sorority -- one in which people
listen to others because they like them
and not because they say significant
things. As long as the movement does not
do significant things this does not much
matter. But if its development is not to be
arrested at this preliminary stage, it will
have to alter this trend. The second is that
informal structures have no obligation to
be responsible to the group at large. Their
power was not given to them; it cannot be
taken away. Their influence is not based
on what they do for the group; therefore
they cannot be directly influenced by the
group. This does not necessarily make
informal structures irresponsible. Those
who are concerned with maintaining their
influence will usually try to be responsible.
The group simply cannot compel such
responsibility; it is dependent on the
interests of the elite.

While it has consciously not chosen
spokespeople, the movement has thrown
up many women who have caught the
public eye for varying reasons. These
women represent no particular group or
established opinion; they know this and
usually say so. But because there are no
official spokespeople nor any decisionmaking body that the press can query
when it wants to know the movement’s
position on a subject, these women are
perceived as the spokespeople. Thus,
whether they want to or not, whether the
movement likes it or not, women of public
note are put in the role of spokespeople by
default.

The “Star” System

This is one main source of the ire that
is often felt toward the women who are
labeled “stars.” Because they were not
selected by the women in the movement to
represent the movement’s views, they are
resented when the press presumes that
they speak for the movement. But as long
as the movement does not select its own
spokeswomen, such women will be placed

The idea of “structurelessness” has
created the “star” system. We live in a
society which expects political groups to
make decisions and to select people to
articulate those decisions to the public at
large. The press and the public do not know
how to listen seriously to individual women
as women; they want to know how the
group feels. Only three techniques have
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in that role by the press and the public,
regardless of their own desires.

who then becomes free to commit all of
the individualistic sins of which she has
been accused.

This has several negative consequences
for both the movement and the women
labeled “stars.” First, because the
movement didn’t put them in the role
of spokesperson, the movement cannot
remove them. The press put them there
and only the press can choose not to listen.
The press will continue to look to “stars” as
spokeswomen as long as it has no official
alternatives to go to for authoritative
statements from the movement. The
movement has no control in the selection
of its representatives to the public as
long as it believes that it should have no
representatives at all. Second, women
put in this position often find themselves
viciously attacked by their sisters. This
achieves nothing for the movement and
is painfully destructive to the individuals
involved. Such attacks only result in
either the woman leaving the movement
entirely-often bitterly alienated -- or
in her ceasing to feel responsible to her
“sisters.” She may maintain some loyalty
to the movement, vaguely defined, but
she is no longer susceptible to pressures
from other women in it. One cannot feel
responsible to people who have been
the source of such pain without being a
masochist, and these women are usually
too strong to bow to that kind of personal
pressure. Thus the backlash to the “star”
system in effect encourages the very kind
of individualistic nonresponsibility that the
movement condemns. By purging a sister
as a “star,” the movement loses whatever
control it may have had over the person
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Political Impotence
Unstructured groups may be very effective
in getting women to talk about their lives;
they aren’t very good for getting things
done. It is when people get tired of “just
talking” and want to do something more
that the groups flounder, unless they
change the nature of their operation.
Occasionally, the developed informal
structure of the group coincides with
an available need that the group can fill
in such a way as to give the appearance
that an Unstructured group “works.” That
is, the group has fortuitously developed
precisely the kind of structure best suited
for engaging in a particular project.
While working in this kind of group is a
very heady experience, it is also rare and
very hard to replicate. There are almost
inevitably four conditions found in such a
group;
1. It is task oriented. Its function is
very narrow and very specific, like
putting on a conference or putting
out a newspaper. It is the task that
basically structures the group. The task
determines what needs to be done and
when it needs to be done. It provides a
guide by which people can judge their
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actions and make plans for future
activity.

of the decisions. Successful groups can
be as large as 10 or 15, but only when
they are in fact composed of several
smaller subgroups which perform
specific parts of the task, and whose
members overlap with each other so
that knowledge of what the different
subgroups are doing can be passed
around easily.

2. It is relatively small and homogeneous.
Homogeneity is necessary to insure
that participants have a “common
language” for interaction. People from
widely different backgrounds may
provide richness to a consciousnessraising group where each can learn
from the others’ experience, but too
great a diversity among members of a
task-oriented group means only that
they continually misunderstand each
other. Such diverse people interpret
words and actions differently. They
have different expectations about
each other’s behavior and judge the
results according to different criteria.
If everyone knows everyone else well
enough to understand the nuances,
these can be accommodated. Usually,
they only lead to confusion and endless
hours spent straightening out conflicts
no one ever thought would arise.

4. There is a low degree of skill
specialization. Not everyone has to be
able to do everything, but everything
must be able to be done by more
than one person. Thus no one is
indispensable. To a certain extent,
people become interchangeable parts.
While these conditions can occur
serendipitously in small groups, this is
not possible in large ones. Consequently,
because the larger movement in most
cities is as unstructured as individual rap
groups, it is not too much more effective
than the separate groups at specific tasks.
The informal structure is rarely together
enough or in touch enough with the
people to be able to operate effectively.
So the movement generates much motion
and few results. Unfortunately, the
consequences of all this motion are not as
innocuous as the results’ and their victim
is the movement itself.

3. There is a high degree of
communication. Information must
be passed on to everyone, opinions
checked, work divided up, and
participation assured in the relevant
decisions. This is only possible if the
group is small and people practically live
together for the most crucial phases of
the task. Needless to say, the number
of interactions necessary to involve
everybody increases geometrically
with the number of participants. This
inevitably limits group participants to
about five, or excludes some from some
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Some groups have formed themselves
into local action projects if they do not
involve many people and work on a small
scale. But this form restricts movement
activity to the local level; it cannot be
done on the regional or national. Also, to
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function well the groups must usually pare
themselves down to that informal group
of friends who were running things in the
first place. This excludes many women
from participating. As long as the only way
women can participate in the movement
is through membership in a small group,
the nongregarious are at a distinct
disadvantage. As long as friendship groups
are the main means of organizational
activity, elitism becomes institutionalized.

getting there. The women the movement
either turn in on themselves and their
sisters or seek other alternatives of action.
There are few that are available. Some
women just “do their own thing.” This can
lead to a great deal of individual creativity,
much of which is useful for the movement,
but it is not a viable alternative for most
women and certainly does not foster a
spirit of cooperative group effort. Other
women drift out of the movement entirely
because they don’t want to develop an
individual project and they have found no
way of discovering, joining, or starting
group projects that interest them.

For those groups which cannot find a local
project to which to devote themselves,
the mere act of staying together becomes
the reason for their staying together.
When a group has no specific task (and
consciousness raising is a task), the people
in it turn their energies to controlling
others in the group. This is not done
so much out of a malicious desire to
manipulate others (though sometimes it
is) as out of a lack of anything better to
do with their talents. Able people with
time on their hands and a need to justify
their coming together put their efforts
into personal control, and spend their time
criticizing the personalities of the other
members in the group. Infighting and
personal power games rule the day. When
a group is involved in a task, people learn
to get along with others as they are and to
subsume personal dislikes for the sake of
the larger goal. There are limits placed on
the compulsion to remold every person in
our image of what they should be.

Many turn to other political organizations
to give them the kind of structured,
effective activity that they have not been
able to find in the women’s movement.
Those political organizations which see
women’s liberation as only one of many
issues to which women should devote
their time thus find the movement a
vast recruiting ground for new members.
There is no need for such organizations to
“infiltrate” (though this is not precluded).
The desire for meaningful political activity
generated in women by their becoming
part of the women’s liberation movement
is sufficient to make them eager to join
other organizations when the movement
itself provides no outlets for their new
ideas and energies. Those women who
join other political organizations while
remaining within the women’s liberation
movement, or who join women’s liberation
while remaining in other political
organizations, in turn become the
framework for new informal structures.

The end of consciousness-raising leaves
people with no place to go, and the lack
of structure leaves them with no way of
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These friendship networks are based
upon their common nonfeminist politics
rather than the characteristics discussed
earlier, but operate in much the same
way. Because these women share common
values, ideas, and political orientations,
they too become informal, unplanned,
unselected, unresponsible elites -- whether
they intend to be so or not.

alternative is to formally structure the
group in such a way that the original
power structure is institutionalized. This
is not always possible. If the informal
elites have been well structured and
have exercised a fair amount of power in
the past, such a task is feasible. These
groups have a history of being somewhat
politically effective in the past, as the
tightness of the informal structure has
proven an adequate substitute for a formal
structure. Becoming Structured does not
alter their operation much, though the
institutionalization of the power structure
does open it to formal challenge. It is
those groups which are in greatest need of
structure that are often least capable of
creating it. Their informal structures have
not been too well formed and adherence
to the ideology of “structurelessness”
makes them reluctant to change tactics.
The more Unstructured a group is, the
more lacking it is in informal structures,
and the more it adheres to an ideology of
“structurelessness,” the more vulnerable
it is to being taken over by a group of
political comrades.

These new informal elites are often
perceived as threats by the old informal
elites previously developed within different
movement groups. This is a correct
perception. Such politically oriented
networks are rarely willing to be merely
“sororities” as many of the old ones were,
and want to proselytize their political as
well as their feminist ideas. This is only
natural, but its implications for women’s
liberation have never been adequately
discussed. The old elites are rarely willing
to bring such differences of opinion out
into the open because it would involve
exposing the nature of the informal
structure of the group.
Many of these informal elites have been
hiding under the banner of “anti-elitism”
and “structurelessness.” To effectively
counter the competition from another
informal structure, they would have to
become “public,” and this possibility is
fraught with many dangerous implications.
Thus, to maintain its own power, it is
easier to rationalize the exclusion of
the members of the other informal
structure by such means as “red-baiting,”
“reformist-baiting,” “lesbian-baiting,”
or “straight-baiting.” The only other
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Since the movement at large is just as
Unstructured as most of its constituent
groups, it is similarly susceptible to
indirect influence. But the phenomenon
manifests itself differently. On a local level
most groups can operate autonomously;
but the only groups that can organize a
national activity are nationally organized
groups. Thus, it is often the Structured
feminist organizations that provide
national direction for feminist activities,
and this direction is determined by the
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priorities of those organizations. Such
groups as NOW, WEAL, and some leftist
women’s caucuses are simply the only
organizations capable of mounting a
national campaign. The multitude of
Unstructured women’s liberation groups
can choose to support or not support the
national campaigns, but are incapable of
mounting their own. Thus their members
become the troops under the leadership
of the Structured organizations. The
avowedly Unstructured groups have no
way of drawing upon the movement’s
vast resources to support its priorities. It
doesn’t even have a way of deciding what
they are.

exclusive, and discriminatory against those
women who are not or cannot be tied into
the friendship networks. Those who do
not fit into what already exists because of
class, race, occupation, education, parental
or marital status, personality, etc., will
inevitably be discouraged from trying
to participate. Those who do fit in will
develop vested interests in maintaining
things as they are.
The informal groups’ vested interests will
be sustained by the informal structures
which exist, and the movement will have
no way of determining who shall exercise
power within it. If the movement continues
deliberately to not select who shall
exercise power, it does not thereby abolish
power. All it does is abdicate the right to
demand that those who do exercise power
and influence be responsible for it. If the
movement continues to keep power as
diffuse as possible because it knows it
cannot demand responsibility from those
who have it, it does prevent any group or
person from totally dominating. But it
simultaneously insures that the movement
is as ineffective as possible. Some
middle ground between domination and
ineffectiveness can and must be found.

The more unstructured a movement it,
the less control it has over the directions
in which it develops and the political
actions in which it engages. This does
not mean that its ideas do not spread.
Given a certain amount of interest by the
media and the appropriateness of social
conditions, the ideas will still be diffused
widely. But diffusion of ideas does not
mean they are implemented; it only means
they are talked about. Insofar as they can
be applied individually they may be acted
on; insofar as they require coordinated
political power to be implemented, they
will not be.

These problems are coming to a head
at this time because the nature of the
movement is necessarily changing.
Consciousness-raising as the main
function of the women’s liberation
movement is becoming obsolete. Due to
the intense press publicity of the last two
years and the numerous overground books
and articles now being circulated, women’s

As long as the women’s liberation
movement stays dedicated to a form of
organization which stresses small, inactive
discussion groups among friends, the
worst problems of Unstructuredness will
not be felt. But this style of organization
has its limits; it is politically inefficacious,
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liberation has become a household word.
Its issues are discussed and informal rap
groups are formed by people who have no
explicit connection with any movement
group. The movement must go on to
other tasks. It now needs to establish its
priorities, articulate its goals, and pursue
its objectives in a coordinated fashion. To
do this it must get organized -- locally,
regionally, and nationally.

bad about structure itself -- only its
excess use.
While engaging in this trial-and-error
process, there are some principles we
can keep in mind that are essential to
democratic structuring and are also
politically effective:
1. Delegation of specific authority to
specific individuals for specific tasks by
democratic procedures. Letting people
assume jobs or tasks only by default
means they are not dependably done.
If people are selected to do a task,
preferably after expressing an interest
or willingness to do it, they have made
a commitment which cannot so easily
be ignored.

Principles of Democratic
Reestructuring
Once the movement no longer
clings tenaciously to the ideology of
“structurelessness,” it is free to develop
those forms of organization best suited
to its healthy functioning. This does not
mean that we should go to the other
extreme and blindly imitate the traditional
forms of organization. But neither should
we blindly reject them all. Some of the
traditional techniques will prove useful,
albeit not perfect; some will give us
insights into what we should and should
not do to obtain certain ends with minimal
costs to the individuals in the movement.
Mostly, we will have to experiment with
different kinds of structuring and develop
a variety of techniques to use for different
situations. The Lot System is one such idea
which has emerged from the movement.
It is not applicable to all situations, but is
useful in some. Other ideas for structuring
are needed. But before we can proceed to
experiment intelligently, we must accept
the idea that there is nothing inherently
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2. Requiring all those to whom authority
has been delegated to be responsible to
those who selected them. This is how
the group has control over people in
positions of authority. Individuals may
exercise power, but it is the group that
has ultimate say over how the power is
exercised.
3. Distribution of authority among as
many people as is reasonably possible.
This prevents monopoly of power and
requires those in positions of authority
to consult with many others in the
process of exercising it. It also gives
many people the opportunity to have
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responsibility for specific tasks and
thereby to learn different skills.

one’s power. When an informal network
spreads new ideas and information
among themselves outside the group,
they are already engaged in the process
of forming an opinion -- without the
group participating. The more one
knows about how things work and
what is happening, the more politically
effective one can be.

4. Rotation of tasks among individuals.
Responsibilities which are held too
long by one person, formally or
informally, come to be seen as that
person’s “property” and are not easily
relinquished or controlled by the group.
Conversely, if tasks are rotated too
frequently the individual does not have
time to learn her job well and acquire
the sense of satisfaction of doing a
good job.

7. Equal access to resources needed by
the group. This is not always perfectly
possible, but should be striven for. A
member who maintains a monopoly
over a needed resource (like a printing
press owned by a husband, or a
darkroom) can unduly influence the use
of that resource. Skills and information
are also resources. Members’ skills
can be equitably available only when
members are willing to teach what they
know to others.

5. Allocation of tasks along rational
criteria. Selecting someone for a
position because they are liked by
the group or giving them hard work
because they are disliked serves neither
the group nor the person in the long
run. Ability, interest, and responsibility
have got to be the major concerns in
such selection. People should be given
an opportunity to learn skills they do
not have, but this is best done through
some sort of “apprenticeship” program
rather than the “sink or swim” method.
Having a responsibility one can’t handle
well is demoralizing. Conversely, being
blacklisted from doing what one can do
well does not encourage one to develop
one’s skills. Women have been punished
for being competent throughout most
of human history; the movement does
not need to repeat this process.

When these principles are applied, they
insure that whatever structures are
developed by different movement groups
will be controlled by and responsible to the
group. The group of people in positions of
authority will be diffuse, flexible, open,
and temporary. They will not be in such
an easy position to institutionalize their
power because ultimate decisions will be
made by the group at large. The group will
have the power to determine who shall
exercise authority within it.

6. Diffusion of information to everyone as
frequently as possible. Information is
power. Access to information enhances
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Thriving teams
Teams are the organs of your organisation.
The only way to have a truly thriving
organisation, at any scale, is to develop
thriving, committed, collaborative teams.
As a cofounder and coordinator at Loomio
and Enspiral, I have worked closely with
dozens of teams experimenting with
decentralized organizing. In my past
two years on the road, I’ve worked with
hundreds more. All of these folks are
prototyping organisational structures for
distributed leadership, high autonomy, and
shared ownership.

O

ne of the cofounders of Loomio,
an open source software tool for
collective decision-making. He’s
also a Catalyst at Enspiral: a network of selforganising ccompanies who have been working

without bosses since 2010. He’s passionate about
co-ownership, self-management, collaborative
governance, and other ways of sneaking
anarchism into respectable places. He writes at

It takes a constant effort to build our
personal and collective capacity for
shared power, robust relationships, and
autonomous work. The team scale (say,
five to eight people) is the perfect place
to exercise these muscles, learn some

medium.com/@richdecibels
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difficult lessons, and develop the readiness
for larger scale collaboration.

and shares practical responses you apply
immediately.
This segment is a sample of a larger project. See thehum.

Painful challenges

org/book for more

In all my work with teams all over the
world, I noticed many of them faced
similar, painful challenges:
•

How do we deal with power imbalances?

•

How do we prioritise what to work on?

•

How do we undo our cultural
programming and develop an open,
collaborative environment?

•

How can we be inclusive without
spending all our time in meetings?

•

How do we balance autonomy with
alignment?

•

8 patterns:

Intentionally produce
counter culture

Systemically distribute
care labour

Make explicit norms
and boundaries

Keep talking about
power

Agree how you’re using
your tech

Make decisions
asynchronously

Use rhythm to balance
flexibility and focus

Generate new patterns
together

And where does accountability come
from if there is no boss!?

I believe the right organisational
structure is unique to its context, people,
objectives, and history. So I wouldn’t
recommend building an organisation from
a predetermined blueprint. However, we
don’t need to start from a blank slate
either. Somewhere between the fixed
blueprint and the empty canvas are these
‘patterns’. Each pattern is a module,
designed to be remixed and adapted to
your local environment. This resource
names some of the common challenges of
working without a management hierarchy,
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safe, quiet, isolated from the outside world
for a few days.
RESULTS
We learn about each other’s dreams and
fears, building deep relationships of
trust and belonging: the most important
resource for all your upcoming challenges.

Intentionally produce counter culture
CHALLENGE
You want to be non-hierarchical but
you have hierarchical habits, e.g. telling
people what to do, or looking to others
for answers. We are conditioned by
culture: if sexism and racism exist in your
environment, it can be imprinted into your
habits.
RESPONSE		

Systemically distribute care labour

We can unlearn hierarchies together. We
can co-design a culture that encourages
each of us to develop our best qualities,
making us all more generous, respectful,
trusting, courageous, etc.		

CHALLENGE
Hierarchical culture trains us to not
share the care labour fairly. Most groups
have one or two people, usually women,
doing most of the care work. If they get
overwhelmed or frustrated, they’ll stop,
and the group loses its gravity.		

How do you produce culture?
Fermentation! To make sourdough bread,
you have a ‘starter dough’, mixed with
fresh ingredients, and put it somewhere
dark and safe for some time. To ferment
a new group culture, your “starter dough”
is a person or people who embody some
of the qualities you want to develop. The
“fresh ingredients” are new people who
have a desire to grow in a specific way. We
combine these ingredients in a retreat:
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Care includes the practical stuff of
hospitality: preparing a comfortable
room with food, lighting, decoration,
refreshments, collaboration tools, and
tidying up after. It also includes emotional
work, like noticing tension between
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colleagues and supporting them to resolve
it.

here. Many groups leave these things
unsaid, relying on “common sense”.

RESPONSE		

Conflicts grow when people have different
unspoken assumptions (everyone has
different ‘common sense’). When you cross
an invisible boundary, it takes huge energy
to make the boundary explicit, before you
can get to the behaviour.		

Make all work visible, so you can share
it fairly. E.g. the Loomio team uses
‘stewardship’, a peer-to-peer support
system. Everyone supports one person,
and is supported by someone else. Each
pair meets once per month, the steward
asks “how can I support you?” and they
figure out the answer together. More info:
loomio.coop/stewarding.html

RESPONSE
					

Talk about your norms: how do we want to
be together? e.g. open, honest, authentic,
gentle, inquisitive...

RESULTS

					

Talk about your boundaries: what
behaviour do we want to exclude? e.g. no
mean feedback, no sexist jokes.

Builds deep trusting relationships;
dissolves conflicts; continuously improving
emotional intelligence of everyone in the
group; more distribution = more resilience.

RESULTS
					

Buy-in — clarity helps people evaluate
whether or not they want to be here.
Expectations are clear. There is a process
for challenging destructive behaviour, and
a process for updating our agreements.
E.g. see roles + responsibilities described

Make explicit norms and boundaries
CHALLENGE
					

Norms = how we do things around here.
Boundaries = what we don’t do around
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in Enspiral’s People Agreement: handbook.
enspiral.com/agreements/people.html

attract power (e.g. manager, facilitator,
spokesperson, coordinator, director).
Rotation increases access: take turns,
step out, encourage others to step
in. E.g. Loomio team coordinators are
elected by the team for a limited term;
we intentionally support less experienced
people to try the role. See loomio.coop/
coordination.html
RESULTS
The best ‘elders’ use their status to praise,
acknowledge, and encourage people with
less.

Keep talking about power
CHALLENGE		

`

Power, influence, status, rank, social
capital, volume, access... whatever you
call it, I’ve never met a group where it was
equally distributed between all members.
Equality is a compass point to navigate
towards, not a destination I’ve ever arrived
at.
RESPONSE

Agree how you’re using your tech

Groups thrive when anyone can safely talk
about power differentials. Imbalance can
be bad, e.g. inherited privilege, coercion,
manipulation, the ‘old boys club’. Some
imbalance can be good: earned trust,
reputation, eldership. Transparency
reduces toxicity.

CHALLENGE					
Many groups are dissatisfied with their
communication technology. Information
overload: too much data but can never
find the thing you want. Half the team

Discuss together: “How’s the power? Who
has it? How do you earn it?” Some roles
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uses this tool, the other half uses another
one.

together beautifully. When people have
different ideas, it gets messy.

Too many tools, don’t know how to get
everyone’s attention, can never find the
document I need.				
RESPONSE
					

Agree together what tools are for what
job. E.g. the ‘trinity of digital comms’:
1. Realtime, like chat, messenger, or Slack.
Informal, quick, organised around time:
it’s about right now.		

Make decisions asynchronously
CHALLENGE					

2. Asynchronous, like email, forum
or Loomio. More formal, organised
around topic. Has a subject + context
+ invitation. Can take days or weeks.
Makes a useful archive, considered
comments rather than random messy
chatter.			

Most collaborative groups make decisions
in meetings or conference calls. Meetings
are a kind of synchronised or realtime
communication: you have to synchronise
people’s calendars to find a time that
works, then when they arrive, everyone
has to pay attention to everything at the
same time. It’s very expensive, excluding
the input of people who can’t attend, and
often results in hurried decisions.

3. Static, like a wiki, Google Docs,
handbook, or FAQ. Very formal, usually
with an explicit process for updating
content.				

RESPONSE

RESULTS			

With a little effort, you can develop a
habit of asynchronous decision-making.
People can participate in their own time,
contributing only to the issues relevant
to them. This is what Loomio is for: more
inclusion and collective intelligence, less
time in meetings.			

Depending on your work, you will need
different tools. The important thing is that
you have an agreement together about
what tools are for what job. With a shared
understanding of the tools, they all fit

E.g. I’m on a Board of Directors. We meet
monthly. We co-create the agenda in a
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Loomio thread ahead of time. A few days
before the meeting, a Loomio poll confirms
everyone is happy with the agenda and
we’ve all read the reports. We all arrive at
the meeting prepared and focused. We’ll
make some decisions face to face. For
decisions that require input from more
people, or more time to consider options,
one of the directors will take the decision
to Loomio. We also use the software to
sign off the minutes, and find another
meeting time.			

options, hear from more people, and keep
a record.

RESULTS				

Use rhythm to balance flexibility and
focus

Over time you learn the unique
qualities of realtime and asynchronous
communication. Meetings are good for
bonding, brainstorming, and dealing
with complex or sensitive topics. Loomio
creates more space for deliberation:
you can take more time, consider more

CHALLENGE			
Hierarchies are designed to manage flows
of communication and decision making.
When you remove the hierarchy, you need
to replace it with something. If there is no
agreed structure, your group can suffer
from information overload (everyone
asked about everything all the time)
and exclusion (decisions made without
appropriate input).
RESPONSE					
Rhythm helps balance speed with
participation. People can trust each other
to seek input at the right time, so they
don’t need to be involved in every decision.
For example:
Here’s a set of working rhythms we have
used in the Loomio team. You can adapt to
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your context, e.g. maybe it makes sense to
align with seasons or moon cycles:
•

RESULTS

Daily ‘standup’ meeting. Everyone
answers, “What did you do yesterday?
What are you doing today? Are there
any obstacles we can help you with?”
Quick info exchange, accountability and
support.

•

Weekly ‘sprints’, a regular working
period. E.g. on Monday we agree
what work we’re going to do this
week. On Friday we share progress
and have a ‘retrospective’ looking for
improvements to try next week.		

•

Quarterly objectives. Every three
months we have a planning day,
looking for agreement on three or
four measurable targets to align all
of the work in the cooperative. After
we finalise the decision on Loomio,
everyone has freedom to do whatever
work they feel is most relevant to
achieve those outcomes.

•

our shared vision, or dealing with a
complex tension.

We create distinct communication spaces
for different time frames, e.g. today’s
work is discussed every morning; if you
want to discuss the long term strategic
direction, we have a dedicated space for
that every three months.		

Generate new patterns together
CHALLENGE
There is no such thing as an organisational
structure that suits every team. Processes
that worked for you last year are made
obsolete by changing environmental
conditions and team makeup. You need a
reliable way to notice what’s not working
and make improvements without losing
people along the way.			

Bi-annual retreats. Every six months
we go away together for three or four
days. This deepens our relationships,
and creates a space for the kind of
conversations that can’t happen in the
office, e.g. dreaming together about

RESPONSE			
Retrospectives turn frustrations into
improvements. You can choose a frequency
that suits you, but let’s say weekly. At the
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end of each week, stop working. Have a
retrospective meeting. Review the week
just been. What was good? Notice it and
do more. What was bad? Discuss. Agree a
change that you’re going to try next week
to make it more good and less bad.
RESULTS		
Over time you learn the unique
qualities of realtime and asynchronous
communication. Meetings are good for
bonding, brainstorming, and dealing
with complex or sensitive topics. Loomio
creates more space for deliberation:
you can take more time, consider more
options, hear from more people, and keep
a record.
You can find many more texts like this one
on Enspiral’s Practical Field Guide “Better
Work Together” - A very recommended
read!
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INDEPENDENT RESEARCHER AND WRITER

1. Introduction
My career has taken some wonderful
twists and turns.
I’ve experienced different work
relationships including freelancer,
employee, entrepreneur and leader,
and worked for many different types
of organisation including startups,
corporates, not-for-profit and government
agencies.

M

ark is the Executive Director
of Blockchain.NZ, co-founder/
Director of Blockchainlabs.nz, has
run 2 international blockchain conferences and
presented at over 40 conferences all over the
world. For many years he has been fascinated
with the intersection between decentralized
software systems, open source, agile and the teal
principles introduced in Fredrick Laloux’s seminal
book Reinventing Organisation. He is currently
helping new and existing companies understand
how token economic incentive structures and new

Along the way have been a number of
pivotal points where I learned something
which has caused me to rethink and
challenge the paradigm I was working in.
The first was open source software. The
practice that complex software could be
created by people working collaboratively
across the globe and that the source code
and therefore the intellectual property was
open to anybody.

management paradigms can help them succeed in
an increasingly unpredictable world.

Then came Agile software development and
the realisation there was an alternative
way to build software which could deal
better with an increasingly uncertain and
unpredictable world.
Just a few years ago came “Teal” (a new
organisational model centered around selfmanagement and evolutionary purpose
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outlined in Fredrick Laloux’s seminal 2016
book “Reinventing Organisations”).

with legal documents such as shareholder
agreements and employment agreements)
is in many ways flawed.

And finally the blockchain, an emerging
technology infrastructure allowing
communities to build software
implementing complex incentive
structures with no central control.

Often the result of our current practices
is a power struggle either between
shareholders, or between the people who
are running things and the employees.
These behaviors can be subtle but are
always there and can be insidious.

What I hadn’t realised until a couple of
years ago was that all of these paradigm
shifts over my career are in fact steps in
a bigger more fundamental change that
many believe will have huge implications
for our global society: the ability to
create DAO’s (Decentralized Autonomous
Organisations).

We’ve all seen it. Perhaps an employee
asking for a pay rise as they know it would
be hard to replace them. Or an employer
valuing an employee less because they are
easily replaceable, or a shareholder/partner
resenting the fact they are adding more
value than other shareholders. At its worst,
we see deeply hierarchical organisations
where people exhibiting psychopathic
behaviour are more likely to climb the
corporate ladder.

DAO’s are a new kind of organisation that
offer decentralisation (or the lack of a
central decision making and enforcing
node), transparency, and autonomous
governance. This means governance of the
organization is conducted by the agents in
it rather than by a small, select group.

Agile practices promote the idea it is
futile to try to capture a project’s detailed
requirements within a contract of work
at its beginning when there are so many
unknowns and therefore unpredictability.

There are currently two dominant global
communities (DAOStack and Aragon)
which are building blockchain-based
systems which will allow anybody to
create their own DAO. Although immature
at this stage, within these communities
(open to anybody to join) we are seeing
rapid experimentation with alternative
decentralized governance models.

The same philosophies could be applied
to the legal agreements that are set up
to support traditional organisations.
The outside world and our own personal
situations and motivations are changing
increasingly fast. This is especially true in a
technology startup environment: it always
amazes me how hard, and I would argue
futile, it is for a group of entrepreneurs
to create an initial shareholder agreement

One of the reasons I’m excited about
DAO’s is a realisation the current system
of work (which is generally held together
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when the future is so unpredictable.
However just as with Agile, if we remove
legal agreements we need to replace them
with something else. We need adaptable
incentive mechanisms so we can work
together in a fair and efficient way as the
world changes around us.

business. I make no apologies that they are
generalisations (some controversial) and
biased towards my personal experience
which has been mostly in the technology
software space.
•

Legal contracts (including shareholder
agreements and employment
agreements) are a waste of time/effort
and drastically reduce an organisation’s
responsiveness to change. The world is
now changing too fast - the moment
you sign, stuff changes.

•

It’s more fun/fulfilling/healthy to
work within a group that has shared
values/purpose than as an individual
(contractor/freelancer).

•

Protecting intellectual property (IP)
is futile and the biggest source of
conflict/stress and wasted time/effort.
With global competition and artificial
intelligence (AI), product development
is ultimately a “race to zero”.

•

Traditional work structures
(shareholder/employer/manager versus
employee/worker) often result in
bad patterns that negatively impact
the individual and the business.
Fundamentally it’s a power play and the
people who can play the game the best,
win.

•

Increasing numbers of the best people
are choosing not to work for others
in traditional hierarchical companies.
However although they may be getting

I recently spent some of the summer
reflecting on learnings over my career and
undertaking a thought experiment:
“Is it possible to use some of the
emerging knowledge/practices that the
DAO/blockchain/token economics world
is teaching us to create a startup that
was 100 per cent, no compromise, pure
teal?”.
•

An organisation that was leaderless,
meritocratic, had human happiness
baked into its business model.

•

An organisation that was truly agile,
had evolutionary purpose and could
theoretically grow organically in any
business domain.

•

An organisation that could be started
today by a few people with shared
values and a passion to collectively
grow something that makes a positive
difference in the world.

FIRST SOME LEARNINGS AND UNDERSTANDING
THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT
Before we get into the details, below are
some of my key learnings over my years in
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financial/lifestyle benefits they often
lose the benefits of working in a team.
•

•

•

MARK PASCALL

don’t have traditional business trust
relationships or legal protection.

In today’s business world there is too
much emphasis on strong leadership.
There is no doubt that strong/effective
leaders can help a company get so far
but there are a number of challenges:
It doesn’t scale well, there can be
a hidden toll on other parts of the
leader’s life (home, family, physical and
mental health) and it can create an
inherent fragility/key person risk.

2. Principles and operating
environment
THE VALUE OF A BUSINESS IN TODAY’S WORLD
So to start this thought experiment we
need to go back to first principles. What is
the value of a business?
This value is typically related to the IP
created by the business over time. However
IP causes many problems and in the digital
age is very difficult to protect. So let’s
assume we’re not creating IP (and build
such non-creation into our constitution).

New management paradigms such as
teal and holacracy are really hard to
implement within the traditional legal
system (for example, limited liability
company, directors, shareholders,
employment agreements). You are
always fighting or working around “the
system”.

So if we’re not creating IP then the value
of the business centres around three
components:

Blockchain can allow us to create
complex, yet easily managed, incentive
structures. And more importantly these
incentive structures are governed
by decentralized communities who

•

The knowledge and skills within the
individuals adding value to the business

•

The ability to keep those individuals
contributing to the business (incentive
structure).

•

The brand’s ability to generate new
business.

VALUES
Values are part of the glue that holds the
people together in a business and guides
decision making. Typically they would be
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created/evolved by the team, but let’s
outline a few values as a starting point:

assessed purely on its merits and all other
factors ignored.

Trust and integrity over contracts and
legal protection

Health and happiness over wealth and
fame

As will become clear below, what we are
creating is something which at its heart
will be held together by a group of people
of who have a high degree of integrity.
They trust each other, as opposed to
relying on the traditional legal mechanisms
(for example, shareholder agreements/
employment agreements and so on) which
most traditional businesses rely on.

The well documented keys to happiness
are:

Meritocracy and fairness over seniority
and longstanding service:
Our business value is created by individual
people adding value. This value must be

•

Having purpose

•

Having strong social networks

•

Looking after mental health

•

Looking after physical health

•

Helping others.

Everybody wants to be happy.
So if the core value of the business is in
its people and the ability to hold those
people together - then we have a business
incentive to invest in happiness.
Extreme agility over planning and
certainty
In a world of increasing change and
therefore unpredictability it is vital
that we maintain our ability to adapt
to changing market conditions and new
opportunities. In practice this will mean
less planning/strategy and more taking
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risks, trying stuff, failing fast and having
smaller autonomous groups.

process) that are in the best interests
of the business. This would include:

COMMITMENT LEVELS

»»Evolving the purpose/values/
constitution/token economics

Instead of a traditional hierarchy of
leaders/managers, we would focus on
levels of commitment to give some
structure to the business.

»»Strategy and authorising the work
that needs to be done
»»Control of cash/token issuance.

The reality is there will be different levels
of commitment to suit individuals’ life
situations and these situations will change
over time.

Navigators would meet for a weekly
“tactical” meeting and monthly
governance/strategy meeting. There would
be clearly defined rules around how new
people could join/leave the group and the
conditions for staying.

These commitment levels would be well
defined but fluid in that people can move
between them. In order of high to low:

• Contributors. These are people or
companies who add value in exchange
for new tokens. If they are a company
then they must have one individual
decision maker who represents the
company. Potential contributors would
be invited by navigators based on
their ability to add value and values
alignment.

• Navigators. These individuals are
selected by existing Navigators and
who have the current intention of a
long-term commitment to growing
the value of the business and making
a significant ongoing contribution. It
is fully accepted that life situations
change and a navigator may have to
step down if they are not able to make
this commitment/contribution later
on. Navigators make all key decisions
(via an agreed teal decision-making
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or companies who provide value adding
services and are paid in dollars. The
navigators will strive to get the best
value for money from them. We may
have a short-term relationship (while
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they provide value) or they may over
time move to being a contributor.

based on actual “real world” trust, respect
and shared values.

CONSTITUTION

We agree on a set of initial token economic
incentives and a process for evolving them
to ensure they are in line with our values/
purpose.

The constitution is a set of foundation
principles driven by our values. The
navigators will evolve the constitution
(and organisational purpose) over time. For
example, these might start off as:
•

We will not create significant
intellectual property.

•

We will never take ideas from others
and portray them as ours.

•

We will operate in an environment of
100 per cent trust and transparency
within the navigators/contributors.

•

We will discard anything (within the
law) that reduces our agility (our ability
to adapt/respond quickly to situations/
opportunities).

•

No contracts over “X” per cent (say, 20
per cent) of the value of the business
will be undertaken. Bigger opportunities
can be broken down.

MARK PASCALL

The token transaction history (and
therefore who owns tokens) would be
created, for now, not on a blockchain but
in a shared Google spreadsheet controlled
by the navigators and transparent to all
token holders. The token economic “rules”
are created not as smart contract code
but in a shared Google document. There
is no shareholder agreement, there are
no employment contracts, there are no
directors or board.

3. Token economics methodology and
ways of working

•

The business is tokenised. Therefore,
the total dollar value of the company
is the number of tokens multiplied by
a token’s price in dollars. For example,
1000 tokens at NZ$10 per token is equal
to a company value of NZ$10,000. The
company starts with no tokens and
therefore no value. We nominally set a
value of NZ$10 per token to get started.

•

The spreadsheet will contain a
chronological list of all transactions
and token price. From this list we

CORE TOKEN ECONOMICS
So let’s imagine we start with a small
group of people (between three and five)
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can instantly derive the value of the
company and token ownership.
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value unless there’s a business reason
for more).

•

Tokens are “minted” and exchanged for
anything that the navigators feel add
value to the business.

•

•

Tokens are “burned” whenever value is
taken out of the business (for example,
as cash).

TOKEN VALUE AND TRADING

•

All tokens must be owned by
navigators/contributors (nobody else
and not the business itself).

•

Navigators must contribute at least
$”X” worth of value per quarter
otherwise they must step down and
become a contributor.

•

Tokens can be considered security tokens,
and represent a share of ownership in
the company. There are no dividends. All
token holders are therefore incentivised to
increase the dollar value of the tokens over
time.
One of the biggest problems and causes
of conflict/tension with traditional share
ownership of non publicly listed/tradable
companies is setting the token/share price.

If a token holder’s value contribution
falls below a certain amount, after a
three month period, 5 per cent of their
tokens will be burned every month.

•

No individual must own more than 24
per cent of the total tokens.

•

Cash reserves kept to minimum (default
to less than 5 per cent of company
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Navigators reserve the right to evolve
the rules as long as changes are in line
with the values and purpose.

This would be solved in a simple way;
every month, within predefined rules/
constraints, all token holders can trade
(buy/sell for cash) tokens between
themselves (not external parties) thus
setting the token price in dollars.
Trades would fall into three types:
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•

Purchasing tokens between token
holders. For example, a token holder
announces they wish to purchase some
tokens from another token holder. They
find the best $/token deal they can.

•

Taking dollars out of the business.
Each month the navigators would
decide if there was excess cash in the
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business and any token holders could
offer to burn their tokens in exchange
for cash. This would be a competitive
bidding situation (“Hey everyone, we
have $10,000 in the bank, we only need
$5000 so who will burn the most tokens
for it.”)
•

change the rules if they turn out to not
be in the best interest of the company).
•

HOW TO ADD VALUE TO THE BUSINESS
Value can be added in the following ways:
Time value.
This is individual human time that is
devoted to increasing the value of the
business. This will typically be an hourly
rate or fixed cost to achieve some preagreed objective.
For example, if I would like to set up and
manage our social media. I might estimate
10 hours for an initial bit of work then an
ongoing two hours per week. My hourly
rate for this work would be $50 per hour.
Or, for example, my role might be to deliver
on a certain project as a senior consultant,
at a rate of $90 per hour.

Some of the trading rules/constraints
might include:
All trading negotiation must be done
transparently via stack channel open to
all token holders (nobody external).

•

Trading can only be done on the first of
each month.

No trade can be more than 8 per cent of
the company value.

So this system of transparent “trading”
between token holders and the business
should in theory set the dollar value of the
token each month (and therefore the value
the company).

Putting money into the business. If
the business needs extra cash (to pay
service providers/rent and the like)
then existing token holders would be
incentivised to put money in, in return
for new tokens (to stop the value of the
token/business from reducing because
we get a reputation for not paying
bills). The best token/$ rate offered
would be accepted (“Hey everyone, we
need a cash injection this month of
$5000 to pay some rent and a service
provider, what is the smallest number
of tokens you would want to give us
$5000 cash?”)

•
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New business opportunity
•

All trading must be authorised by the
navigators (who reserved the right to
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leads that may result in new business.
The reward could be a percentage of the
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resulting revenue generated in a certain
amount of time.

so on) where individuals should be paid for
having to take risk.

For example, if I have a great relationship
I believe could result in significant new
business, I might say I would like to work
with others to help convert this. I won’t
charge for my time but would like 6 per
cent of the revenue generated from this
lead in the first year if it converts. Or, I
might have a contact that could result
in work. I would say I am happy to share
details if somebody else can follow up
and convert. I would like 3 per cent of the
revenue generated from this lead in the
first year if it converts.

Miscellaneous fixed value.
This is typically a fixed cost that adds
value to the business:

Reputation
This is where value is added by an
individual agreeing to associate their
personal brand with the business. For
example, if I’m not able to significantly
contribute time to the business but
happy to mention the company in my
presentations where I have my brand
associated (such as a picture on website/
update LinkedIn and so on). I would charge
$500 per month.

•

A client paying an invoice in $ for our
services

•

A navigator putting cash into the
business (in order to pay service
providers)

•

Or, something like: “I’m happy for my
apartment to be used by out of town
staff for a cost of $80 per night.”

(Note all cost are in $.)
Contributors/navigators would be paid
in tokens at the current exchange rate
(potentially reset every month). Anybody
who wants to add value would make a
proposal to the navigator group (including
outcomes, estimated time needed, and $
costs) who would authorise or negotiate.
PULLING VS PUSHING WORK

Taking risk

One the fundamental differences is that
in a traditional company work is generally
pushed down. Typically Board > Leadership/
Management team > Employee.

This is more of an edge case but there
could be situations (for example, we have
to legally have directors for liability and

This new approach proposes that work
is “pulled”, so an individual or group put
together a proposal for doing something
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that will add value and is aligned with
strategy (as a Trello card into a backlog
list).

should get accepted if there are no
other options.
•

The navigators prioritise, authorise, and
monitor that work (and issue tokens when
complete). In the case of a navigator doing
the work, the other navigators would have
to authorise.

For most organisations, the idea that
some of their staff will leave and set up in
competition (taking IP, staff, and clients
with them) is a very real threat which can
have a huge negative impact. Even if it
doesn’t happen, the threat of it happening
can drive negative behaviour.

A few key points:

•

The navigators in their monthly
meeting define strategies and
communicate these to all contributors.
Work proposals that are not in line with
these strategies will not be selected.
So given that people only get paid if
their proposals are accepted they are
incentivised to come up with proposals
that are in line with strategies, are
competitively priced, and align with
their competency/passion.

In the crypto/blockchain world however the
concept of “forking” a chain is a healthy
part of the ecosystem.
Forking occurs when there is either
disagreement within the community and/
or a subset of the community believe there
is benefit/opportunity in going in a new
direction.

In any business there is the fun, career
enhancing work and there is the other
stuff. So how do we ensure that the
less attractive work is also done? Well,
this should happen automatically in
that people can set their own rates.
Anybody can propose a higher rate that
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This system gives the “worker”
complete autonomy. They can do as
much or as little as they want.

FORKING

Note that the cost (in $) is also specified.

•

MARK PASCALL

The “chain” or organisation then splits in
two with all the same token holders now
holding two sets of tokens (the market
value of each token adjusting quickly after
the split). The two chains go off in their
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own directions (typically the majority of
people go with one of the chains).

than the mega-corporations or super
power governments of today.

It means rules would be agreed that would
allow (and even encourage) forking.

I’m the first to admit the thought
experiment is far from perfect and
there are many areas that need more
exploration. For example, I haven’t touched
on the challenges of fitting into the
current legal/tax systems (although this
is being worked on by many others in the
DAO communities) or the challenges of
ensuring diversity within teams.

The argument is it is better for
everybody in certain situations (such as
significant in-house disagreement or new
opportunities) if forking occurs.
It also keeps the entire system more
agile and responsive to change. When
a fork occurs everybody could decide
which organisation (or both) to align with
(remembering that they would own tokens
in both at the point of split). One entity
might atrophy (as everybody contributes
to the new one and their token value will
gradually reduce) or they might both
continue and thrive.

I do however believe that what I have
outlined could be a practical, low-friction
way to start something that could be
iterated/improved very quickly. More
importantly, it could create an entity
that is well placed to scale once the
decentralized technology layers mature.
I’m going to start this experiment. Watch
this space.

4. Conclusion
I believe that we are on the cusp of a major
societal shift from a centralised society to
a new global decentralized society.
That journey is just starting and nobody
can predict how quickly this will occur and
what the impact will be of the intersection
of other exponential technologies such as
nanotech and AI.
The emerging platforms like DAOstack
and Aragon start to give us a glimpse of a
possible future where DAO’s can exist at
global scale potentially involving millions
of people collectively holding more power
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AUTHOR OF THE SOCIAL SINGULARITY AND FOUNDER OF SOCIAL EVOLUTION

In all of our thinking about
decentralization, it’s easy to forget about
a vital ingredient that unites people:
mission.
It’s true that collective intelligence will
improve if we continue to experiment with
incentives and protocols that distribute
decision-making power to the right
persons or groups within any organization.
But prior to that, the organization needs
a force of coherence – i.e., something
that binds members together in common
purpose.

M

ax Borders is author of The Social
Singularity. He is also the founder
and Executive Director of Social
Evolution—a non-profit organization dedicated
to liberating humanity through innovation. Max
is also co-founder of the Voice & Exit event and
former editor at the Foundation for Economic
Education (FEE). Max is a futurist, a theorist, a
published author and an entrepreneur.

Nobel economist Friedrich Hayek made a
distinction between two kinds of order:
cosmos and taxis. Hayek referred to
cosmos as emergent order, because it’s
composed of individuals acting in pursuit
of their own ends, which amounts to an
overall order with no particular mission.
In cosmos, order emerges not because
of any central design, but through the
cooperative efforts of people working
to improve their well-being. When both
individuals and organizations interact
beneficially in patterns of production and
trade, we call that a market. Markets don’t
have missions. The wider economy is thus
a product of human action, not of human
design.
The second kind of order, taxis, is
a planned order such as occurs in a
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traditional company. In this form of order,
planners and managers are tasked with
making unitary decisions in accordance
with a single plan. Subordinates carry out
the orders of managers, whose purpose
is to execute the plan. The corporate
model that operated throughout most of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
worked according to these basic
constraints.

have ability to execute various functions
and adapt according to felt tensions and
the organization’s local needs, rather
than in response to commands from
managers. Rules and roles are constantly
being revised according to changes in the
organizational landscape.
But Holacracy doesn’t work without
mission: in every such organization the
mission is the boss, and all subgroupings
also operate in deference to their
own stated purpose. The same can be
said for DAOs and other decentralized
organizations that might or might not
use a distributed ledger. In these thirdpath systems, we have a set of protocols
that allow for increased autonomy among
members. But autonomy to do what? Serve
the mission. Without a mission, there is no
organization.

You might notice that neither cosmos
nor taxis accurately describe the variety
of order to which many decentralized
organizations subscribe. Is there,
therefore, a third form of order?
In the twenty-first century, there is more
than cosmos and taxis. We are now seeing
the rise of orders that are both unplanned
and mission-based by virtue of how the
very networks from which they arise are
designed. These forms allow us to harness
the power of distributed knowledge for
some specific purpose.
NO MISSION

MISSION

Unplanned

Economies
Societies

DAOs
Holacratic orgs

Planned

Avant-garde

Bureaucracies
Hierarchical
companies

Even when the connection between a
given role within an organization and its
mission seems distant – for example with
payroll or accounting – it’s important that
they somehow connect. One way to think
about this is in terms of missions that
serve missions that serve missions, where
each mission forms the purpose of a holon
within a larger holonic system.
Failure to craft the right mission, or failure
to faithfully serve that mission, is a big
way startups can go astray and established
organizations can lose coherence.
Of course, mission should always be
connected to real people with wants and
needs. The most brilliant and elegant

Organizations that practice Holacracy,
for example, operate much more like
organisms than machines. Individuals work
within fairly autonomous groups nested
in the wider organization. These groups
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system in the world won’t survive if the
felt needs of customers are not served
at every turn. That’s why those creating
decentralized organizations should start
with the user’s experience, nested within
the mission, and engineer in reverse. When
the organization’s mission is clear and the
mission serves people, purpose and profit
are conjoined.
All activity in an organization should be
executed for the mission and through the
mission. In this way, the mission is not just
some corporate fluff. It is both a binding
and animating force.
Max Borders is author of the Social
Singularity and founder of Social Evolution.
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MARCO HOUWEN

CO-FOUNDER AT DAO LEADERSHIP, CHAIRMAN OF THE LUXEMBOURG COMMERCIAL INTERNET EXCHANGE,
PROJECT LEAD OF INFRACHAIN

Most people have heard the phrase: with
power comes responsibility. With great
power comes great responsibility. On an
intellectual level, people understand
this, but on a practical level, the concept
of responsibility is one of the most
misunderstood concepts. Evidence of this
is everywhere. Huge disappearances of
cryptocurrency, insecure storage of assets,
disappearances of companies after raising
millions, and failure to deliver products
promised are all evidence of the lack of
responsibility that is rampant throughout
the industry.

M

arco Houwen is a seasoned tech
entrepreneur, and a leader in
partnerships between government
and industry. In addition to co-founding DAO
leadership, Marco is also the Chairman of the

We hear people saying things like “We were
just a couple of programmers; we didn’t
know what to do after we raised so much
money.” How about the first thing is call
someone who does? While we understand
these early blockchain founders’
overwhelm, it’s dangerous to have so many
people avoiding responsibility.

Luxembourg Commercial Internet Exchange
and project lead of Infrachain, creating a
permissioned node network for blockchain. He
was the founder of Datacenter Luxembourg,
EuroDNS, and VoiP Gate, and has established
himself as one of the most seasoned tech founders
in the region.

Bitcoin is an innovation in the technology
of money. In other words, at a minimum,
everything use money for will potentially
be affected by this technology. Of course,
if you affect everything we use money for,
you affect everything else, too.
It’s a bit frightening to think that
this industry has the power to change
everything, so from the start, almost
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everyone wants to avoid thinking about
the large-scale implications, because
nobody wants responsibility for THAT. At
least to some degree, the responsibility for
this transformation is distributed among
a few thousand people, but probably not
more than that. At this point, we think
there are approximately a thousand people
thinking deeply about these issues inside
the industry, and we hope it’s enough so
that we don’t make the mistakes we made
with the internet.

with them about their weaknesses, and
the person with power or money wants
to retain that, which causes even more
mental distortions and rationalizations.
Said differently, most ICO projects that
fail will fail because of the egos of the
founders, or the founders’ unwillingness
to acquire the emotional mastery needed
for the huge responsibilities they suddenly
took upon themselves. Going suddenly
from being a programmer to being in
charge of several million dollars will cause
mind distortions for just about anyone. It’s
impressive, in fact, that so many of the
major blockchain projects have made it
this far.

When we invented the internet there was
this idea that now information will be free
and we will break down the boundaries
between us and people would have a
greater understanding of one another.
Instead, we got a system driven by
commercialism and advertising, creating
filter bubbles. Now, instead of everybody
having access to knowledge, nobody can
tell the difference between truth and
fabrication.

In some ways, this is one of the easier
problems to solve, because today there
are so many disciplines people can use for
mindfulness training, acquisition of people
skills, and personal development. Our
book, So you’ve got a DAO is the first book
that focuses on leadership development
specifically for the industry, but there are
plenty of other places to go as well. The
most important thing is that development
teams understand that communication,
leadership and people skills can be learned,
and they get themselves and their teams
the appropriate training.

People understand that if we have power,
we have responsibility, but we miss
our responsibility in two main areas:
considerations that are too close and
considerations that are too far.

You can’t see the tip of your nose

What you see from here, you can’t see
from there

Considerations that are too close are
considerations that are a result of our own
psyches. Seeing one’s own weaknesses and
irrationality is difficult for everyone, but
even more difficult when someone gets a
position of power. As soon as someone has
power or money, others are less truthful
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blockchain movement consists of white or
southeast Asian middle-class men. Most of
us in the movement have no access to the
perspectives of the “underserved” people
we claim will get a more just world as a
result of decentralization. We talk about
diversity, but even “diversity” is a myopic
view. We cannot, with any intellectual
honesty, talk about what is good for a fish
or a vulture or the ocean. We can only have
a human perspective on what is good or
bad for the ocean. We can’t have a fish’s or
bird’s perspective on what is good for the
ocean.

too bizarre in the culture where you live.
One of my American friends remembers
vividly discussing the idea of getting rid of
personal ownership of cars in 1975 during
the oil crisis. People nearly laughed her out
of the room. Today, the end of personal
ownership of cars seems almost inevitable
with ride sharing and self-driving cars,
but at that time nobody was even willing
to consider it an “idea” because it was too
hurtful to their personal lifestyle.

It’s not your money
In our book So you’ve got a DAO, my
coauthor and I discuss the concept of
responsibility in depth, specifically on
steps leaders can take to expand their
sense of responsibility and to acquire the
ability to step back from their own egos.

While the decentralization movement
promises better outcomes for ecosystems,
in particular, better governance of shared
resources, there’s only so much that can be
seen by a group of people, even a diverse
group of people.

What we’re seeing today in many ICO
projects is a fundamental failure to
understand that the money raised is not
the money of the founders. Startup
investors often invest in a project because
of their faith in the founders. Everyone
knows that “pivot” is a thing in that world,
because the founders and investors can
sit down and decide that the direction
chose is wrong, and pivot the company.
That isn’t the case in an ICO. There is no
pivot. The path to the destination may
change, but the purpose of the project
can’t pivot. Today, ICO founders are being
taken to court for not doing what they
said they would do with the funds raised
from contributors. So that’s the one end of
responsibility. On the one hand the money
was given to a project, but there are one

As most of the industry comes from a
socio-economic class that can afford
to buy cappuccino in a disposable cup,
the redistribution of resources could
potentially involve the reduction in
material goods accessible to this class of
people. Let’s pause for a second, so you can
consider the idea that it might be possible
that in order to improve the welfare of the
planet, you’ll have less stuff. Probably your
immediate reaction is: It doesn’t have to be
that way. Everyone could have more. Most
people seem to react that way when we
bring up this idea, which is the point. There
are ideas and solutions you can never see
because they are too far out of your range
of vision, either because they would involve
harming you or because they are just
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or two people signing the checks, so the
power is in their hands. Without taking full
responsibility, the founders are subject to
a lot of trouble.

huge collateral damage. The myth of the
tragedy of the commons has been abused
to privatize much of the value of the earth.
The planet does not belong to anyone, yet
the privatization of land, natural resources
and even radio frequencies has caused
irreparable harm to the planet. While most
of us think of ourselves as individuals, we
are actually a product of the planet and,
as a result we have harmed ourselves.
Phrases such as “collateral damage” and
“externalities” make it sound like we have
harmed something outside of the realm of
what is important, but that’s not the case.

Another way in which it’s not the founders’
money is that once the organization grows
beyond a handful of founders, the staff
wants to have a say in what is happening.
We work with organizations that are
typically 20-30 people to help them make
the transition to collaborative decisionmaking. The transition requires maturity
of both the staff and the founders who
are letting go of control. Almost every
founder finds this process painful, because
for the founder, the organization is like
their baby, and now they have to give
control of the baby’s upbringing to a
crowd of people. It’s only when founders
can successfully detach their own selfworth and ego from the company that the
company can grow. When it’s all about
your ego, decentralization of power is
impossible. And if you don’t decentralize
the power, you are not appropriately taking
responsibility for what the contributors to
the project asked you to do.

We have harmed what is most important
to humans: the air, the water, and the
food supply. We’ve also harmed human
values such as community and intimacy
through our technology. None of these
things are “externalities”. They are only
“external” to the value we call money. In
real terms, advertising and upholstery are
“externalities” to human existence, and
the essentials are the things we forgot to
label as valuable when we defined what
money was.
In that sense, although we have labelled
certain things as “owned” by governments,
companies, and people, they are not.
Tokenization has the potential to represent
these “commons” in new ways, and to
allow people to value and trade things
like carbon credits, fishing rights,
contributions to society, and even good
deeds. While it might sound fantastical,
it’s easy enough to imagine that your
phone could detect when you purchase
a drink and then detour to a recycle bin

Finally, the way in which it is not your
money is in a more global sense, a sense
that we all have around what is wrong with
centralization and hierarchy in the first
place.

It’s not your commons
Centralization of control and power has
brought huge technological advances,
but the mislabelling of value has brought
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when you are finished drinking from
the bottle, or even if you hold on to the
bottle and refill it at a water fountain
several times before recycling. It would be
simple enough to invent tokens that the
municipality allows you to redeem in lieu
of your property taxes for every time you
don’t litter.

day, the river isn’t casting a vote. People
who think they know what the river wants
are casting votes. No matter how you look
at it, somehow the commons end up in
people’s hands, and people do not know
how to represent tadpoles particularly well.
It doesn’t make sense to say that a good
ecosystem should ensure the maximum
survival of tadpoles, of course, because
there are fish who eat the tadpoles. There
are birds who eat the fish, and so on.
People tend to think of preservation in
terms of not-dying. We even have a phrase
called “saving lives” which is obviously
ridiculous. You can’t save a life. You can
only extend it.

No matter how you describe the
potentials, however, we are always limited
by the scope of what we consider our
responsibility. As developers of these types
of technologies, it’s crucial to develop a
large enough view of our impact in the
world such that we create systems that
are truly responsible for their impact. We
have to stop thinking of anything as an
“externality.”

Non-interference
So how do you represent the commons?
How do you appropriately take
responsibility for something larger than a
group of humans can intellectually assume
responsibility for?

A river of tokens
One of the important ideas being discussed
is our responsibility for the environment.
Within that, several groups have been
discussing tokens that would represent
a common good. For example, radio
frequency tokens or tokens that represent
a river. Maybe there would even be tokens
for different parts of the river, because
the waterfall might feel differently than
the tadpole breeding ground.

The best model we have was popularized
by Gene Roddenberry and described as
non-interference. As you navigate the
galaxy, you can’t possibly even understand
what forms of goop might be integral
to intelligent forms of life on any given
planet. Heck, the goop itself might be the
intelligent form of life on that planet.
Intelligent goop, intelligent parasites,
intelligent sparks—on some planet in the
galaxy, Trekkies have found it. The best
thing they can say about managing the
commons is “leave it as you found it.”
Starships don’t leave their trash behind
on a planet, even planets that appear

Theoretically, this is a good idea. If we look
at our earth and we think of everything as
a sentient being, everything as a part of
our living world, we should give everything
a vote. The mountain. The river. The ocean.
The clouds. In theory, it’s wise. In fact,
it’s impossible, because at the end of the
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uninhabited. They don’t leave their junk
orbiting around the planet or arbitrarily
floating around in space, either.

free for the environment. At this point, it
is difficult to envision the technology for
such closed loops. Even if we can’t envision
how we could 100% recycle a motherboard
or microwave oven, it seems clear that
creating closed-loop systems is the only
long-term recipe for survival.

In this sense, as we look at responsible
forms of decentralization and forms
of organization that consider the
“externalities” to be internal, noninterference is the best proxy we have for
responsibility for the commons. Leave it
the same or better than you found it.
In that sense, it is important for us to
create closed-loop and self-healing
systems. In nature, what one life form
excretes, another life form feeds upon.
When something breaks it either selfheals or becomes part of the next thing. A
dead plant becomes mulch, an eroded rock
becomes sand.
A good example for this, is the movie
Avatar, where the indigenous people lived
in communion with their eco-system and
when they killed and ate animals and
plants, they kept the attitude that there
is no death, just transformation into
another form. They lived a live as part of
this ecosystem; not as an external force
enforcing their ways.
In the same way, as we look at
decentralizing our world and taking
fuller responsibility, we need to create
self-healing systems and closed loops.
Production of any good has to include
the means by which that good is 100%
integrated into the next type of good it
will become. Energy consumption needs
to become 100% sustainable and impact-
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Introduction: Camping on the Third
Web
There are certain types of people in our
global populous of 7.7 billion who have
caught a glimpse of the cracks in the
‘totality1’ or dominant world system.
Cypherpunk, hippie, radical, hacker,
libertarian, commonist, entrepreneur,
technologist, activist, enthusiast, idealist,
investor; any of the above and/or those
freaked out by the wasteland of ‘society’
that sits beneath improvements in quality
of life and the technological advances of
the modern world.

K

ate’s journey with self management
started in the Enspiral network. Today
she runs trainings for practitioners
and theorists interested in self management
and cooperative entrepreneurship. She believes
that the principles of self management can help
strengthen an emerging new economy where
people create structures that serve them.

Whatever the background, people are
reaching for bold, novel solutions for a gut
felt conclusion: the system we’re in does
not contain the answers, and it’s driving
us toward the edge of the cliff.
Not all end up in the blockchain space.
Many are using other tools to prise open
the cracks. However, an intriguing cohort
have found their way to the ‘Web3 Camp’
and are coalescing around decentralized
autonomous organizations (DAOs) as a
key piece of infrastructure that has the
potential to be used alongside many other
pieces for a better world. Other pieces
are being built in other crypto-camps and

1 The totality is a Hegelian concept. It refers to the false consensus that the ‘totalising’ forces of ‘society’ represent ‘us’.
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in the many projects and initiatives that
happen outside the crypto-space.

order for this to be realised three things
must happen:

The web 3 camp is motivated by
decentralizing the Internet and
disintermediating centralized corporations
who they believe rent-seek and wield too
much power. Goals of this camp include
enabling individuals to own their own data
and redistributing profits in a fair way
(e.g. away from Facebook-Amazon-AppleGoogle). Casey Caruso, The Five Camps of
Crypto, 2019

1. The foundations must be ready (non
crypto parallel societies)

Drawing on my experience as a Masters
level governance researcher, practitioner
of self management2 and decentralized
organizing in the Enspiral network,
community builder in the Genesis DAO,
cofounder of Greaterthan and consultant
and coach in large distributed tech
companies (including ConsenSys), this
essay posits that a system change will
be the consequence of a tipping point at
which parallel societies (described below)
become mainstream. It argues that in

It looks briefly at political-philosophical
reasons why we have system failure and
how blockchain is attracting archetypes
with a penchant for ‘system change’. It
does this by building on the narrative put
forward by Casey Caruso on Five Different
Motivations for Involvement in Crypto
(Sound Money Camp, Payments Camp,
Open Finance Camp, Web3 Camp, and
Decentralized Ledger Technology Camp).

2. Infrastructure designed and built well
(Web3 and DAOs)
3. Progress made in the evolution
of the the human psyche (inner
transformation via self management in
all types of organizations).

Part One: System Failure
At the economic level we have a system
characterized by exponential extraction
and mounting externalities. The
major lever of late stage capitalism is
exponential growth and consequently
signals the expansion of the monetary
supply as a means of flooding the market
with currency in a world caught in debt
cycles3. The rivalrous behaviour of actors

2 Self management is a theory of organizing which relies on autonomy of individuals and self governance of teams in
order to execute work without command and control authority.
3

Schmachtenberger, Daniel, 2018. ‘Humanity’s Phase Shift’.
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competing to control supply chains and
data leads to increasing monopolization
and centralization, corporations must
compete and win or fade away. It’s hardly
new to say that the general issue is that
competition and profit maximization,
when combined, create a paperclip
maximalism which is detrimental
to sustainable existence due to the
accelerating pace of extraction (race to
the bottom).

political system and business organization
systems severely need disrupting5.
“The blockchain can be thought of as a
‘technical system that offers a variety of
mechanisms for checking concentrations
of power’ while simultaneously building
social ideologies constantly on the lookout
for failure modes of these mechanisms. In
this way we hope to succeed where previous
attempts at decentralizing authority have
failed.”

This battle is very pronounced in the
conglomeration of digital services and
platforms. Surveillance is frequently
considered the business model of the
internet, as most major websites run on
advertising4.

Vitalik Buterin, Liberation Through Radical
Decentralization, 2018.

Czech dissident Vaclav Benda makes the
case that it is pointless to try fight the
state as the state has limitless resources.
instead we must focus our energy on
building a parallel society. Similarly it’s
pointless to fight old organizational
structures.

Problems of a globalized, centralized,
hierarchical, nation-state world order
operating under late stage capitalism are
compounded by the lack of coordination
capacity and political will between state
based actors to act on externalities.
By design they create and feed the
externalities that will destroy them (and
us).

PARALLEL SOCIETIES
There are many attempts to ‘build a
parallel society’ occurring around the
world - although they’re not always very
visible. From freelancers collectives, eco
villages popping up through Europe and
North America, the Rojave in Syria, to the
Zapatistas in Mexico, squats in Berlin,
Brazil’s Landless Workers Movement,
World Wide Permaculture. There are still
more aspirational parallel societies in the

Our institutions and modes of governance
were formed in the era of nation states
and our dominant form of business
organization was formed 180 years ago
for the era of industrialization. Both our

4

Hassan, Samer https://p2pmodels.galactic.network/wp-content/uploads/P2P-Models-B1.pdf

5 See https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/feb/27/its-not-enough-to-defend-democracy-now-is-thetime-to-advance-it
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pipeline; decentralized space exploration,
UBI experiments in the age of AI...

the collaborative commons movement has
mostly been co-opted into the system.

These experiments are inspiring and each
hold a piece of a potential system that
exists outside of the globalising totality we
currently live in.

Another hope in the dark have been
cooperatives: 1.5 billion people on the
planet are members of cooperatives7 – we
don’t pay much attention to them because
they’re non-profit, but agricultural
cooperatives, housing cooperatives,
banking cooperatives, construction
cooperatives, electricity cooperatives do
exist. Cooperatives have tried to take on
the extractive nature of capitalism-asusual to even the playing field between
worker and owner, however these
institutions often remain centralized,
hierarchical and undynamic and the
movement struggles to grow, posing
no real threat to the tools and levers
of global, unfettered capitalism. DAO
advocates could work more closely with
cooperatives to understand on-the-ground
problems. The platform coop movement is
well positioned to take advantage of the
‘prosumer’ nature that Web3 could bring
about.

[This] movement is leveraging the power of
community, networks, and participation to
work on systemic challenges. This not only
exists conceptually, but is a tangible reality
with a growing number of projects scattered
across the globe….They are aware that their
work is a contribution — not a complete
solution — to the challenge they aim to solve,
and that it is a piece in a much larger puzzle.
Francesca Pick, The Trickle Becomes a River, 2019.

In 1990 we were excited about Web2 and
later on about the Internet of Things
because they promised the ability of
‘prosumers’ (producing consumers)
to operate outside the control of
monopolies and drastically reduce energy,
materials, labour and capital needed to
produce goods and services. Moreover,
we thought we would mainly use the
internet to share6. What we actually got
was global monopolies taking over the
pipes, and destroying network neutrality.
The concentration of profits in a few
major players who do not proportionally
distribute them to the contributors meant

6

While attempts to build alternative
solutions glimmer, it’s too little too
late in the face of the unstoppable
onset of climate change and the 6th
mass extinction. This is the reason I am

See Clay Shirtky’s Here Comes Everybody

7 https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2014/nov/07/radical-new-economic-system-will-emerge-fromcollapse-of-capitalism
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personally involved in Web3 and DAOs - it
seems like the tool with the most leverage.

an aside, multiple instances of off-chain
participatory or decentralized governance
do this too, but they struggle to scale touched upon later.

BUILDING A NEW INFRASTRUCTURE OF
GOVERNANCE

OTHER INSTANCES OF DECENTRALIZED

Notably, from November 2018 to February
2019, plummeting token prices and the
subsiding of peak-crypto-hype have made
way for some of the most concrete and
promising activities in the blockchain
space: the building out of governance
infrastructure for decentralized
organizations - the activity of the Web3
Camp. This means utilising the technology
of smart contracts to automate and
entrench decentralized governance.

ORGANIZING
There have been instances of
decentralization before the blockchain.
Entrepreneurial collectives Enspiral,
Ouishare, Open State, Sensorica have
been first movers in offchain attempts
at decentralization and participatory
governance.
These community and networks have
developed incredibly useful tools and
practises to help prepare the soil if
a transition to a decentralized world
happens. However, once core groups grow
to around 150/2008 trust as a medium of
exchange becomes a limiting factor - and
‘mitosis’ or splitting and multiplying of
core communities (like Enspiral) hasn’t
been successful yet. A more scalable
infrastructure might be able to help.

The blockchain can achieve consensus
about certain objective realities such as
who transacted how much, to whom and
when, and is thus an machine for objective
consensus. Automation or trustless
execution of smart contracts that hold
the governance of an organization (i.e.
decisions and agreements that instruct
what action can take place) provides
efficiency gains. Machine consensus is
very efficient - put it into code and reduce
transaction costs.

Businesses like Buurtzorg, Morningstar,
Percolab, Semler and Co, Beetroot and
many others have instigated a different
form of participatory organizing - self
management - the goal of which is to
remove corrupting, dehumanising and

These efficiency gains combined with
better decisions (by utilising the collective
intelligence and will allow large self
governing organizations (DAOs) to grow
and compete with existing systems. As

8 Dunbar’s number has proven to be about right in enspiral and similar communities. The number - 150 is the ‘cognitive
limit to the number of people with whom one can maintain stable social relationships—relationships in which an
individual knows who each person is and how each person relates to every other person https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Dunbar%27s_number
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inefficient side-effects of command and
control hierarchy.

haven’t been able to do is scale at a pace
that might provide the chance for more
people to become involved rather than just
privileged hippies, hackers, and hipsters10.

Organizations operating under a self
managing or self organizing ethos are
doing great things - they’re places
where people can undergo the kind of
transformation needed to operate in
new organizing forms. There’s a focus
on ‘collaboration’ and the collective
intelligence, which beneath the buzz
words means listening and making space
for dissent and different perspectives.
This movement is growing but there is a
need for infrastructure to enable nimble
set up and plug and play governance
architecture9. This is where DAOs could be
utilised.

This the multi-layered opportunity
and challenge of blockchain and DAOs,
they hold novel keys of technological
innovation, and thus conmenserate
resources and the ability to scale at a
rate marginal interventions cannot. This
is necessary to outplay monolithically
powerful institutions. The challenge lies
in scoring enough winning goals in the
existing system, to win without playing the
game of the opposition for too long.

Part 2: Being in a DAO

Although proprietary systems are still
dominant., open source networks and
initiatives like The Linux Foundation, Open
Collective, Mozilla and Scuttlebut have
quietly been working on infrastructure to
aid a decentralized world through free and
open software.

Being part of an early DAO is a hopeful,
intensely interesting and at times
frustrating experience. It’s like trying to
play a new game where no one knows the
rules, or more where the rules haven’t been
written yet.
Technological infrastructure can
intermediate new ways of organizing but
basic human behaviours, patterns and
idiosyncrasies don’t change overnight and
indeed, the ‘old institutions’ primed us
to be bad actors - we need to interrogate

An alliance is being built at the margins;
entrepreneurial communities, teal
organizations, open sources networks,
sharing economy initiatives have been
strengthening the foundations ready for
something to be built on. But what they

9 Changes to legal structures that facilitate different modes of ‘skin in the game’ and liability - e.g. legal structure for
DAOs, steward ownership for companies.
10 In ‘The Listening Society - A Metamodern Guide to Politics, Book One’ Hanzi Freinacht posits a new ‘class’ category,
‘Hippies, Hackers and Hipsters…‘they work by another social and economic logic than any of the old groups in industrial
society. Of course, this is an outflow of postmaterialist and highly individualized societies, in which significant parts of
the population have the luxury to think much less about how to pay the bills and more about how they can change the
world. Bangladesh is not full of triple-H; California is. Because of the idiosyncratic nature of their many endeavors, the
triple-H folks find it hard to “fit in” within the classical, hierarchical and meritocratic organizations.’
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where playing in the old system for so
long may have lead us and how those
behaviours may inhibit the ‘new’ before it
gets off the ground.

initiatives that do necessarily exist as an
organization yet.
To convince early adopters (for example:
a large freelancers collective like Smart
Coop) and then the early majority (for
example: a globally distributed technology
services agency) we need to have very
sharp unique value propositions (UVP) that
link directly to each problem point faced in
these organizations.

FOCUS AREAS FOR THE DAO MOVEMENT
The DAO solution will hopefully solve
many problems across many types of
organizations. We often hear some of
these ‘problems’ in soundbites or pithy
blog pieces: ‘corruption, misuse of power,
loss of creativity, inefficiencies in flow
of information and bad decision making’.
It will serve us to be specific and use real
examples.
THE PROBLEM! THE PROBLEM!
We’re still in the ‘Innovators’ curve of
the Innovation Adoption Lifecycle - those
organizations DAO-ifying are at the very
start of the curve. The criteria for adoption
are prescriptive; command of English
language, ability to use beta blockchain
software, understanding of basics of
crypto - as well as having all of the criteria
below. There is still a long road to product,
market fit.

INNOVATION ADOPTION LIFECYCLE
Naively thinking that in the first instance
DAOs solve the problems of all types of
organization will ensure a ‘trap of the any’
approach (i.e. not aligning unique value
propositions extremely concretely to the
problems faced by an organization).

Approaches in business development
for the Innovator Phase are less
traditional, rather than focusing on
legacy organizations it involves iterating
with i’deal use cases’ (cryptocurrency
exchanges, DApp integrations etc), and
starting where the application is easier
and where there is a lower marginal
cost. Or with ‘disruptive Dream DAOs’ or
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From Stefano Bernardi, decentralized
organizations should be good at:
•
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know each other well enough to trust
one another deeply)
•

Aligning large numbers of stakeholder
contributions towards shared goals

•

Running organizations in a way that is
resistant to censorship

•

Tracking and validating participation
and contribution to a project

•

Accommodating a variety of levels of
contribution

•

Allowing people and entities to
contribute work in a jurisdictionagnostic fashion, regardless of the
rules of the physical location where
they’re contributing from

•

another year away) it might be helpful to
introduce a vertical on top of early adopter
criteria, i.e. donor advised funds.
DESIGN, BUT ALSO DO OTHER THINGS
On paper DAOs should work out although
there’s a chance that they’re just a
promise never to be fulfilled. This calls to
mind the tendency towards ‘over-design’
from many enthusiasts attracted to the
Web3 camp. Instead as DAO researcher
Daniel Shavit says the focus could be “Less
on the DAOs we want, more on the DAOs we
need.”
Design of incentives for actors and
governance of DAOs is hugely important.
However, having an absolute and infallible
‘elegant solution’ in place before any
action is taken is akin to building a big
beautiful car bridge only for hyperloops
to launch as it is finished. This is similar
to the problem of computing an optimal
design when the surface is infinitely large.

Nimble setup, especially relative to
traditional organization structures

Some of the most frequent feedback
from ‘informed critics’ of the DAO
movement (often cypherpunks decrying
hyperfinancialization via tokenisation
and speculation or pioneers in offchain
decentralized communities) is that DAOs
appear to be a brilliant solution that are
not mapped onto existing problems of
specific use cases. DAO enthusiasts tend
to see all organizational forms (firms,
agencies, cooperatives, corporations,
NGOs, donor advised funds, banks,
government bodies) as the addressable
market. If we’re playing only in the
‘innovator’ realm right now, as we move
into the early adopter phase (potentially
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With the Genesis Alpha DAO, DAOstack
have been commendable in their approach
to ‘start by starting’ and experimenting
(albeit in a small DAO) to see what happens
at the intersection of ‘soft governance’
(off-chain group culture), and ‘hard
governance’ (technical protocol level).
Learnings are then built into the next
iteration of the first dApp - Alchemy and
the Genesis DAO itself.
The DAO hack represents one end of the
spectrum - not enough planning. The
compensating instinct is to try to consider
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every possible scenario: to utilise game
design theory, physics, psychology and
economics and design agents into the
‘right behaviour’. This begs the questions:
Right according to whose system? Do we
have time to sit in ivory towers while the
totality figures out to co-opt or smash any
threat?

users, growing the community, instigating
research.
CRYSTALISE THE PURPOSE
Through the Genesis DAO experiment we
have learnt that it is crucial to have clarity
on the purpose of this kind of DAO from
day one. The Genesis DAO was supposed to
be an experiment of a DAO trying to find
itself, however we learnt that the ‘source
energy’ i.e. the person who kicks off the
DAO needs to set the purpose out explicitly
otherwise there can be long periods of
uncertainty.

Each DAO will have different needs
and constraints; it may be of utmost
importance that utility of tokens increases
value for token holders, and that this in
turn steers alignment of the activities
of the DAO with its strategic purpose.
Time spent deeply considering reputation
models and functions (earning of, decay,
slashing) can be part of the mix. CEO of
DAOstack Matan Field notes that agreeing
on the initial distribution of reputation for
large number of co-founding agents of a
DAO is a challenging problem.

Part Three: Phase Shifts - The ‘Human’
Element
At Greaterthan.works we consult on the
‘human side of decentralization’ in large
organisations. We find that people want
the menu of tools and processes i.e. soft
protocols to provide what functional roles
would have in an old organizing system
i.e. managers. Similarly in the movement
towards decentralization, there is a latent
belief that if we build the protocols to
limit our childlike tendencies to cheat and
steal from each other we’ll be fine. We can
trust the protocols, we cannot trust each
other. However;

Or it might be a donor advised fund DAO
(potentially less concerned about token
utility) where the aim is for donors to
strategically give funds away to projects
or initiatives. In different use cases there
may be less need for fanatical planning
and rep design.
Ensuring the foundations are so good
that DAOs can compete, and outrun
existing solutions is crucial. So is laying
many carrots and sticks along the trail
for ‘innovator’ and ‘early adopter’ use
cases. But so are other things: building
new features, producing communications,
onboarding new members, educating
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“Unless people think about how to work
together, it’s difficult for them to coordinate
activities, and it’s almost impossible for
them to evolve the ability to perform
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sophisticated actions requiring the
integration of multiple skills and disciplines.”

people’ and go off into the individualistic
deepend?

Carol Sanford, Regenerative Business, 2017.

Right now in the decentralized governance
movement there is a gap between where
we want to be and where we could be. We
have identified an aspirational future, but
we haven’t experienced it yet. There is a
chance to relish the learning curve and
remember we’ve been socialised in a topdown command and control society that
rewards zero-sum behaviour.

Building on this quote, there is a sharp
learning curve involved when strong carrot
and sticks people to excel at working
together
In an agency type DAO (like Genesis DAO)
many decisions can be made about which
activities agents should execute. But said
‘agents’ - a kind of weird and cold name,
really - still need to work together after
the proposals pass.

If the DAO movement is to be worth its
salt for many, it must also counteract
these tendencies. How can we prioritise
autonomy while not riding roughshod over
the needs of the group? Can non zero-sum
organizational structures can be designed
that position ‘rationality’ as generative
behaviour for the commons of that group?
How does this integrate with the ‘psychospiritual’ transformation and growth
needed at the individual level in order to
‘cooperate and deliver the actual work’
once the smart contract has executed its
side of the bargain?

While designing tokens and protocols is
a very important piece of the puzzle the
axiom ‘Humans on the outside, automation
in the centre’ can be overplayed. Like
it or not, we cannot escape our fellow
human - and more explicitly due - to the
problems the hyper-actualised isolation
and individualism of the human of the
modern West has caused - we’d be wise
not to try. This is not a ‘luddite, back to
the village, woe-us our isolated privilege’
cry for sympathy. Individual autonomy and
how that relates to fulfillment, agency,
and creativity can not be overstated (and
as an aside is perhaps one factor in failed
structure of communism). And yet, in the
disavowal of a centralized system, with the
strong focus on autonomy and (generally)
social darwinist view of humans, how
can we not invoke Sartre’s ‘Hell is other
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For a new organizational system that is
not shit we need to personally commit to
working on the behaviours old systems
have primed in us. This means going
beyond the parent-child modality, and the
‘bad actor’ behaviours de rigeur of the
centralized, hierarchical mode and more
specifically actions like bullying, refusing
to listen, taking up all the airtime without
considering how we’re contributing to the
whole, putting our own needs and desires
first everytime. Relying on the tools,
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processes and protocols is not enough to
get past these behaviours - we’ve been
primed for them.

diversity, accessibility, inclusion, useability
and speculation. No small amount of
challenges.

In Humanity’s Phase Shift, Daniel
Schmachtenberger puts it eloquently:
“As technology gives us the power of
gods we have to get the love and wisdom
and understanding of gods or we self
terminate with that power.”

However, and even if the chances are
slight, it may be one of the best chances
we’ve got to build an alternative system
that repositions people in regard to an
extractive, centralizing system. The Web3
Camp can help provide the infrastructure
the world needs to organizing and
governance differently. More links must
be established to parallel societies who
have been grafting for years and decades,
preparing the soil. Finally, none of this can
happen in isolation from the unlearning
we all need to do from the hangover of
behaviours an extractive, top-down system
had encouraged.

He goes on, “The moment I’m getting
pissed and my value system is not to be an
angry person I lose my sovereignty. How do
I pay attention to my inner state and how
I show up in the world and can we do that
collectively as well?”
Paying attention to what is going on
internally and how that relates to the
group is at the core of collaborative
ways of working and at the heart of self
management.

If the gloomy thinking that positions us
as walking towards the edge of the cliff
is overplayed and dramatic and we take
action anyway - no matter, we will have
had a phase and system shift :)

Self management expert Lisa Gill says:
‘Each one of us will be required to go on a
personal development journey because we
are much more dependent on each other
than we are in a traditional, top-down
organization.”

Contact: kate@greaterthan.works
Twitter: @greaterthxn

Conclusion: The Campfire

Thanks to Pedro Parrachia, Susan Basterfield, Daniel
Shavit and Cem F Dagdelen for edits and suggestions.
And to Felipe Duarte and the DAOstack team for pulling
this together.

The blockchain world gets a lot of flack
from people who aren’t in it. For many
it’s murkey deals on the dark web, a great
new route for tax avoidance, con-people
raising a lot of money for nothing, or a
weird make belief money that uses a lot of
energy. It also faces big problems around
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If you happen to have read anything that
I’ve written, you will have noticed that
I come from a very different place than
Dr. Peterson. I spend most of my time in
high abstraction, thinking about global
systems and long term dynamics. Not
about how important it is to clean your
room. Accordingly, if you are thinking, you
might be puzzled. Just what could I mean
by proposing that Peterson is not merely
popular nor controversial. But that he is
important and precisely of the moment.

A

classic “Ready Player One” style 80’s
nerd, Jordan is now at his 17th year
of building disruptive technology
companies. Comics, science fiction, computers,
way too much TV and role playing games

In this essay, I will endeavor to explain.
Naturally, I will be using my own personal
approach to making sense of things. So
if you are a Dr. Peterson aficionado, this
might be a bit of an odd journey. Perhaps
you might consider this an invitation down
a particular rabbit hole. I wouldn’t be
spending the time to write this if I didn’t
think it worth your time. But, of course,
the choice is entirely yours.

were the interests that led to a deep dive into
contemporary philosophy, artificial intelligence
and complex systems science in Harvard Law
School, where he spent time examining the
coevolution of human civilization and technology.
He went on to become founder and CEO of
DivX, navigating two financial crises and an IPO.
He left the helm at DivX to return his attention
to the big picture with participation in a number
of think tanks and institutes; as the Aspen and
the Santa Fe Institutes. He has concluded that
humanity is in the midst of a transition which
will likely kill all of us unless we upgrade our
individual and collective capacity for thought and
action.
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I would like to begin with a concept that
I think is both deeply powerful and not
broadly used. In this case, I’m going to be
treading the dangerous waters of trying to
articulate something that is similar to, and
therefore might be mistaken for, a bunch
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of other concepts that are kind of in the
same space.

“tune in” to what is going on without
preemptively closing off the world with
your own frames or judgements. Or to be
overwhelmed by what the world is sending
at you.

I’m going to take the bold path and
challenge you to really think. I’m going
to intentionally use a word that typically
comes loaded with a whole lot of
“understanding.” And I’m going to re-load
that word with a meaning that I believe is
much more clear and true and useful.

Your ability to make sense of the world.
This includes your ability to skillfully select
frames and concepts that are appropriate
to what is really going on. And to create
new ones when the old ones won’t do. It
is a measure of both speed and precision.
Move too slowly and the world has passed
you by. Move too haphazardly and you will
confuse sense with error.

That word is “sovereignty.”
By sovereignty, I do not mean the notion
that nation-states have the right to selfdetermination on the geopolitical stage.
I also don’t mean that human individuals
are magically able to separate themselves
from the rest of the human world and
make up their own rules. I mean something
very specific, very central to being in the
world and, if properly understood, very
empowering.

Your ability to make and effect choice in
the world. This includes both the ability to
actually move the world with your actions
(your ability to deploy a force on the world)
and your capacity to do so with both
wisdom and elegance. That is, your ability
to move from sense to action with sound
judgement (to make good choices) and
your ability to do just and only what you
intend. No more, no less. And with as little
effort as necessary.

Sovereignty is the capacity to take
responsibility. It is the ability to be
present to the world and to respond to the
world — rather than to be overwhelmed
or merely reactive. Sovereignty is to be a
conscious agent.

Of course, these capacities overlap and
mingle with each-other. This distinction
is merely a way of looking at things that
might prove helpful in your own practices
of sovereignty.

As it turns out, sovereignty can be
understood as consisting of three
distinguishable capacities.

Consider, for example, that a major
challenge to sovereignty is an imbalance
of these capacities. If you have much more
ability to perceive the world than you have
ability to act in the world, you might feel
powerless and non-responsive. If you have

Your ability to relate to the world. This
includes things like your ability to perceive
the world. Reality. To be sensitive to what
is going on in all sorts of different ways.
To be able to listen and see. And feel. To
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much more ability to act than you have
the ability to make sense, you might find
yourself doing more harm than good.

making things (and yourself) worse off in
the process.
Thus it is that growing your sovereignty,
improving your ability to fully respond to
the world, is a singularly useful pursuit.

Then of course, you have the relationship
between your own sovereignty and the
world that you are trying to navigate. As
an infant, your sovereignty is minuscule
and you are entirely dependent on other
people to help you survive and, hopefully,
to increase your own sovereignty.

In this pursuit, perhaps you will discover
the value of developing two specific
capabilities. The first: awareness. Are
you equal to the circumstances you find
yourself in, or are you in over your head?
Are you swimming effortlessly, or are you
starting to struggle? Is your sovereignty
increasing or is it beginning to falter?
Or has it gone altogether and you have
plunged into reaction?

As you develop, if you are lucky, you learn
something. You increase your ability to
relate to the world and to make sense of it.
And, ultimately to make good choices. This
is a virtuous cycle. The more good choices
you make, the better positioned you are to
make good choices in the future.

This is an omnipresent challenge. You
never know what is going to happen. The
world is a crazy place and we are all deeply
vulnerable. One moment you might be the
rock of Gibraltar, able to face the world
with equanimity and competence. The
next, something has happened and you are
a seething teenager, barely able to avoid
slamming the door and stomping away. You
can get better and better at responding
to the world, more resilient in your
sovereignty. But you never know what is
going to happen and being aware of where
you really are is a useful thing.

The opposite is also true. If and as you
get off track, your sovereignty gets
overwhelmed and you get out of balance.
Like a boxer who has been stunned by a
blow, you might find yourself no longer
able to skillfully respond to the world. Not
in a good position to make good choices;
and all too likely to get yourself into
trouble.
Sovereignty is the center. If you are
anchored in sovereignty and able to fully
respond to the world, you are able to
do the best you can do. It might not be
enough, but it is the best you can do. If you
are out of sovereignty, try as you might,
you will not be giving your best. And, in
the process, you might likely find yourself
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And then you might also be well served by
building a repertoire of skills and practices
for regaining your sovereignty when you
have stumbled. The world is rich with
such things, and many of them work. I
have found breathing to be enormously
useful. Specifically, I have worked on a
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habit of taking deep breaths throughout
the day. When I feel like I’m moving out of
sovereignty, I can use this habit to slow
things down with a few breaths and then
to recenter myself.

you must navigate. And this is the life for
which you are responsible.
Hence the deep wisdom of Dr. Peterson’s
injunction: “clean your room”. Sort yourself
out. First. When it comes to relating to
the world, remember, the world starts
with you. Before you can begin to extend
yourself into the complex dance of the
larger universe, you need to get a handle
on yourself. You need to achieve balance,
to improve your sovereignty. And then a
mastery of maintaining that balance and
regaining it when lost. Only then can you
proceed into the problems of the outside
world.

There are a lot of good practices out there
and many good teachers. But getting good
at regaining your sovereignty when you
have been knocked out of balance is no
joke. This is a something that takes time
and effort. Moreover, it is not something
that you can be taught. You can be invited
to the work, but you must undertake it
yourself.
And then there is the issue of maintaining
your sovereignty. This is also an art.
You must become sensitive to things
like nutrition and sleep, to the kind of
media you consume and the relationships
you maintain. You are an enormously
complex creature and every aspect of
your total environment plays a role in your
sovereignty.

These days that might seem like a bit of
a burden. In the past it was merely called
“being an adult.”
It seems odd that in this moment of so
much consequence, when it is possible
that everything is at stake and that we
are at the threshold of unspeakable power
that the most wise and most intelligent
thing that can be urged is “grow the hell
up.”

Sadly, for all of its wealth and power,
our contemporary environment does a
rather poor job at helping us in this work.
Our media deceives and manipulates us.
Much of our food is only a simulation
of nutrition. Our ideologies are often
confused and self-destructive — leading us
away from rather than towards a position
of sovereignty and responsibility.

But consider Stewart Brand. In 1968, he
opened the Whole Earth Catalog: “we
are as gods and might as well get good
at it.” At that quintessential moment of
the Boomers coming of age, he sensed a
choice.

Of course it could be worse. Our ancestors
had to deal with cholera and the killing
cold of winter. As they say, “it is what it
is.” You are here, now, and this is the world
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In the 20th Century, humanity had crossed
a Rubicon. The powers unlocked by science
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and technology had put us onto a path of
exponentially growing power.

choices. Are we taking full responsibility?
Are we being careful to grow our
sovereignty in alignment with our power?
Are we able to take complete responsibility
for what we find ourselves capable of
doing?

For the totality of human existence until
1945, we could do terrible things, but we
couldn’t put the entire species at risk.
Then, suddenly, in the Atomic Age we found
ourselves faced with the real possibility of
ending everything as a result of an excess
of power and a lack of wisdom.

Here is the final thing. No one is going to
come close to being able to do this on their
own. And no one is coming to save us. We
are it.

So far, we’ve managed not to end the story.
But history hasn’t even slowed down. Every
day we increase our ability to deploy force
in the world. Increasingly, we are bulls in a
china shop. And so, in 2009 an older (and
perhaps wiser) Brand revised his maxim.
“We are as gods and we must get good at
it.”

If this seems overwhelming, return to
Jordan Peterson. Yes, the world is in
trouble. And yes, we are going to need to
do incredible things to make it through
this transition. But until you have achieved
your own sovereignty, you are as likely
to make it worse as you are to make it
better. Thus the task is simple. Whether
you are seated at the throne of Empire or
are struggling to just make ends meet,
the right, best and only path begins at
the center of you. Clean your room. Get
yourself sorted out. Build yourself into a
rock upon which profound things can be
set. Then, and only then, is it time to begin
taking care of the rest of the world.

In other words, we need to grow the hell up
and take the responsibility that is ours to
take.
This is no easy task. In fact, it appears to
be excruciating. We seem to have become
enthralled with increasing our power
without appropriate regard to increasing
the sovereignty necessary to wisely deploy
that power. Does Mark Zuckerberg have the
sovereignty to be controlling something
as forceful as Facebook? Do the folks at
Google have the sovereignty to be choosing
how our collective intelligence perceives
the world? Does anyone? Could anyone?

Slowly and deliberately become a master
of your own sovereignty. And then, find the
load that is yours to carry and carry it.

Hmm. And what of nanotechnology and AI?
I’m not pointing fingers here. We are, all
of us, faced with the same basic set of
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worktogether. The Full Circle Leadership
model works on two levels:

sense
inquire

optimise

envision
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lanna explores bossless leadership,
open-source org dev, cooperative
governance, participatory technology,
impact entrepreneurship, and collaborating with
money—for a radically optimistic future.
						
Leadership takes many different forms,
particularly in dynamic, participatory
environments where it’s decoupled from
positional authority and job titles. Our
challenge is to recognise all the different
forms of leadership needed for new
projects to progress and communities to
grow.

on

al
prototype

operationalise

evaluate

Sense
THE LEADERSHIP OF EMPATHY
Persona: the nurturer, Measure:
vulnerability, Shadow: overwhelm
You are a spider. Something small touches
the far side of your web. The vibration
tingles your leg.

Full Circle Leadership is a model that
helps us recognise and celebrate different
forms of leadership, and understand
the different phases of executing

You’ve been reading the online discussion.
You went to the event and heard people
talking. You brought someone a cup of tea
and they shared their thinking. You’ve got
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feelers out. You are practicing the skills of
noticing and listening.

builder. Your questioning is a kind of
support, not an accusation or overstep.

This same topic has come up in several
conversations now. Interesting.

You had some assumptions, but you’ve let
them go. What you first thought to be the
problem turned out to be a symptom of a
larger issue. You’re seeing connections.

You gossip. Gossip in your culture is about
how to help people and build them up, not
about cutting them down. You help create
a community that is a safe space for
sensitivity.

When you pull this thread here, that knot
tightens there. Interesting.
You understand the attention economy.
You hold this issue up next to others. Is
it a priority right now? Do people want
change? You move forward when you feel
that mandate from the group.

Where you thrive:
The work of listening and the skill of
noticing are acknowledged, valued,
and selected for. People aren’t stuck in
silo’s — they can sense across the whole.
Sensitivity, vulnerability, and openness are
seen as strengths.

Where you thrive:
Questioning is not taken as criticism, and
past failures are shared as valuable lessons
instead of being hidden away. Changing
one’s mind and letting go of assumptions
is seen as a sign of strength. Skilled
facilitators are recognised and recruited.

Inquire
THE LEADERSHIP OF CONTEXTUALISATION
Persona: the facilitator, Measure:
inclusion, Shadow: permission-seeking

Envision
THE LEADERSHIP OF ASPIRATION

You’ve got an inkling, an intuition, and you
want to explore it. You put it out there: Has
anyone else noticed this?

Persona: the dreamer, Measure: creativity,
Shadow: distraction

You’re seeing it from different angles.
Who has touched this? Who has experience
here? Have people worked on this before?
Where did they get to last time?

Something is forming in your imagination.
It’s new and exciting. You’re inspired. Your
creativity is flowing. You’re ideating in the

You know how to identify stakeholders
and go talk to them. You are a relationship
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shower. You’re furiously drawing maps of
unknown territories.

want to go again. You aren’t hemmed in by
artificial boundaries.

You’ve got the courage to imagine a future
that’s different, better. You are fueled by
feeling the pain of the problem, but your
act of creation is deeply optimistic. In
your mind, you’re already living in the new
reality.

Prototype
THE LEADERSHIP OF EXPERIMENTATION
Persona: the hacker, Measure: efficacy,
Shadow: obsession

Unfamiliarity and risk enlivens you. You
are courageous in the face of change,
even giddy. With a broad brush, you paint
castles in the sky.

You’ve drawn some architectural plans
for your castle in the sky. The building
material is now cotton, not clouds. You’ve
created a scale model, so it can be engaged
with and tested. It’s an MVP.

The hugeness of the possibility is calling
to you. The gravity of the opportunity is
pulling you in, and spreading beyond just
you. You’re a storyteller. Your passion
starts to bring others with you.

You hone in on the fastest, cheapest,
most achievable way to test your key
assumptions. It’s a hacked version of
that off the shelf tool, or a hand drawn
simulation — ugly, but functional. You’re
lean and mean, knowing what not to care
about yet.

Where you thrive:
Innovation encouraged, and dynamic
change is welcomed as the essence of
living systems. No one will shut you down
just because your thinking is unfamiliar.
There space for exploration. Past failures
are accepted, even celebrated, so you

You’re watching the local attention
economy. Is now a good time? Are people
feeling the pain this idea solves, or will
it just be a distraction? In order to run a
successful test, a critical mass has to be
willing to engage.
You’ve shoulder-tapped some willing
guinea pigs, who represent key
stakeholders and personas. You’ve
prepared the context, the README, the
instructions. You’ve imbued the messaging
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with all your genuine enthusiasm for a new
possibility.

gratefully, as a sign people care. You take
honesty as a sign of respect.

Where you thrive:

You have a sense for what’s signal and
what’s noise in what you’re hearing. You
process the feedback and make changes
in response. Maybe what’s needed is
a whole new prototype, or maybe just
some small tweaks. You build trust with
your stakeholders because they see their
feedback having an impact.

Your community is open-minded, and used
to trying out new things, even if they’re
held together by bubblegum. If it doesn’t
work at first, people cheer you on instead
of punishing you. There’s enough patience
and long term thinking to invest in testing
and feedback before jumping straight to
implementation.

Where you thrive:
In your culture, the process is emphasised
more than the result. The value of iteration
is well understood. Diversity is a deeply
held principle, because without it testing
can be skewed or biased. It’s a safe space
for honesty.

Evaluate
THE LEADERSHIP OF MEASUREMENT
Persona: the scientist, Measure: integrity,
Shadow: cynicism
You show care through critical analysis.
This is the moment right before things
start to get expensive, before the build
begins — time to make sure you’ve got it
right. You are compelled to get beyond
your feelings and intuitions, biases and
blind spots. It has to be rigorous.

Operationalise
THE LEADERSHIP OF IMPLEMENTATION
Persona: the negotiator, Measure:
accessibility, Shadow: ruthlessness
This is the moment when something goes
from a concept to part of how things are
actually done. This is the work of making
it real, and making it stick. You roll up your
sleeves.

It’s a survey, or a series of interviews,
or quantitative information. You do the
legwork — data entry, conversations,
facilitated retrospectives. You’re
constantly tracking to the original
purpose, the key questions, the
assumptions that needed testing.

You have systemic awareness, combined
with tangible operational knowledge. You
know how the software functions, what
the law is, how the machine works. There
is a map in your mind of interrelationships

You understand how to get people to
respond usefully. Your approach inspires
honesty in others. You take feedback
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between people, resources, regulations,
culture, and strategy.

You’re given mandate in the face of
complexity, compromise, or resistance.

You ask some key questions: how does
this new thing fit into existing processes,
habits, tools, policies? Will changing
this thing over here impact that thing
over there? Who will need to be trained,
onboarded, introduced?

Maintain

You remain connected to the original
intent of the change, the pain it was
created to solve, but you’re not a purist.
Elegant implementation is knowing how
to compromise, and this is where your
creativity shines.

Staying the course means keeping focused,
saying no to distractions, and following
through on commitments. In nonhierarchical networks, steering happens
from the rear.

THE LEADERSHIP OF SUSTAINING
Persona: the captain, Measure: reliability,
Shadow: bureaucracy

You are the completer and finisher. When
something new has been implemented, you
grow roots through it, around it. You hold
things steady, so their true effects and
value can become knowable.

You are problem solving as you go. How
can this be implemented efficiently, to
leverage what’s already here? How are we
going to resource this on an ongoing basis?
How should it be documented so when this
person leaves, the next will know how to
keep it going?

Holding steady is far from an inert
state. It’s dynamic, a constant shifting,
noticing, accommodating — like balancing.
It requires deep empathy and creativity.
You are in a state of mindful focus, calmly
spinning plates.

You are fiercely committed doing justice to
everything that’s gone into this process up
to this point. Judgement calls are required.
You sense what can bend or compromise
without destroying the kernel of purpose.

It’s your soothing voice saying, “I know it’s
unfamiliar. But let’s just give it a chance
and see how it goes.” It’s your grounded
voice saying, “We said we’d do this, so
please follow through.”

Where you thrive:
The cost of quality implementation
is recognised and resourced as an
investment. There’s no illusions that people
will magically “self-organise”. Admins,
coordinators, and the back office are
empowered and respected. Decisions are
made close where they are put in practice.
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been booked. You imbue the experience
with a sense of trust, patience, and
reliability.

back to maintaining. Maybe it’s circling all
the way back to prototyping.
With the courage to let go of the old
and welcome new possibilities, you
are listening, empathising, sensing.
Having journeyed all the way around the
circle, you’re coming right back to the
beginning — it’s your moment to start the
cycle again.

You hold stable the foundation upon which
all participation can occur.
Where you thrive:
Skilled maintenance and operational
reliability is acknowledged as active
leadership. Visionary innovators around
you understand that it is your work that
makes their next exciting idea possible.
There is discipline about following through
on the last change before rushing into the
next. Commitments are taken seriously.

Where you thrive:
In your environment, everything is up for
questioning and improvement. Systems are
modular, not so complex that everything is
gridlocked. Inertia is not destiny. Agitating
for proactive change is understood as a
sign of loyalty, not undermining. Politics
and egos can be cleared away to make
space for innovation.

Optimise
THE LEADERSHIP OF IMPROVEMENT

Having come all the way around
the circle, you find that the final
step — optimisation — is quite close to the
first step — sensing. In fact, it leads right
into it.

Persona: the perfectionist, Measure:
commitment, Shadow: meddling
The status quo staying unchanged for too
long makes you itch. You notice when a
new tool or practice isn’t so new anymore.
It’s been integrated and people seem
comfortable with it. But ‘comfortable’ is
not quite good enough.

The cycle makes collective memory
possible.
If you don’t go full circle, it’s very difficult
to build on what’s come before — like
trying to construct on quicksand.

You can see the slack bits that could be
tightened. You’ve identified some blocks
for removal. You want to tweak things.

When there is an operational foundation
on which to build, visionary innovation can
flourish. Distributed leadership happens
when different people with new ideas can

Yours is a gesture of iterative looping.
Perhaps it’s a small change that goes right
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pick up where others left off. This is the
engine of innovation and execution, of
evolution and growth.

who excel in that area will not be able
to work to their strengths, and others
will miss being balanced out by their
complements. Ultimately, the whole will
suffer.

Wisdom is not mindlessly going around,
but consciously seeing the layers of
intersecting small and large loops in
process, and choosing accordingly.
Sometimes the wisest course is to hold
at “maintain”. Often, one loop pauses
because it’s revealed the need for another
to commence. Other times it’s best to
gracefully bring an avenue to completion
and allow it end.

Developing full circle leadership
means helping people and teams grow
competency across the circle. The more
people who feel confident that they can
play their part in bringing changes through
the entire process, the more real agency is
distributed.
SOME QUESTIONS TO PROMPT FURTHER
THINKING…

As long as a network is alive — growing
and changing — the cycle keeps going.

Where do you see yourself as strong
and weak around the circle? Does rating
yourself in this way reveal anything about
where you might do your best work, or
where you might like to develop your
leadership?

Balancing the Circle
Diversity and balance are the keys to
a healthy full circle leadership culture.
Different people are strong in different
areas, and are oriented to regard different
parts of the cycle as important. Often it’s
these very differences that create the
power of the engine, with complementary
forces causing it to spin.

Our vision of leadership is often skewed
by our own lens. Think about the aspects
of leadership that are most challenging or
unattractive to you. Are you truly seeing
those areas as leadership and people who
excel at them as leaders?

As someone who is strongest around
the operational side, I probably need to
collaborate with visionaries to do my
best work. Another friend who looked
at the circle noted that he and his best
collaborator are each strong on every other
step, which is what makes their working
relationship productive.

Consider your team or organisation as
a whole. In which area do you tend to
collectively excel? Is there a place in the
circle where your initiatives tend to fall
over? For some it will be the courage
to innovate, for others the discipline to
implement. What kind of leadership do you

If a certain kind of leadership is unseen
and undervalued in a given culture, people
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need to recruit or develop in your team to
be balanced?

this affected collaboration and project
outcomes?

Do you tend to get stuck in one step or
loop? For example, the entrepreneur with
a “great idea” who spends years oscillating
between sense, inquire, and envision,
never building anything. Or the established
institution stuck at maintain, maintain,
maintain. What might help you push
through to the next stage?

•

Individuals Workshop

Team Workshop
Since publishing Full Circle Leadership, I have run several
workshops based on the model, and I have received
requests for resources so others can run them as well.
If you’re interested in introducing the Full Circle Model
to others, here are some rough workshop outlines as
jumping off points.

•

Introduce the Full Circle model and
explain each step. Point out how it can
be applied to an individual/team (where
different strengths lie) or a project
lifecycle (taking it around the circle).

•

Have each participant consider their
own leadership profile and give
themselves a score 0–5 for each one,
then combine the scores on a team
spider graph (link above)

•

Discuss the team strengths and
weaknesses. Is the team skewed toward
part of the circle? Is one person alone in
being strong in a certain area? How has
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•

Introduce the Full Circle model and
explain each kind of leadership.

•

Have each person individually spider
graph their leadership profile.

•

Each person shares back with the
group how their graph looks, and any
noticings from the exercise.

•

Pair up people with different leadership
styles and have them discuss a time
when their style has shined, and a time
when they’ve been challenged by their
weakness or by a group not valuing
their style.

•

Group discussion about how
these concepts can be applied to
understanding organisations, or society
more generally. Are we, collectively,
good at recognising and supporting
different kinds of leadership?

•

End with a round where each
participant names one action they are
committing to (such as something to
help them work on an area of the circle
where they are weak, or how they might
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recognise diverse leadership in their
team).
You can find many more texts like this one
on Enspiral’s Practical Field Guide “Better
Work Together” - A very recommended
read!
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I recently watched the Lost Interview of
Steve Jobs again. The 1995 footage was
filmed for Robert X. Cringely’s TV show,
Triumph of the Nerds. Ten years before the
interview, Jobs had left Apple in a bitter
struggle with John Scully, the CEO he
had brought into the company, and was
now running NeXT. Two years after this
interview, he would be back at the helm of
one of the true game-changing companies
of our time.

S

The main takeaways from the interview,
aside from Jobs’ charisma and genuinely
visionary thinking, are the concepts
he introduced as sheer novelty for a
1995 audience on the cusp of the dotcom bubble. Online shopping replacing
catalogue or mail order purchases is
one such example. Jobs could see the
shift happening way before the general
public would turn it into a multi-billion
dollar business, reshaping long-standing
behavioural patterns.

imona Pop is a co-founder of the Bounties
Network, creators of the Standard
Bounties protocol and platform live on
the Ethereum blockchain. With a background in
experiential marketing, she is passionate about
the potential blockchain has in leveling out the
playing field in terms of access to information,
resource and a global pool of work. Together with
the Bounties team, she is working to broaden the
access to blockchain applications, re-engineer the
way we collaborate and facilitate the future of
work through bounties.
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Analogies between the late ’80s/early
’90s tech space and the current state
of crypto adoption are plain to see.
We are still a small ecosystem, with
niche audiences in mostly privileged
geographies. Most participants are from
developed countries and have all the
necessary tools to participate in online
communities—laptops, smartphones,
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stable internet connections. They also have
disposable income that enables them to
attend local and international events to
access further information and resources.
Whilst individuals and communities in
developing area are starting to embrace
cryptocurrencies as an alternative to
socioeconomic status quo, they mostly
rely on less-than-optimal, makeshift
exchanges to buy crypto.

Yet accessible, structured and easily
digestible education is a necessary source
of irrigation for our emergent ecosystem.
Education across verticals and education
that rewards people for their efforts. A
framework for “earn as you learn” courses
has long been in the works as I have been
interacting with passionate individuals and
communities outside traditional centres
of economic power. The aim here is to
redesign this new world dynamic from an
inclusivity and empowerment standpoint.
By rewarding instead of charging, by
guiding instead of excluding, we can begin
to level out the playing field in terms of
access to information, resource and a
global pool of work.

It’s safe to say that the access routes
to our technology, its uses and real
world applications, are still a conundrum
to billions of people. Yet evolution is
inevitable. Old forms make way to new
expressions and the flow of improvement
continues its journey across millennia.

Broadening the access and usage of
blockchain applications means new ideas
and use cases will emerge. By proxy,
more inclusive and regionally relevant
applications will be developed. Crosspollinating ideas, skill-sets and knowledge
at a global scale will diversify and solidify
web3 alternatives to existing frameworks.

The emergence of web3 itself is a spring
blossoming out of the winters of web2.
From that perspective, I believe we are
already enjoying the spring of a new
world dynamic. I believe that broadening
access and understanding is the way we
will progress to maturity and adoption
(Summer). As we continue to sow, grow,
and prune, the roots of blockchain
technology will strengthen and expand, the
fruits will begin to emerge.

Some of the germinating patterns of
empowerment are beginning to show
through self-organizing communities
who now have the tools to create and
maintain new income streams. When my
team ran the Bounties for the Oceans
pilot in the Philippines, the project was
all about enabling local applications of
bounties as social impact incentives.
Onboarding participants onto wallets and
rewarding them for verifiable cleanups,
we empowered them to continue the work
long after we had gone, creating new

One the key drivers for decentralized
thriving will be education. Most people
have faint or even distorted notions
of what crypto and blockchains are at
the moment. The vast majority never
go beyond a “get rich quick” definition
of tokens as a means of making money
through speculation.
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means of income for those communities.
As more people access information,
resources, and a global pool of work and
talent, the new dynamic of fair rewards
for contributions to meaningful projects
will become the norm. People everywhere
will begin to realize their own worth as
part of this new economies re-design. By
creating safe spaces that enable learning,
growth, and earning a living, blockchain
can effectively offer everyone a seat at the
global table.
As Buddha said: “When a single flower
blooms, it is Spring throughout the world.”

Follow Simona Pop on twitter @Sim_Pop
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Untitled Web3
KATTFANTASTISKT

ARTIST

K

ATTFANTASTISKT is a Mexicanborn American artist working
from the Swedish countryside and
other spaces. She was raised by seven women
and a cat in the 80s. She is a contributor to
blockchain and DAO projects since 2013.
HTTP://KATTFANTASTISKT.WORLD
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